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IN THE NAME OF ALLAH, THE MERCIFUL, THE COMPASSIONATE 
ABSTRACT 
The concept of 'ilm' as advanced in the Holy Quran laid 
the foundation of musliro culture, civilization and knowledge and 
guided it towards its zenith. It shaped our thought and method 
of inquiry and made us a dynamic and living force within a matter 
of decades. But when we decided to sacrifice every Islamic tenet 
at the alter of western modernisation and progress we lost our 
identity. Decadence started and we lost control of things. It 
seemed as if we would never be able to recover. But then the 
Almighty Allah inspired some of the scholars amongst us and a 
wave of Islamic ressurgence began. This process of the revival 
picked up momentum and since about the turn of the fifteenth Hijra, 
muslim Scientists are trying to study the teachings of the Holy 
Quran and the Sunnah and develop a scientific methodology of 
research on the basis of these teachings. The present work is 
also an attempt in this direction. The author has studied some of 
the biological teachings of the Holy Quran and has also tried to 
explain the sayings of the Holy Prophet (may the peace and blessings 
of Allah be on him) concerning the biosphere, exif^ tence of human 
beings and their relationship with other anioals and plants. 
Problems arising out of the present day environmental crisis and 
the need for personal hygiene has also been investigated in the 
light of Islamic values and teachings. 
In its simple and straightforward manner of expressing truth 
Islam has a tremendous appeal for persons of rational thinking. 
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Al'Quran includes knowledge of a l l branches of Science and the 
same i s t rue of Biological Sciences . We were given knowledge of 
such phenomenon as human anatomy and reproduction, n u t r i t i o n a l 
physiology and environmental Biology much before the West beoaroe 
aware of these r e a l i t i e s . Thus in par t one of the t h e s i s , the 
wr i t e r has made an attempt t o explain the b io log ica l process of 
the t r u th t ha t Allah i s the Creator of the biosphere and tha t he 
has created the heavens and the ea r th and a l l t h a t there i s in 
between them in s t ages , the length of a stage being beyond human 
reckoning. I t i s r e a l l y amazing how exactly the presence of 
smoke in the ea r ly stages of the Universe as t o ld t o us in Surah 
•Hara-Mim-Sajdah' corresponds t o modern cc«cept of primary nebula 
of gaseous ma te r i a l . Indeed the information ava i lab le with the 
b io log i s t s such as the cooling of the globe and the formation of 
water as forerunner of a l l l iv ing things i s the b io logica l 
explanation of the t h i r t i e t h verse of Surah 'Al-Ambiya' wherein 
we have been to ld t h a t the heavens and the ear th were closed up 
u n t i l the Almighty Allah rent them and made of water everything 
l i v i n g . 
The process of human embryology and the determination of 
the sex of a child has been explained t o prove the teachings 
imparted in the f i f t h verse of Surah 'A l -Ha j j ' , twelveth verse 
of Sujrah 'Al-Murainun', second verse of Surah "Al-Dahr* and 
for t in ine th and f i f t e t h verses of Surah 'Ash-Shura' • 
There i s no doubt t ha t man i s the best of the Creation 
of Allah on t h i s e a r t h . He i s the wisest and can excercise 
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control over other animals. Biological studies on human skeleton, 
physiology and psychology firmly prove these facts and tell us the 
truth that has been taught to us in the fourth verse of Surah 
•Al-Tln'. Indeed Allah has created man in the goodliest form 
and there are signs on this earth for those who wish to be 
convinced of the supreme, everlasting power of Allah, 
In Surah 'Al-Baqarah*, Surah Bani-Israil and again in 
Surah Al-Takwir - we have been told to pay special attention to 
the diet of the infants. It is incumbent upon the mothers to 
breast feed their babies so as to provide them with the much 
needed nutrients that are found only in the mothers' milk. 
Certainly the milk of the mother contains specific nutrients that 
are needed by the baby. No wonder therefore, that the Holy 
Prophet (may the peace and blessings of Allah be on him) remarked 
that it is better for the mothers to continue suckling for thirty 
months. 
Definite prescriptions have been revealed in the Holy Quran 
with respect to the kind of food that can be eaten by the believers. 
While all good things can be eaten, we are forbidden to consume 
blood, carcases of animals and flesh of swine. And this is the 
teaching of the one hundred seventy two and seventy three verses 
of Surah 'Al-Baqarah'. How harmful such food could be is easily 
realized when we find that a number of parasites live in blood 
and disease producing microorganisms thrive in the dead and 
decomposing organic matter. Pork is not only rich in cholestrol 
but ccmtains helminth parasites like Trichinella spiralis and 
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Echlnostoroa roalayanum which cause i n t e s t i n a l d i s tu rbances . 
The meat of sheep, goats and c a t t l e , contains pro te ins , 
iron and phosphorous in heal th-giving quan t i t i es while tha t of 
camel provides the much needed s a l t s t o people l iv ing in the 
t r o p i c s and suffering from cramps because of the loss of sodium 
chloride through pe r sp i r a t i on . 
The food prescr ip t ions of the Holy Quran have been further 
explained in Hadith, Fishes and locusts are t r ea t ed as 
pre-slaughtered animals and provide the ea t e r with considerable 
energy. This could be the reason t h a t muslim could f ight several 
b a t t l e s even though locusts were the only food ava i lab le t o them 
on such occasions. 
The manner of slaughtering with the aim of draining off 
a l l the blood and t o give the animal the l eas t possible pain i s 
indeed a great teaching of Islam, I t not only saves us from 
ce r t a in blood d i seases , but a l so enables us to r e t a i n the meal 
for a longer time and t o tane the skin in a b e t t e r way and obtain 
commercial ga ins . 
Milk i s a complete food, A female c a t t l e , through proper 
s e l ec t i on , can be made to produce milk much in excess t o the 
requirements of her young ones and t h i s can be consumed by u s . 
Indeed Allah gives us pure and pleasant milk frc»n the be l l i e s 
of the c a t t l e . This i s the lesson for the wise in the s ixty s ixth 
verse of Surah 'Al-Nahl ' . 
The b io log i s t can give a correc t explanation of the s ix ty 
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eight and sixty nineth verses of burah 'Al-Nahl*« The bees 
are hazrd working insects and through an intricate process of 
digestion ripening and dehydration convert the nector of flowers 
into honey vrtiich is not only an excellent food but also a medicine • 
One pound of honey contains 1.82 grams of proteins and 324 grams 
of carbolydrates besides calcium, iron and phosphorous. It is 
unique in the sense that it can be directly assimilated into the 
blood stream. Our Holy Prophet (may the peace and blessings of 
Allah be on him) prescribed honey in cases of stomach ailments 
and advised the Ummah that its use would bring them health and 
happiness. 
Quadrupeds are indeed our treasured possession and play a 
significant role in every day life of a human being. They gaurd 
our agricultural farms, residential buildings and provide us with 
articles of conmerce .such as the wool, hide and skin. Through 
domestication even the most savage and ill tempered camel can be 
made a ship of the desert. It can carry our heavy loads over 
long distances across the deserts and this is because of its 
endurance to thirst for three to four days. No doubt therefore, 
that quadrupeds are real supports to our life and this is the 
lesson which has been given to us in the fifth verse of Surah 
Al-Nahl. 
The sea is a treasure of wealth. Besides capturing fish 
for food, we obtain pearls from it. These are certainly a bounty 
of God as we make from them expensive ornaments. Similarly sponges 
collected from the sea are of considerable economic importance 
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and are used for cleaning v/ounds, v/ashing floors and making 
garments. 
But all animals are not useful. There are destructive ones 
also. Tiny repulsive and seemingly inferior insects give us 
typhus, dermatitis and other diseases and ruin our crops. These 
have to be destroyed. This is why we can kill injurious animals 
like the lice, rats and rabbid dogs even while performing 'Haj*• 
But let it be clearly understood that Islam does not permit its 
followers to kill all kinds of anim*J.s.In fact kindness to animals 
is a fundamental teaching of the Holy Quran, Verily, Allah loveth 
those vho are kind and do good work (Al-Bac^rah : 195). Our Holy 
Prophet (may the peace and blessings of Allah be on him) has also 
remarked that any good deed in respect of an animal would be 
rewarded by the Almighty Allah, 
That the growth of plants which are the ultimate source of 
food for the mankind is mainly dependent on rain i-s an 
important teaching given to us in the hundreth verse oi Lurah 
Al-Anam. Of the various fruits which have found mention in the 
Holy Quran, dates are very significant and this could be due to 
the fact that these are easy to assimilate and serve as a tonic 
for the heart and the eyes. The culinary value of vinegar which 
can be obtained from grapes, barley or appl«s has been much emphasized 
in the Hadith, Thus unlike Alcohol which intoxicates and is 
fatal to all forms of life, vinegar which is obtained through 
bacterial action on alcohol, is a highly rejuvenating diet. It 
has also some medicinal value and can be used as a substitute for 
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eggs in baking industry. 
Figs, pumpkins and cucarnbers can be easily grown and 
provide us with stable, cheap and nutritive diet. This could be 
the reason that the Holy Prophet (may the peace and blessings 
of Allah be on him) advised the Umirah to eat the rejuvenating 
pumpkin curry and cucumber with fresh dates, 
Plants are of great medicinal value so much so that 
the Holy Prophet (may the peace and blessings of Allah be on him) 
once remarked that if anything could save us from death, it would 
have been 'Senna'# a plant belonging to the species Cassia 
anqustifolia. 
The last part of the thesis is devoted to the study of 
personal and community hygiene. Keeping oneself clean is a 
fundaitjsntal principle of the Holy Quran for Allah loveth those 
who shun pollution. And this is the reason that no one can 
embrase Islam without taking a bath, performing wudhu and wearing 
clean clothes. The law of wudhu is certainly an important step 
towards personal hygiene. Indeed much emphasis has been given 
to dental hygiene in Islam, Circumscision prevents inflamation 
of glands and foreskin and saves us from the cancer of prostate. 
Dress is the index of a person. Besides protecting him frcsn 
the extremes of climate it also indicates his manners. A loose 
fitting 'kurta' which was the preferred dress of the Holy Prophet 
(may the peace and blessings of Allah be on him) amounts to 
wearing an additional garment for the maintenance of body heat. 
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We have been told to avoid wearing garments of silk but when 
needed, as in the case of persons suffering from dermatitis, 
such a dress can be worn. 
Sleep is essential for human health. It restores j^ iysical 
and mental alertness and keeps us free from strain and stress. 
This is the teaching that has been given to us in the nineth 
verse of Surah Al-Naba. 
The Holy Quran clearly advises us that we should not 
contribute to our destruction because Allah never forgives people 
who indulge in excesses and interfere in the phenomena of nature. 
The destruction of a people is not an arbitrary punishment from 
Allah but the people try it on themselves. The decree of Allah 
is always made known to the people before any calamity falls on 
them. The truth of these teachings become clear when we study the 
causes and extent of the present day environmental crisis. Due 
to continuous exploitation, n^n has made the air increasingly 
unfit to breath and the waters of the lakes and rivers unfit to 
drink. We must clearly understand that Allah never permits any 
interference in His scheme of things. He has framed rules and 
disobedience means disaster. Urbanization, industrialization and 
increased agricultural production, though advantageous in certain 
ways have also brought about contamination of-the environment. 
For example a power station burning 5000 tons of coal per day, 
may release as much as 200 tons of sulphur dioxide per day and 
this causes acute irritation of the skin, eyes and the respiratory 
tract. Leaf tissues are damaged and photo^synthetic activity 
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essential for all life on this earth is retarded. This is ho/ 
the web of life is disturbed and our very existence on this planet 
is threatened. Muslim Scientists were quick to realize the gravity 
of the situation and Ibn Rubban described the harmful effects of 
chemical toxicants on human health and welfare as early as 850 A»D. 
One of the most ingenious experiments of all times was performed 
by Al-Razi when ho decided to select a place for the construction 
of a hospital in Baghdad by hanging pieces of meat at various places 
and selected the site where these were slowest in showing signs of 
decomposition. The Holy Prophet (may the peace and blessings of 
Allah be on him) saved the people from the epidemics of plague by 
promulgating a quarantine prohibiting the entry and exit of people 
from a place vrtiere plague epidemic was prevailing. Of course this 
was done centuries before the western world became aware of the 
fundamentals of preventive medicine. 
Such is the nature of the present study. The author has 
attempted to apply the relevance of Islam to the Science of Biology 
and to show that what human endeavour has achieved after centuries 
of experimentation and research was taught to us in clear and 
simple language during the seventh century A.D, And this was 
because of the fact that Al'Quran has not been revealed for a 
particular occasion but for all times. 
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INTRODUCTION 
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IN THE NAME OF ALLAH, THE MERCIFUL, THE COMPASSIONATE 
Living in harmony with divine laws and search for truthful 
knowledge are the fundamental principles of Islam* The ever-
powerful all-knowing Allah is the Creator of the Universe and 
He has created each and every thing with a purpose. All purposes 
arc inter-related and this makes the world a telic system, alive/^^ 
T 
and fu l l of meaning. Birds in the sky, f ishes in deep sea a i ^ 
p lan t s on land and in water are a l l pa r t s of t h i s i n t e g r ^ / a n d 
cons t i t u t e the web of l i f e . Thus if a bird e a t s a bu t t e r f ly or 
a l ion devours another animal, i t i s not a chance phenomenon but 
a well defined physiological a c t i v i t y the understanding of which 
means defining and applying the relevance of Islam t o the Science 
of Biology. How narrow i s t h e r e f o r e , the be l ie f t h a t there can 
be no relevance of the s c i e n t i f i c d iscover ies with the teachings 
of Islam and t h a t knowledge and re l ig ion are separate e n t i t i e s . 
I t i s a lso said t h a t s c i e n t i f i c knowledge tiriiich is / changMj^Ae OUAA^ 
/ cannot^ proi?ide any explaoation for the teachings of Islam which 
are unchangeable. Nothing can be fur ther from t r u t h than such 
an assumption for the very f i r s t surah which was revealed t o the 
Holy Prophet (may the peace and bless ings of Allah be on him) 
t e l l s us tha t Allah teaches man what i s not known t o him. 
^ U J L ^ ^ J - J l p ; <"i\^'lj^\^\ (1) 
"Read: And thy Lord i s the Most Bounteous, 
Who teacheth by pen, Teacheth man t h a t 
which he knew no t , " (P ick tha l l , 1975) 
1 . Al-Alaq : 3-5 . 
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Indeed^ Allah teaches us In many ways. Scientific 
investigation is one such way. Praise be to Allah Who has 
L 
made us capable of investigating the various phenomena of life 
Sciences* An endeavour should therefore« be made to write a 
cointnentary explaining the significance and meanings of the 
teachings of the Holy Quran with the help of Hadith for the 
benefit of mankind. This is all the more necessary because 
today we live under the shadow of advanced technology and have 
to find answers to problems which come up because of the 
complexity of scientific discoveries. And this is possible 
only when we realize that Al-Quran blends science and religion 
harmoniously and our Holy Prophet (may the peace and blessings 
of Allah be on him) always emphasised the need to acquire 
knowledge from every source possible. Thus he advised his 'Ummah' 
to seek knowledge from cradle to grave and even travel to far off 
places in search of knowledge because he knew that it is the 
scholars who fear God and can reason out the nature of things. 
"And none understands them (natural phenomenon) 
except men of knowledge." (Latif« 1969) 
There is no doubt that Islara^ its simple and 
straightforward way of expressing truth has a tremendous appeal 
cJjL. _ -i 
w^ ^»x sincere and r a t i ona l personr, Allah teaches us in various 
ways and the Holy Quran -JLncjRides knowledge ^£ a l l bi'attchea o£ 
^rLudiga- re la ted t o the UnivergeT/This i s t r u e of b iological 
1. Al-Ankabut : 43 
a l s o . We were given knowledge about human r e p r o d u c t i o n , 
n u t r i t i o n a l l*iysiology, environmenta l b io logy , tlie i n t e r - r e l a t i o n s 
between p l a n t s and animals and v a r i o u s o ther i*ienomena much before 
t h e s c i e n t i f i c world became aware of such h a p p e n i n g s . And so we 
r e c i t e : 
(1) 
"God ha th not c r ea t ed t h e heavens and t h e e a r t h and 
a l l t h a t i s betwe^en them excep t t o se rve a s e r i o u s 
purpose and fo r a f ixed t e r m . " (Lat i f , 1 9 6 9 ) / 
/ (2) 
I —.JU 'l—ij ;^—• J *^^ ^  L J L ' I^ U j ^ j (-~t^J J—i J^ 
"He b r ings i n t o being what He l i k e t h and He g ive th 
daughte rs t o whom He w i l l , and sons t o whom He w i l l : 
or He g i v e t h them d i i l d r e n of both sexes and l e t c e t h 
whom He w i l l remain c h i l d l e s s , " (La t i f , 1 9 6 9 ) / 
^ (3) 
"And God sendeth down water from the heavens and by it 
reviveth the earth after it hath been dead (dried up) 
Verily, even cattle can offer you food for reflection I 
Out of v^at there is in their bellies between dregs and 
blood, we give you to drink pure milk - a pleasant 
beverage for those that quaff it," 
And likewise from the fruits of the palm and the vine 
you get inebriating beverage and healthful nutriment." 
(La t i f , 1969) 
1 . Al-Rum : 8 
2 . Al-Shura : 49-50 
3» Al-Nahl I 65-67 
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I t was in obedience t o these r eve i l a t ions and in fulfilment 
of the desire t o g lor i fy the A l m i ^ t y Allah tha t the present author 
picked up courage An b-inth hifntiO' and decided to make an humble attempt 
t o study the subject of Biology aga ins t the back'^ground of Quranic 
a l l u s i o n l t o the sub jec t . 
The subject matter of <hg thggJfcs has been broadly divided 
in to four p a r t s . Part one deals with the teachings of the Quran 
r e l a t i n g t o t h e c rea t ion of the organic world and of man himself 
and an attempt has been made to provide a s c i e n t i f i c explanation 
of the fact t h a t Allah i s the Creator of the e n t i r e b i o s ^ i e r e . This 
has oft»urse been done keeping in view the well es tabl ished fac ts 
of the Science of Biology. 
We have been told, tha t Allah has created the heavens and 
the ear th and a l l t ha t ±d-fch<ire in between them in six days, the 
length of the day being very very long as far as human reckoning 
goes . He i t i s who s ta r ted the creat ion of man with clay and then 
ordained tha t the progeny be produced from a mingled f l u i d . 
(1) 
"God i t i s Who created you from du^t; then, out of a 
drop of f l u i d , made of you two sexes . " ( l a t i f , 1969) 
/^gnd' thyae-j^J^HAtt^aotb Hi.h.i^ t-"tehe l^iolocjists have been able 
to veritWafjler cen tur ies of/experimentation. Surely i t i s no 
1 . Al -Fa t i r : 1 1 . 
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wonder that scientific endeavour of many centuries has led to the 
acceptance of the Quranic teachings that everything has been created 
from water. 
That the form and structure of a living being has to be 
in consonance with its environment is a fundamental teaching of the 
Quran. The nin^th verse of Surah al-tejdah tells us that Allah has 
shaped man in proper form, a fact vrfiich is self-evident by our 
ability to walk straight instead of crawling like a lowly creature. 
Our skelatal system is such that we can freely move our neck and 
turn our head from side to side. The uniqueness of the skin in 
protecting the vital organs, the tremendous grasping power of the 
fingers and the storing of each item of memory in the cells of the 
brain as also the power to bear, see and feel are real gifts of God 
to the humans for living in this world for an appointed period of 
time. Of course there is no escape from death and ncTbody knows 
as to how long he or she would remain alive. This is all according 
to His will which is most powerful»—V^e- most prevailing. How can 
we then deny the fact that Allah Who give*b life and causes death 
will not gather us all on the day of judgement. He has^ma^te-us '^ *lf^  
•4-iyiinj once and h a ^ the power to restore us to life again after 
death. 
"He Who gave them being at first, will give fresh life 
to them, and He knoweth how to bring forth every form 
of creation." (Latif, 1969) 
1, Yasin : 79 
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The be l ievers who r e f l e c t can a l so ver i fy t ha t i t i s 
because of the varying e f fec t s of eco{*iysiological fac tors on two 
adjacent p lo t s t h a t the qua l i ty as well as the quanti ty of crop 
j W t i d in each of them i s d i f f e r e n t . Is i t not the re fore , the duty 
^ AT ^ \ 
of the rtfuslim scholars t o conduct experiments for the mi^nipulation 
of these fac to rs and increase the product iv i ty of a g r i c u l t u r a l land? 
••And in the ear th there are close t o each other p lo t s 
of land whereon grow gardens of grapes and corn and 
palm t r e e s , s ingle or c lus tered , a l l watered by the 
same water , though We have made some f r u i t s more 
t a s t e f u l than o t h e r s . Verily in a l l these there are 
s ign i f i can t signs for those v^o care t o understand." 
(Latif, 1969) 
Thore i*s nm P 
Quran and the Haditl-
biological explanation of such teachings forms the second part 
of tih't -fahr-ti-t, 'tSu^ ILta^ic 
The term d ie t i s used for the food which i s taken by man 
for the sustenence of l i f e and t o f u l f i l ce r t a in s t r u c t u r a l and 
functional needs of the l iv ing body. I t has t o be c lean, 
uncontaminated, n u t r i t i o u s and pttatable. Meat i s one such food 
and pra ise be t o Allah Who has permitted us t o eat i t . I t provides 
us with high qual i ty •et- l i p i d s , p ro te ins , i ron and phosphorous. 
People l iv ing in the deser t s and often suffering fran cramps, 
because of t he deficiency of sodium chlor ide , get*the much needed 
s a l t from the flesh of camel while the locus t s with t h e i r high 
1 . Al -Rad I 4 
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s a l t and glucose contents provide energy t o people t r a v e l l i n g 
over long d is tances in the d e s e r t s . 
The medicinal value of s laughtering in such a way that 
a l l blood i s drained off the body i s self^-evident. Several 
haemoglobins occur in one spec i e s s o that i t i s the type of 
g lobin whic^ determines the oxygen combining propert ies of the 
blood of an animal and i t s ul t imate h e a l t h . I t i s^ there fore , 
p o s s i b l e that mixing of g lobins with lyagying amino ac ids may 
endanger the l i f e of a person who may receive them by eat ing 
blood-containing meat of another animal. 
Moderation and judic ious thinking i s an in t egra l part of 
Is lam, Thus vrhere excess ive f a s t i n g t^ich may render a person 
u n f i t t o o f fer h i s prayers i s forbidden, e x c e s s i v e eat ing i s 
a l s o not favoured. In t h i s % y^ the f^enomenon of eat ing i s 
governed by cer ta in rules that have been codi f i ed by the 
•raufties' and other m o r a l i s t s . While animals which in t h e i r 
opinion are clean may be eaten , the e a t e r has the choice t o 
consume the s o . c a l l e d unclean animals such as the birds of prey 
and crawling v e r t e b r a t e s . But no b e l i e v e r can e a t 'maitah' 
which while l i t e r a l l y meaning 'dead' re fers t o an animal i^ ich 
has died in any way other than by s laughter . I t s i g n i f i e s an 
animal that has not been s l a i n in the r i t u a l l y prescribed fashion 
and whose f l e sh cannot be e a t e n . 
Fishes and l o c u s t s are^ however, an except ion and can be 
eaten without r i t u a l s laughter , A poss ib le explanation for t h i s 
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could be the fac t tha t the blood of a fish i s pale and s c a n t / as 
compared to t h a t of the bi rds and narnirals. The number of amoeboid 
c i r p u ^ e s in the blood of locusts i s very l imited and i t contains 
hemocyasin instead of hemoglobin. There i s , therefore , no chance 
of the mixing of the two kinds of blood and consequent harm to the 
e a t e r . 
Milk i s undoubtedly one of the oldest food tha t has been 
known t o man. I t has been used as food by man mucti before the 
beginning of recorded h i s to ry and a l l ava i l ab le evidence suggests 
t ha t people l iv ing in the grasslands of Asia kept sheep and c a t t l e 
and obtained b u t t e r - l i k e products ^rom t h e i r milk. Even today, 
sheep, c a t t l e and buffalqfe a re extensively reared in various par ts 
of t h e world and cons t i tu te an important source for tha VJ.uQuct±on 
of a wide range of eas i ly d ige s t i b l e milk-products . Sufah- importance 
of ca t t le -mi lk was to ld t o us more than fouri;een hundred years ago. 
The goat5^i*^»e milk contains a l l the e s s e n t i a l amino a c i d s / i s 
eas i ly diges ted even by 4rfj6- i n f a n t s . I t i s the re fore , no surprise 
thatwij^ has been cal led ' the wet nurse of the i n f a n t ' • And since 
goats are a lso economical to be kept , the Holy Prophet (may the 
peace and bless ings of Allah be on him) once remarked t h a t the 
best g i f t which one can give t o the needy i s a goat which f i l l s 
up a cup with i t s milk in the morning and another in the evening* 
1 . Al-Bukharl l a l - J a m i al-Sahih Bab|JFi)Shurbil Laban . 
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Another treasured food obtained from animals i s honey. I t 
i s not only d i r e c t l y assjfemilated in to the blood stream but i s a l so 
an excel lent medicine in a l l kinds of d i ae s t i ve disorders and in 
developing the formation of hemoglobin in the blood. I t a l s o 
ac t s as a preventive medicine as has been reported by Haz-JCat 
Abu Hurayrah (may nl lah be pleased with him) who heard i t from 
the Holy Prophet (may the peace and b less ings of Allah be on him) 
t h a t a person who would use honey for three mornings in a month 
would not suffer from any t r o u b l e , 
(1) 
J — ^ ;^,— ^^ *-J* -JJ1 ^ , - U *iJ1 ^ j j LJ J L^ 4ji jJk ^\ ^ja. 
Who could have dared to impart such knowledge than Rahireit-ul-Lil-
Alamin whom Allah taught what no^^ody knew, 
(2) 
• ^^ \ JJ •! ij. 4 J * ; l^_J \i i J:.*w» K^ij...^ ' t - * ^ . 
"And thy Lord inspired the BEE, "provide thyself with 
places t o dwell in the mountains and in the t r e e s 
and in what men do bui ld for t h e e ; 
Then feed thou out of every kind of f r u i t and pursue 
assiduously the way of l iving prescribed for thee by 
the Lord, From i t s be l ly cometh forth a l iquid of 
d iverse hues which serves as medicine for man, (Latif, 1969) 
Soi l i s a subst ra te which contains organic mater ia l fe^ 
which p lan t s can take r o o t / . Water plays an important ro le in 
t h i s phenomenon. I t /^ f fects the ac t iv lL ies of nitrifyi^ig bacter ia 
and other s o i l organisms. Fa l l ing as r a i n , water penetra tes the 
1 . Ibn-e-Majah : al-sunan, Bab Fi Tib 
2. Al-Nahl ; 68-69 
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so i l surface by gravi ty and i s absorbed by p lant roots and brings 
forth buds of a l l k inds . And t h i s t o roe i s the lesson t h a t has 
been given in the n i r ^ ^ verse of the surah Qaf. 
"And We send down ra in from the sky which brings with 
i t b less ings whereby We cause t o grow gardens and 
the grain of h a r v e s t . " (fcatif, 1969)^ 
The f ive f ru i t s which have found spec ia l reference in the 
Holy Quran are the da t e s , grapes, pomegranates, ol ives and f i g s . 
Dates provide us with a wholesome d i e t while the grapes are 
highly rejuvenating and re f resh ing . The o l ive i s a slow growing 
t r e e v^ose f r u i t s provide us with o i l which i s much used for 
cooking and eat ing spec ia l ly in Arabia. The Holy Prophet (may 
the peace and bless ings of Allah be on him ) a te bread with olive 
o i l . I t i s a l so used for mai>saging the s t ra ined muscles. 
Pomegranates quench t h i r s t , are an exce l len t remedy for dysentry, 
enlarged spleen and sore t h r o a t while the de l ic ious f igs cure 
con St ipa t i on . 
Alcohalic beverages have long been cherished for t h e i r 
st imulating and medicinal p r o p e r t i e s . They have been used for 
the healing of wounds and as t r anqu i l i z e r s and vasod i la to rs since 
about 500 B.C. But once we become addic t t o t h e i r use we r ea l i ze 
the unhygienic effects of such d r inks . Crude wines contain amyl 
alcohol vrtiich i s extremely de le te r ious and may cause even brain 
1 . Qaf : 9 
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injury. Indeed it is a great favour of the Almighty Allah Who 
has taught us that wine is far more injurious than beneficial 
from the point of view of health. 
'•They ask thee concerning wine and garne of chance. 
Say, '*In both is great harm as well as advantage 
to men; but the harm is greater than the advantage, '• 
(Latif, 1969) 
The importance of dietary hygiene is self evident in the 
Quranic injunction prohibiting the consumption of pork and ham 
which is not only very rich in chlestrol but is also responsible 
for Tri9hinella Spiralis infections in man. Echinostoma malayanum 
is another parasite which reaches human intestine when pork is 
eaten and causes intestinal disturbances. 
It is really astonishing that while we are forbidden to 
taste alcoh*! , vinegar which is obtained by the action of bacteria 
on Alcohol has been prescribed for us as an excellent food. The 
reason is quite simple. Besides being a wholesome diet, vinegar 
is also a medicine. It removes spots from the skin and is Very 
effective in curing swollen and bleeding gums. It also acts as 
ai preservative for meat products, fish, vegetables and fruits. 
The spiritual and ethical value of Quranic Science becomes 
abundantly clear when we recite the following verse of surah 
Al-Baqarah, 
1, Al-Baqarah : 219 
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(1) 
"Mothers s h a l l give suck to t h e i r children (for) two fu l l yea r s . " (Latif , 1969) 
A purely b io log ica l explanation o£ the above teaching i s 
t h a t mothers''' milk i s the best food for the baby. I t makes him 
strong and healthy because or containM^y the r igh t ' <fiA<ii^ tli4,y of 
p r o t e i n s , minerals and vitamins and t*s an t i - i n f ec t i ous and a n t i -
a l l e r g i c p r o p e r t i e s . The protein found in the mothers* milk i s 
more soluafble than casenogen and i t s composition va r i es during 
the f i r s t few weeks according to the n u t r i t i o n a l requirements of 
the baby. 
The ways in which nan, as the custodion of God's g i f t on 
e a r t h , has to uSe the aryLroals and p lan t s have been described in 
the t h i r d par t of UlCu b h ^ i u • He has to understand the s p i r i t u a l 
values of these creat ions of Allah and acquire knowledge to use 
them in a manner t ha t could be most benef ic ia l for him. Keeping 
t h i s in view the present wr i t e r has studied the/product ive u t i l i t y 
jand ethaw»io»-cKg£uinaa» of ce r ta in miadrupeds v^ich have been 
domesticated since long. 
There i s no doubt t ha t the camel, horse^ c a t t l e and dogs 
are r e a l supports for human l i f e . I t i s impossible t o cross long 
d is tances on foot across the dese r t s so much so t h a t even in t h i s 
age of diesrfel-driven vehiclea much use i s made of the t rus ted 
^ 
E/desert. ship of rdeser t , who unmindul of t h i r s t and surviving mostly on such 
vegetat ion as i s not generally required by other animals ca r r i e s 
1 . Al-Baqarah : 233 
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our heavy loads for several days at a speed of about twenty five 
miles per day. But it is not only in the deserts that the camels 
are useful to us. The Ifecttfrian camel having two humps has become 
the most important beast of burden in colder climates. 
The speed, agility and affection of horse for his master 
has made him a distinguished companion of man in war as well as x 
in peace and all myths about the untouchability of dogs disappear 
once we know that the Holy Prophet (nay the peace and blessings of 
Allah be on him) has permitted us to keep dogs for the protection 
of our farm animals and as gaurds in our homes. Of course we are 
not permitted to mix with them as this is necessary to avoid catching 
b|(s from which the dogs often suffer. And the 
cattle are a great gift of Allah. They give us milk and meat, 
plough our fields and provide us with high class leather, manure 
and bone meal. , y 
The Almighty Allah has indeed brought forth the jSuadrupeds 
for us but we thank him little. 
^ U- \ e^ -il l-jLur^jkj'il ^ ^1-fi 4-JU^  (1) 
"We have given you habitation on earth and also 
provided for you therein the supports of life."(Latif, 1969) 
Plants are the producerSf^ 'w- the animal world in the sense 
that they alone are capable of deriving nutrients from the soil 
and manufacture their food in the presence of sunlight. Indeed, 
1. Al-Araf : 10 
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Allah sendeth down water from the heavens which is a drink for you 
and which enables the herbage to grow and by which you pasture your 
cattle. He oauseth corn, olive, date palm and grapes to grow for 
you. 
• o Ij —ill J ^c .jv'—^^'j 
There is thus no doubt that plants and their products are 
the ultimate source of food for all kinds of animals. They not 
only provide stable, nutritive and cheap food to man but also 
building material in the form of wood. A single pumpkin fruit 
may weigh as much as twenty pounds and may be sufficient to feed 
a family. It can also be used as a live-stock feed. Cucumber is 
another such fruit, often recommended by the pAiysicians as a 
refreshing and rejuvenating diet. When eaten with fresh dates, it 
TV 
is a wholesome food. This is why our Prophet (may the peace aAd 
blessings of Allah be on him) liked to eat cucumber along with 
fresh dates. 
(2) 
Mushrooms a r e r i c h in n i t r o g e n and h a v e - p l e a s i n g odour . 
They have been c a l l e d 'Mon', a g i f t - f o o d from God, E x t r a c t of 
mushroom cures eye d i s e a s e s j u s t a s the b ru i sed l e aves of ' henna ' 
a r e used for the t r e a t m e n t of wounds and u l c e r s , / E x t r a c t ob ta ined 
from t h e leaves and f lowers of 'henna* i s a favoured t r ea tmen t fo r 
1 . Al-Nahl : 10-11 
2 . Al -Bukhar i : a l - J a m i a l - S a h i h , Bab(FlJ Rutab b i l Qishah 
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leprosy and is useful for patients suffering from jaundice(Dastur, 1962) 
The medicinal properties of •$enna• are best summarized in 
the remarks of the Holy Prophet (may the peace and blessings of 
Allah be on him) that if anything could save man from death, it 
would have been 'Senna ' • 
(1) 
•1 'KiiS *--i „ ^ C^^-J r ^ i *-i^ *^^ t*-^ o-riJ' J LJ 
-Dates vrtiich provide a s tab le d i e t for human beings are e a s i l y 
a s s im^b le and serve as a tonic for the hear t and the eyes . The 
s ight of a palm t r e e ladden with f r u i t s i s unforgettable. The f r u i t s 
provide wholesome food and drink while the trunk i s warcto liitfr timber 
and the seeds are used as l ivestock feed, Olives whidi contain a 
very high percentage of fat are an excel lent cooking medium, a good 
ha i r t on ic and re l i eve muscular pa in . Similarly^the f igs provide 
us with vitamins A & B and cure constipation.^ (Condit, 1961). 
•'Mis (iffy^iO 
'•'•he l a s t pa r t of tohfo \^MJ£^ deals with human environment. 
Al-Quran teaches us to shun po l lu t ion , personal as well as environmental^ 
I t i s therefore , e s s e n t i a l t o bathe/and wear clean clothes before 
embraiSing Islam. Of course the c lothes need not be cos t l y . A 
loose ' ku r t a ' of ordinary mater ia l was the preferred dress of the 
Holy Prophet (may the peace and bless ings of Allah be on him). Such 
a dress has a de f in i t e advantage. I t protects the body frojn J^e^ 
extremes of climate and helps in -rotaining tho^boJy hecLt. 
m t h ^ j ^ 
iiiy lm tieJLt. 0 ' 
1 . Ibn-e-Majah : al-Sunan, Bab Fi Sgana 
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g And when i t comes to denta l hygiene, perhaps no re l ig ion 
has ]taid as much emphasis on keeping the tee th clean as Islam. 
The Holy Pro{^et (may the peace and blessings of Allah be on him) 
once remarked tha t i t was only because of extreme inconvenience 
to t he 'Uramah' t h a t he did not order the brushing of tee th a t the 
time of each 'wudhu'. The reason i s c l e a r . Brushing with a 
softened 'miswak' helps in diges t ion and removes phlegim. I t 
improves eye s igh t and makes the food more p a l a t a b l e . 
(1) 
Dietary hygiene has its own significance and that is why j 
we have been asked not to eat pork which is very rich in cholestrol 
and also contains disease causing parasites like Trichinella 
Spiralis and Echinostoma malayanum. A drunken man loses his senses, 
his brain is injured and his health is deteriorated. This is why 
drinking of wine has been strictly prohibited in Islam, _J 
As far keeping the environment clean, we have been ordained 
not to work for our own ruin with our own hands for Allah never 
forgives pe<iiple who indulge in excesses. Certainly the destruction 
of a people is not an arbitrary punishment frOm God but the people 
bring it on themselves. It is therefoire, no use* exploiting the 
environment beyond certain prescribed limits. This makes the air 
unfit to breathe and water of lakes and rivers unfit to drink. 
Toxic substances become accumulated in animal tissues and affect 
us adversely through food chain. As pointed out by Carson (1963)^ 
we cannot control nature and the sooner we realize this fact, the 
1. Ttrmazi : al-Jami , Bab Fi al-Siwak 
i^eisU 
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b e t t e r I t would be for u s . Thus i t i s our duty t o keep the 
environment clean and free of d i s e a s e . 
Some of the f a t a l diseases of mankind are t ransmit ted 
through droplet in fec t ion , improper disposal of waste material and 
the agency of insec t vec to r s . This i s why more than fourteen 
hundred years before the World Health Organisation emphasized the 
need for i so l a t ing the diseased persons, the Holy Prophet (may the 
peace and bless ings of Allah be on him) warned h i s people not t o 
go to a place where an epidemic of plague was p re \ ^ l an t and a l so 
not t o leave such a place if they happened t o be there a t the time 
of the epidemic. 
( 1 ) 
J U ^ . I J I J L-i _-JL. ^ 4jJp • U I , j _ J ^ \x—!^' C—^ •> «... li- a-j»w 
/i^.,^_Ji -t^'i-O-'^^''^^^-'^^ 
Such i s the scope of the pipent ' thesis which aims a t 
providing a b io logica l commentary to sonxB of the important teachings 
of the Holy Quran, The author has t r i e d t o s c i e n t i f i c a l l y arrange 
these teachings in four uni ts deal ing with the creat ion of the 
biosphere, s t r u c t u r e , nu t r i t i on and reproduction of human beings 
and the r e l a t ionsh ip of man with o ther animals. The dependence of 
man on p lants has a l so been studied keeping in view the teachings 
of Al-Quran and the sanctions of the Holy Prophet (may the peace 
and bless ings of Allah be on him). The importance of personal 
hygiene and Quranic injunctions concerning environmental pol lu t ion 
have a l so been descr ibed . In t h i s way the ever l a s t i ng t ru th of the 
revei^lations of Allah has been proved in the l i g h t of present-day 
knowledge of biology. 
! • Al-Bukha£i: al-J«iini-al-Sahih B^b Ma Yadkar Fi Ta'un 
CaiAPTER I I 
CREATION OF THE BIOSPHERE 
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^-JU Tim M/itlC or ALLAII, THE MF.RCTFlfT,,-!Ka-eom^A^:.£ON?iTE~ 
Fash ion ing of the e a r t h ; Al lah has c r e a t e d the e n t i r e b iosphere 
and t o Him belongs a l l t h a t i s in t h e heavens , on t h e e a r t h , 
between them and beneath the s o i l . He comprehended in h i s 
des ign the sky which was a l l « h a z e ; c r ea t ed the heavens wi thout 
any th ing t o r e s t on and placed on t h e e a r t h , mountains l e a s t i t 
could shake . He s c a t t e r e d va r ious spec i e s of an ima l s over t h e 
e a r t h . And He halA* c r e a t e d the heavens and t h e e a r t h and a l l t h a t 
t h e r e i s in between in s i x days , t h e measure of a day being a 
t remendously long pe r iod of t ime accord ing t o human r eckon ing . 
(1) 
l l o . •-J U^ \»..f.'>^; u J ^jVI u—» L ^  o 1^  U—J! |_y_j L d_-J 
"His i t i s , whatsoever i s in the heavens 
auid whatsoever i s on the e a r t h , and whatsoever 
i s between them both and whatsoever i s 
underground." (Lat i f , 1969) 
(2) 
"Sure ly , your Lord i s Al l ah Who c rea ted t h e 
the heavens and the e a r t h in s i x p e r i o d s ? (Sher A l i , 1965) 
(3) 
"Allah i t i s Who c rea t ed t h e heavens and the 
e a r t h , and t h a t which i s between them, 
i n s ix p e r i o d s . " (Sher A l i , 1966) 
1 . Ta Ha : 6 
2 . Al-Araf : 54 
3 . Al -Sa jdah:5 
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The fact i s again emphasized in the fiftyninJ ' th verse of 
Surah Al-Furqan 
^ (1) 
"He Who created the heavens and the ea r th , and a l l 
t ha t i s between them in s ix per iods . " (Sher Al i , 1965) 
Such i s the nature of the crea t ion of the ear th revealed 
to us in the Holy Quran. We have been ordained t h a t while being 
mindful of His omni-presence and supreme power, i t should be 
c l e a r l y understood tha t He has not created anything in vain . 
(2) 
, V l j o j ^ l ^ UJI J-U- Lj^LjJl j J _ ^ I O > - J : > « ^ C 
"Verily in the alteration of night and day and 
in all that God hath created in the heavens 
and in the earth, are signs (full of meaning) 
for those who are mindful of God." (Latif, 1969) 
Should we. therefore, not conduct experiments to discover 
as to v*iy in agricultural plots, adjacent to each other, the 
crop yield is different. Of course we should. 
"Go through the earth and note how He first createth 
and how after a while giveth a fresh life to the 
created objects." (Latif, 1969) 
H 
The above recitations from the noly Quran make it incumbent 
1. Al-Furqan % 59 
2. Yunus : 6 
3. Aj-Ankabut : 20 
upon inuslim S c i e n t i s t s t o understand the t ru th behind the creat ion 
of t h e / e a r t h y -^a pljirfiratiC and the an ine l s / l i v ing on or in i t . 
I t i s r e a l l y amazing tha t the presence of smoke in the 
e a r l y stages of the Universe as refer red to in the holy verse 
c i t ed below corresponds exactly t o ^he concept of the primary 
nebula of gaseous m a t e r i a l ' j ^ modern^ s c i e n t i s t s who accept t h a t 
the so lar system s t a r t e d out as a hot rapidly ro ta t ing bal l of 
gas which was made up of free atoms (Weisz, 1963). 
(1) 
"Thereafter He turned to the sky when it was smoke," 
Hydrogen atoms which were probably the most abundant 
gravJJated towards the Centre of me ball and the earth began as a 
glowing mass of free hydrogen and other types of atoms. The 
atoms then sorted out according to walLght^  neavy ones like iron 
and nickel sinking towards the centre while the lighter ones like 
•«ydrogen, ifltrogen/ Oxygen and ^ arbon remaining in the outermost 
layer. Of course in the beginfing the temperature was too high for 
the formation of any ccmpound but as the earth cooled down, stable 
bonds began to be formed between the atoms and simple compounds 
appeared. It must have been at this juncture that the above named 
four elementsjmay have played a conspictous role in the formation 
of living things/ (Bjiffaloe & Throneby, 1969), '^  
Creation of living things: As the temperatui'e of the globe became 
sufficiently low to permit the formation of compounds, the atoms 
of JHydrogen, tof.^q'&n, iUitrogen and ^ rbon joined together in various 
1. Ha Mim-Sajdah :ll 
combinations. Water was thus formed by the combination of JHydrogen 
and ^ ygen and this simple compound be«a«ft&^ ^^ of paramount importance 
from the point of* view of biology. 
The above facts of biology could well be said to be a 
scientific explanation of the following verse of the Holy Quran. 
.<*L-Jlc 'L 
"The heavens and the earth were closed up, then we 
rent them and we have made of water everything 
living." (Daryabadi, 1957)^ 
And when the temperature fall further, wrinkles and folds 
were formed in the crust of the earth. Torrential rains started 
and the basins and shallows got filled up with water. In this 
way oceans were formed and it was this oceanic water having in it ijtHe 
quantities otlCH., NHi, CJ and HCN that set the stage for the 
formation of living matter. The ^ rbon atoms must have played 
the key role in the fornation of living matter as is evident from 
If' ^ 
the fact that ^ rbon to Sarbon combinations occur almost exclusively 
within the living organisms (Weisz, 1963), 
UK/ 
That water i s predomin<[nt on our globe i s an undisputed 
facts of Science, I t was and i s even now the most e s sen t i a l 
component of l iv ing mat ter . Protoplasm contains e ighty five 
percent of water and on an average as much as n ine ty percent 
of anything l iv ing i s water. Water i s a l so an exce l len t solvent 
for a great var ie ty of substances and i s an ideal medi im for 
chemical r eac t ions . And since l iv ing processes are based on 
chemical reactions i t can be eas i ly understood tha t nothing but 
water could have been the bas is of l i f e . 
1 . Al-Anbiya : 30 
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(1) 
. •! .^ .5 . Ij 
" And of water hath God created every moving object." 
(Latif. 1969) 
The Almighty Allah has thus formed a planet of hard she l l 
which i s most su i t ab le for the ^jxistence of a l l kinds of l i f e . 
Here the conditions are ne i ther excessively hot nor cold for 
the sustenance of l i f e . Oxygen and ^ r b o n dioxide on which the 
exis tence of plants and animals depends are ava i lab le in su f f i c ien t 
q u a n t i t i e s . And so we can r i g h t l y claim tha t Allah has given us 
a perfect Unijferge for l iv ing t i l l a pazrticular time for He Who 
gave l i f e t o a l i f e l e s s thing Ife indeed/powerfeitt- t o give l i f e t o 
the dead on the day of r e i s u r r e c t i o n , 
(2) 
"Is not He (Who gave l i f e t o a l i f e l e s s th ing) 
powerful e n o u ^ t o give l i f e t o the dead (on 
the day of reslurrectionj^" (Latif, 1969)/ 
1 . Al-Nur { 45 
2 , Al-Uiyamah : 40 
CHAITER I I I 
THE HUMAN BODY 
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TN THffi M,\tffi OF ALLAH, THIS fERCITUL, TllE GOMPAGLIOttKTE— 
Moulding of man : 
\j\, bl^ <il^  a__-;j 
"He hath created ye by s t ages . " (Latif, 1969) 
The poly verse c i ted above reveals the stage by stage 
creat ion of man. As ordained by Allah, the beginning of human 
l i f e i s through the mingling of f luids from the two p a r e n t s . 
This r e s u l t s in the formation of an embryo t o which bones are 
added a t a l a t e r s t age . The bones are then covered with f lesh 
and in t h i s way a def in i t e shape i s prescribed for the human 
being who becomes a l ive when s p i r i t i s breathed in to him. 
Indeed the awakening of the non-l iving s t ruc tu re in to a l i v ing 
being i s according to the wi l l of God. He ordains and there i t 
i s : 
"Whenever He intendeth a th ing . He but sayeth, 
'Be' and there i t i s . " (Latif, 1969) 
The d i f f e ren t steps leading t o the moulding of a human 
being have been revealed in the following verses of Surah Al-Hajj 
and Surah Al-Muminun. 
1. Nooh : 14 
2. Al-Baqarah : 117 
3. Al-Hajj : 5 
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"0 People 1 if ye be in doubt in respect of resurrection, 
mark that, of a truth, have we moulded you first of dust 
into the form of a moist germ of life, then of a clot 
of blood, then of flesh, shapen and unshapen, that we 
might give you proof (of our power); and we cause to 
settle in the wombs (the germ of one sex or the other) 
at our pleasure for an appointed period of time; then 
we bring you forth as babe, then let you reach your 
state of maturity." (Latif, 1969) 
"And surely of an extract of clay, did we start the 
making of man; Then in the form of a moist-germ did 
we place him in a safe abode; Then we turned the 
moist-germ into a clot of blood; then we developed 
the clotted blood into a piece of flesh; then made 
we the piece of flesh into bones; then we clothed 
the bones with flesh; and lastly did we bring him 
forth in his final form. Blessed be God, the Most 
Excellent of makers I" (Latif, 1969) 
The holy verses cited above reveal the position of human 
beings and their future in the scheme of things made by Allah. 
After the abawi'pHbeR of the inorganic constituents into living 
matter, the Itving matter started reproducing itself. And 
since He has created the sexes the sperm gets deposited in 
the ovum/and fertilises it. The first change in the fertilized 
ovum/is its conversion into a sort of clot of -thickly congealed 
blood. Then the zygote cells grow by segmentation and the 
MXQ 
mass gradually assumes shape as a foetus. From t«e lump develop 
bones and flesh and organs and a nervous systeray* (Abdullah Yusuf 
All, 1938). Th/Uo an infant is born who grows, matures, reproduces 
1. Al-Muminun : 12-14 
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and then after a prescribed pericxi of time fades away. 
The above described facts of human embryology are exactly 
what we have been able to gather from modern histological 
techniques. Indeed birth and death are biological j*ienomena 
over which man has no control and never would we have because 
this is the absolute authority of the Almighty Allah. 
(1) 
"He it is Who giveth life and He it is Who dealeth 
death and He it is to whom all shall return." (Latif, 1969) 
Structural adaptability of human body; 'Taqwim* as pointed out 
by Abdullah Yusuf Ali (1938) may mean mould, symmetry, form or 
constitution whereas 'Ahsan Taqwim' refers to moulding in the 
best of form and constitution. Glory be to Allah Who is all-
designing and Who has not only given us the most adaptable body 
structure but also the best of qualities of head and heart. 
• J .^ ^c •^'^ ^ ^o' -'•^ ' L-^^ •^-*^  
" C e r t a i n l y we have c r e a t e d nan in t h e g o o d l i e s t 
form." (Lat i f , 1969) 
Ske le ton i s the frarae-work of our body. In f a c t t h e 
e n t i r e body i s b u i l t on a p lan of b i l a t e r a l symmetry having 
two ha lves or s i d e s . This e x t e r n a l symmetry i s e;chibited by 
arrangement of t h e t runk and head and the a x i a l p a r t s of t h e 
body c a l l e d the l i m b s . There a re two p a i r s of lirnbs with a 
success ion of bony a rches on each s i d e , and a success ion of 
1 , Yunus : 56 
2 . Al-Tin : 4 
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vertebrae in the middle i-irie of the back suggesting thereby 
t h a t body i s not only b i l a t e r a l in symmetry but i s a l so of 
a l inear t y p e . And as we pass along the neck t o the spine , 
we find an arrangement of bones forming the g i rd le of shoulder, 
A l i t t l e terminal vertebra i s located a t the other end of the 
sp ine . Another gi rdle having a ra ther s imi la r arrangement 
of bones holds the contents of the lower pa r t s of the body. 
Each of the two girdles beai/^ l imbs. In t h i s way we can assume 
an upright posture v^ich i s jhi'^l-y advantageous than tha t of 
the lower animals who lack such ari'an^ement and have to walk 
ho r i zon t a l l y . 
The bac]^bone i s ccsnposed of a s e r i e s of small and very 
pecul iar bones cal led veirtebrae. Altas supports the head in 
such a way as t o provide maximum movememt and t h i s i s an obvious 
super io r i ty over other mammals whose head i s balanced a t only 
one point on a t l a s vertebra and has therefore a ra ther r e s t r i c t e d 
movement. The a t l a s vertebra r e s t s on the second vertebra which 
i s known as the a x i s . This enables us t o turn our head from 
side to side and since the head i s f reely moveable upon the neck 
we can look up and down and from side t o s i d e , This s t r u c t u r a l 
feature helps us not only in seeing thijigs but a l so in hearing 
and smelling. The ease with ^hidh the neck can be moved in a l l 
d i rec t ions i s , r e a l l y marvelous. Indeed the a t l a s and axis 
vertebrae are a great g i f t of Allah t o His people . 
The upper and lower limbs have t h e i r own adaptive 
c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s , Wh«file the knee and elbow help in performing 
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4 "^ 
are excel lent s t ruc tures for floJJiing^pucjS^ocos and a lso help in 
locomation. -A^ca*^r son who has los t a f inger or a toe and 
movementi l ike "terfe ba l l and ^kU socket^ j o i n t s , fingers and toes 
ftolfniny pucpoi 
i^iP^r  
Q ^  wi l l I convince-yoU-for ^he^great g i f t /of Allah • 
The skin of man i s extensive and covers the e n t i r e body. 
I t i s an unique s t ructure in the sense t ha t every personsf skin 
i s pecul ia r ly h i s own and no other personS|r skin i s qui te l ike 
i t . This i s why finger p r i n t s of a person are h i s sure i d e n t i t y 
and the skin from one par t of the body can be t ransplanted t o 
another par t of the same person in cases of emergency (Brecher,1964) 
The skin not only p ro tec t s the organs underneath i t but 
i t a l so serves as a s tore house. If required, i t can provide 
blood to v i t a l organs and conserves the water content of the 
body. Being a poor conductor of l igh t the skin shields the body 
from the harmful effects of l i g h t r ays . The pigments present 
in i t contr ibute great ly t o the effect iveness of such screening 
.promos and i t i s because of t h i s tha t people l iv ing in t r o p i c a l 
countries where sun l igh t i s intense possess an unusual abundance 
of the skin pigment. Another important ro le of skin i s the 
regulat ion of body temperature. A person may be exposed t o 
f luc tuat ing temperatures but the temperature of the body remains 
constant . When the body becomes overheated,* the small blood 
vessels of the dermis get enlarged and carry more blood t o the 
surface of the skin t o keep the temi^erature in check. Evaporation 
from sweat glands of the skin a^ ><ru aids in ge t t ing r id of ce r ta in 
waste products . These glands which consis t of a hollow ba l l 
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of specialized cells are able to extract water and other material/ 
from their surrounding. In addition to these functions, skin 
also serves as a sensory organ. Nerve fibres which extend out 
into the skin conduct sensory messages from the surface of the 
body to the spinal cord and the brain. 
The skull of the human being is/eH^  unique creation of 
the Almighty Allah. It consists of a number of strong, hard 
and compact bones which are firmly and rigidly jointed together 
to form the base of the skull which holds the brain. The brain 
stores each item of memory so much so that even after seventy 
years of activity it may contain as nany as fifteen billion 
separate bits of infornntion. Marvellous indeed are the ways 
of Allah in protecting our bodies, making us the wisest of His 
creation and giving us a posture that is just right for us. In 
this way He ordains us to perform metabolic activities which 
enable us to keep the fire of life burning according to His will. 
"If we only care to reflect on the marvellous structure of the 
atcxn and on the still more marvellous nature of human mind", 
we become aware of the truth that Allah is all-designing, all-
powerful and infinitely wise".(Abdul Majid Daryabadi, 1957). 
(1) 
CJLr >^(i JX-*1^—^SU;f ^ i c—s^^c-t T^ ^ V l ^ 
"And on the e a r t h t h e i e a r e s i gns for t h o s e who would 
be convinced . And a l s o in your own s e l v e s . Behold 
ye n o t . " (Daryabadi, 1957)^ 
1 , A l - Z a r i a t : 20-21 
CHAPTER IV 
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-^H< TIIE HAMC OF -AMAH, THE MERCIFUL^ THE CQMPAIimONATE 
The science of human reproduction as revealed in the Holy 
Quran proves beyond doubt the truthfulness of the word of Allah. 
So close is the similarity between the teachings of the Holy 
Quran and the process that has so far been discovered by the 
biologists that one is forced to admit the all time and all 
embradteing virture of the Quranic Science. 
There are millions of cells in the human body and these 
belong to a variety of form, size and shape. Of course, the 
female egg is the largest of all these while the male sperm is 
the smallest, A woman is bom with a certain compliments of 
immature eggs in the ovaries whereas millions of sperm cells 
are deposited by a male at any one time. The reason for such 
enormous production of sperms is simple. A large number of 
them perish inivagina itself as the environment there is acidic 
and the mature egg expires if it is not fertilized within twenty 
four hours of its being cast free from the overy/ (Weisz, 1963). 
(1) 1 
"Surely we have created man from the union of l i f e 
germs (of two sexes ) . " (Latif, 1969) . 
The Almighty Allah has created everything in pa i r s and 
the£e are male and female sexes for each spec ies . I t i s na tura l 
therefore , t ha t each sex should contr ibute i t s share of 
reproductive fluid and the mingling of the reproductive c e l l s 
1• Al-Dahr : 02 
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therein should r e su l t in f e r t i l i z a t i o n . Once f e r t i l i z e d the 
egg moves along and i s safely lodged in the womb. I t s t a r t s 
drawing upon resources of the mother. And t h i s i s what we 
learn when we reci te , the th i r t een th verse of Surah Al-Muminun 
and find t h a t Allah placed rtan as small quant i ty in a safe 
lodging firmly es tabl i shed and there he assumed a l each- l ike 
form, something tha t c l i n g s . Afterwards the Almighty Allah 
fashioned him in due propor t ions , 
(1) 
^^ ^%» J [;-J , j - J * , iki: 4 \ U J 
The olrabic word 'Alaq* has been variously t r a n s l a t e d . 
v*iile Abdullah Yusuf Al i (1938) t r a n s l a t e d i t as a c lo t of 
congealed blood and as a ' l each- l ike c l o t ' , Arberry (1963) 
thinks t h a t i t means blood c l o t . To Syed Abdul Latif (1969) 
i t means a ' c l o t ' only, whereas ffat^iee B^caille (1978) argues 
tha t 'something tha t c l i n g s ' i s the t r a n s l a t i o n of the word 'Alaq'» 
In the opinion of the present author, BAcai l les ' t ransla t icxi 
i s more appropriate for a human being never passes through the 
stage of being a 'blood c l o t ' . The same i s t rue for another 
t r ans l a t i on of t h i s term 'adhesion' which i s equally inappropr ia te . 
The o r ig ina l sense of a leach- l ike th ing vrfiich c l ings seems t o 
be more correc t from the point of view of human embryology. 
Once d inged the human embryo successively passes through 
stages of 'chewed f l e s h ' , osseous t i s s u e s appear and i t becomes 
clad in f l e sh . Such a descr ipt ion of the embryo ins ide the 
uterus corresponds exact ly to vrf^ at the s c i e n t i s t s have be- n able 
1 . Al-Muminun : 13 
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t o d i s c o v e r s o f a r . B i o l o g i s t s t e l l us t h a t a f t e r c e l l d i v i s i o n 
s t a . f t s d u r i n g t h e f i r s t monthA a r m s , l e g s , e y e s , e a r s , s tomach 
and b r a i n b e g i n t o form and t h e embryo l o o k s l i k e a lump of f l e s h . 
L a t e r t h i s lump of f l e s h o r f o e t u s a s i t i s c a l l e d by t h e b i o l o g i s t s 
shows s i g n s of t h e d i g e s t i v e s y s t e m . K idneys a r e formed and b e g i n 
t o s e c r e t e u r i n e . In t h i s way t h e A l m i g h t y A l l a h c r e a t e s a n o t h e r 
l i v i n g crecy^v^o w i t h i n a p r e s c r i b e d p e r i o d of t ime and t h i s i s 
a f a c t which was r e v e a l e d f o r t h e b e n e f i t of t h e ' U m m a h ' c e n t u r i e s 
b e f o r e Hairvey' (1651) c o u l d make a s i m p l e y e t f u n d a m e n t a l s t a t e m e n t 
i n t h e h i s t o r y of embryo logy t h a t ' a l l l i f e i n i t i a l l y comes from 
an e g g , ' 
T h a t t h e sex of a c h i l d i s o r d a i n e d by A l m i g h t y A l l a h 
a t t h e t i m e of c o n c e p t i o n was c o u n s e l l e d t o t h e Holy P r o p h e t 
(may t h e p e a c e and b l e s s i n g s of A l l a h be on him) a t Mecca when 
t h e f o r t h n i n ^ h and t h e f i f t i e t h v e r s e s of Surah ' A l - S h u r a ' 
were r e v e a l e d t o h i m . 
(1) 
\ yJu- *1 :s c • J *^^ y 
"He b r i n g s i n t o b e i n g what He l i k e t h and He g i v e t h 
d a u g h t e r s t o whom He w i l l , and s o n s t o whom He w i l l : 
"Or He g i v e t h them c h i l d r e n of b o t h s e x e s and l e t t e t h 
whom He w i l l r e m a i n c h i l d l e s s , " ( L a t i f , 1969) 
G e n e t i c a l f i n d i n g s of t h e l a s t h u n d r e d s y e a r s o r s o have 
c l e a r l y shown t h a t t h e s e x of e v e r y c h i l d i s f i x e d a t t h e t ime 
1 , A l - S h u r a : 49-50 
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of conception. The twenty three chromosomes carried by human 
egg and contributed by the mother as also the twenty three 
chromosomes carried by the human aperm and contributed by 
the father are all alike except *^^fr one difference. While 
the mother produces only one kind of egg, each containing an 
'X' chromosome, the father produces two kinds of sperms in 
exactly equal numbers; one bearing an 'X' chromosome while the 
other a 'Y' chromosome. Nowy if an sperm with an 'X' gets into 
the egg and it pairs up with 'X' already there a daughter is 
bom. Fertilization between an sperm with a 'Y* and an egg 
with a 'X* chromosome results in the birth of a son. 
The above findings clearly demostrate the significance 
of Quranic teachings and dispel the unfounded myths which 
persisted for several centuries before the mechanism of sex 
determination in man could be discovered by men of Science, 
Why should we not therefore, bow our heads b^ ifore our Creator 
and announce that Allah has created man from something which clings. 
And indeed reproduction is not the lot of all membfirs of a 
generations. Causes may vary, inhibiting thereby the fertilization 
of an egg by a sperm in the fallopian tubes and its propel^Ation 
|«*to/Uterus where it wu^ be implanted, nourished and grown until 
the birth of the baby. Thus Allah may ordain "the breaking up 
of any link in this process of reproduction and make one childless. 
Of course 'He knoweth why He doth so, the powerful'• 
7 
<e—A^^ X^e'f-'^.^—i \ aSZL»^ 
1. Al-Shura : 50 
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' IH TILC NAfm OF Ahhiitl, TIIE tCRCIFUL, THE COMTWaSIONATE 
Until the advent of Islam, the Arabs practiced infanticide 
and killed their daughters whom they considered to be a liability 
and a sign of weakness. But Islam strictly forbade this practice 
and called it a great sin. Al'Quran proclaimed that the Almighty 
Allah provides sul^enance for his creation/'and no one else has 
aSy'authority to kill anyone else -Siiteai of poverty and "^^ «-< 4 
interfere in the "biological phenomena of life and death. 
(1) 
C ^- JX_-I 5_--ii- p.^ J"Vj I '^—Li- ^  J 
"And kill not your children for fear of being 
reduced to poverty. It is we who provide both 
for them and for you. Verily, the slaying of 
them is a grievous sin." (Latif, 1969) 
(2) 
«-i ^-MOJ I 1 J I ^  c — L J 4_J J ^^  L c U i - 2 Jj*y»i\ IJI ^  
"And when the female infant buried alive shall be asked 
was it for cny crime that she had been put to death. 
And when the records of deeds are laid open. 
And when the sky shall be stripped away. 
And when Hell is ablazed. 
And when Paradise is drawn nigh 
Everyone shall know vrtiat it is that He hath brought 
to offer," (Latif, 1969) 
The holy verses cited above safegaurd the interest of 
the baby and it becomes incumbent upon the mothers to breastffeed 
their children in order to provide them the much needed nutrients 
1. Bani-Israil : 31 
2. Al-Takwir : 8-14 
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tha t are found in the mothers' milk. Indeed there i s no 
subs t i t u t e for mothers' milk and the child needs t o be put to 
the breas t so t ha t the mother may nurse the baby and the child 
may make the best possible s t a r t in l i f e , A survey made in 
England showed t h a t while 2 t o 3 percent of the 844 brcafced y 
in fants died within one year, 12.1 percent of the 140 bo t t l e - fed 
babies died during the same period (Kimball, 1952). 
Modern researches have shown t h a t the infant who gets 
ce r t a in basic requirements in i t s d i e t " i s much more healthy than 
the infant who i s i l l - f e d during childhood. I t i s a l so an 
es tabl i shed fact t h a t no child i s born r icke ty for r i cke t s i s 
a disease which r e s u l t s from m a l / n u t r i t i o n . If the mother nurses 
her ch i ld , the baby wi l l nake the best possible s t a r t in l i f e . 
This i s why the ever merciful Allah has made y ^ the milk of 
every species with cer ta in e s s e n t i a l cons t i tuents which are 
necessary for the development of the young ones . The milk of 
a womlrr contains spec i f i c nu t r i en t s required by the baby and^ 
therefore the order which has been revealed in the HOly Quran 
reminds us of the grea t favour Allah has done t o us in ordaining 
t h a t : 
^c ^ ^ c - * ^ ^ j ' 
"Mothers s h a l l give suck t o t h e i r chi ldren 
two fu l l yea r s . " (Latif, 1969) 
1 . Al-Baqarah : 233 
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The baby cannot digest s tarch and the re fo re , no food 
which contains s tarch i s proper for an in fan t . This could be 
the reason tha t even savage raothers/ 3;QI<CI ages ago used to 
breast-feed t h e i r children for a-dleast two years and rea l ized 
t h a t t h e i r milk was the only perfect food for t h e i r babies . 
Our Holy Prophet (may the peace and blessincjs of Allah be on 
him) has a lso remarked tha t " i t i s b e t t e r for the mothers t o 
continue sucwing for t h i r t y months"o 
(1) 
4— A->LA. 't^'^ 
The wisdom of the above sanction of the Holy Propiiet 
(may the peace and blessings of Allah be on him) may be explained 
in the l i gh t of the s c i e n t i f i c inves t iga t ions t h a t have been 
made so f a r . Human milk does not contain much s tarch at i t s 
ea r ly stage but contains a valuable sugar which keeps the baby 
warm and heal thy . The baby does not suffer from g a s t r o i n t e s t i n a l 
t r o u b l e s ; gains more cons i s ten t ly , has lower a l l e r g i e s , a longer 
na tu ra l immunity t o diseases and notably fewer skin diseases 
and digest ive disorders / (Lake, 1964). Breast-feeding a l so 
plays an important role in the psychological development of both 
the infant and the mother. 
The importance of breast-feeding becomes cfa/ll temrc c lear 
when we find tha t : 
i ) I t i s clean and free from b a c t e r i a . 
i i ) I t s composition varies during the f i r s t few weeks 
according t o the need of the in fan t . 
1 . Bukhari-al-Jam«.-al~£ahih, Kitab Nafqat 
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i i i ) Proteins found in the mothers^* milk are more soluible 
than caseinogen which is found in the milk of other 
animals. 
iv) The curd produced in the stamach of a baby i s * 
l e s s dense and eas i ly d i g e s t i b l e , 
v) Antibod^s present in mothers^ milk induce a kind of 
immunity from d i seases , 
As s ta ted in the 'Indian Express ' of October 17, 1984, 
breast-feeding i s best because colostrum ( f i r s t milk) has the 
best composition of p ro te ins , mineral/and vitamins which a new 
born needs. I t i s hundred percent pufe, per fec t ly formulated, 
always a t the r igh t temperature and eas i e s t t o be digested by 
the baby. I t s ant i - i n feet ion and a n t i - a l l e r g i c proi.>erties 
safeguard the heal th of the baby. » 
The above descr ip t ion makes i t c lear t h a t mothers/ milk 
i s not only advantageous for the baby but l i s a l so a great source 
of s a t i s f ac t ion t o the mother. However, Quranic injunctions are 
for the benefit of mankind and no one i s burdened beyond h is 
capac i ty . If the re fo re , there a r i s e conditions which make nursing 
by mother impossible, subs t i tu te feeding by employing a fos ter 
mother i s permiss ib le . And so we r e c i t e : 
(1) 
<j "i^ I I; - * - ^ j — ^ - ^ ^ c ' (—-''^ •^  ' c ' j 
"But i f you choose to have a nurse for your ch i ld , 
no blame s h a l l r e s t on you." (Latif, 1969) 
Those who cannot afford t o have a fos ter mother for t h e i r 
ch i ldren , nay feed them on the milk of a cow or a goat because 
1• Al-Baqarah : 233 
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the constituents of such milk are essentially the same as that 
of the hunan milk except that it contains more casein and less 
sugar. It is therefore, necessary that water and sugar be added 
to it to bring it as close to human milk as possible. 
While providing supplementary foods to the baby, it is 
/specially important to be certain of the cleanliness of the 
supply. One possible/adequacy of human and cowsf milk is 
vitamin D, This can be obt^inod by exposing the child to sunlight 
or by providing him vitamin D concentrates. The parents have^ 
therefore to pay special attention to hygiene in childhood. The 
room where the child lives should be well ventilated and airy. 
There should be as little dust as possible. In matters of 
clothing the 'golden mean* which P^ ristotle advocated more than 
two thousand years ago should be observed. They should be 
provided with abundance of clean, absorbant, loose clothing 
and every care should be taken not to-eh^ti children *Cr--c^^'^ • 
Child welfare is therefore, the absolute responsibility 
of the parents. They have to treat them kindly, make them 
comfortable and teach them good manners for according to the 
teachings of Islam, they are the test of one's doings. The Holy 
Prophet (may the peace and blessings of Allah be on him) was 
very fond of children and likened them with the fragnance of 
the heavens/ (Wajidi, 1979). 
CHAPTER VI 
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^IN THE NAME OF P^LIAH, THE MERLlFUL^ TllE COMPA-SSIONATEL, 
Animals a s food : S i n c e g r a t i t u d e f o r t h e g i f t of God i s a l s o 
a form of w o r s h i p e a t i n g may be c o n s i d e r e d a p a r t of r e l i g i o n 
i n t h e s e n s e t h a t d e f i n i t e p r e s c r i p t i o n s have been r e v e a l e d 
i n t h e Holy Quran w i t h r e s p e c t t o t h e k i n d of food which can 
be consumed by t h e b e l i e v e r s . While a l l good euid c l e a n t h i n g s 
c o n t r i b u t i n g t o t h e b u i l d i n g of t h e body may be e a t e n , b l o o d , 
f l e s h of swine and C a r c a s s e s of a n i m a l s c a n n o t be e a t e n . 
. i Liy U^^wJp c-^ I^.J^ 1,—- T ^^ - J_j l L^ I L ^^ ^ 
• V * f > • ^' ' • O * V ^ * LI ^ < ^^  I #JJ ^jj^^\j 
• ^ > ^ ' ( ^ ^ f ^ » j 5 - ^ ^ ' « J 
"Ea t of t h e wholesome t h i n g s w i t h v ^ i c h we h a v e 
p r o v i d e d you and g i v e God t h a n k s 
He h a t h f o r b i d d e n you C a r r i o n , and b lood and 
swings/* f l e s h . " ( L a t i f , 1969) 
I 
We have been f o r b i d d e n t o e a t c a r r i o n and b l o o d b e c a u s e 
t h e s e a r e a r t i c l e s of food which c a u s e d i s g u s t t o any r e f i n e d 
p e r s o n (A;?^,Al i , 1 9 3 8 ) . Again^ t h e r e a r e a number of p a r a s i t e s 
which l i v e i n b lood and s e v e r a l g r o u p s of m i c r o o r g a n i s m t h r i v e 
w e l l i n t h e dead and decomposed a n i m a l t i s s u e s . T h u s ^ e a t i n g of 
such s u b s t a n c e s c o u l d e a s i l y e n d a n g e r human l i f e . S i m i l a r l y . 
p o r k and ham i s v e r y r i c h in c h o l e s t r o l and i s harmf U3J t o - ^ » ^ 
The h e l m i n t h p a r a s i t e , TrichiTTiella s p i r a l i s a l s o o c c u r s i n p i g s 
and c a u s e s t r i c h i n o s i s . T h i s i s a s e r i o u s d i s e a s e and t h e 
l a r v a e of T . s p i n l i s a f f e c t t h e s p i n a l c o r d and b r a i n of hunan 
s u b j e c t s . Ech inos toma malayanum and T a e n i a s o l i u m a r e a l s o 
found i n t h e p i g s and c a u s e i n t e s t i n a l d i s t u r b a n c e s i n man . 
1 . A l - B a q a r a h s 172-173 
The gocjd arc the Wholesome foods/wt:^ 4€h contain nutrients 
like ascorbic acid that prevents hemorrhages, thiamine whose 
deficiency results in beriberi, riboflavin which checks the 
loss of hair and eye disorders and niacin which prevents the 
skin disease called pellagra. Meat is one such diet. It is 
composed.of muscles and connective tissues, is a delicacy to 
eat and contains proteins, iron and phosphorous in health-giving 
quantities. The meat of sheep, goats and cattle is rich in fat 
whereas that of camel provides the much needed salts to people 
who live in the tropics and often suffer from cramps because 
of the loss of sodium chloride through perspiration. Mutton, 
/^ 
beef and poult^ry provide us with enough vitamins, p ro t e ins , 
f a t s , calcium and i r o n . 
The d ie tary s ignif icance of pigeons has long been 
recognised by the physicians who have been recominendincj such 
meat t o pa t ien t s suffering from p a r a l y s i s . 
In f i sh , the Almighty Allah has given us an abundance 
of food and a good source of p ro t e in . Being p r o l i f i c breeders 
in ponds, lakes , r i v e r s and the sea they are ea s i ly avai lable 
t o the common man and provide him a food value of 300 t o 600 
ca lo r i e s per pound. The o i l obtained from the l i v e r of Cod and 
Shark f ishes i s a l so a r ich source of vitamins A« 
The pursuit of f ish i s . t h e r e f o r e , world wide though 
the bulk of them comes from the sea . The s t r iped base i s oos-
o£ tho most/ excel lent food fish and i s 50 to 100 pounds in weight, 
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Should W8 therefore not be thankful to God for t h i s unique g i f t 
of His t o mankind. 
"And the two waters are not a l i ke - the one fresh^ 
sweet, and pleasant to dr ink, and the other , s a l t i s h , 
b i t t e r . Yet, from both, ye obtain for food fresh 
f i s h . " (Latif, 1969) 
The food prescr ip t ions of the Holy Quran are fur ther 
developed in Hadith, Thus Imam Mohammad (may Allah be pleased 
with him) has described locusts as ' p r ^ l a u g h t e r e d an ina l s and 
Imam Abu Hanifa (may Allah be pleased with him) concurs with t h i s 
view. Hazarat Abdullah bin Umar bin Khatab (may Allah be pleased 
with him) when asked to express h i s opinion about these insects , 
remarked ' I would very much l ike t o have a bag fu l l of locusts 
and ea t them' . 
J LJtt J l^_^J I ^J.^ J 1 - 4-_J I v^LJa>J I ^ -^ j - ^ ^^ P ^2 ) 
4 * :. J ^ I» J t^_^ ^ 4;—. 4 — * * • vi J — ^ C ' ^ ** '' J _ 
Locusts contain a large amount of moisture and are highly 
rich in fat and proteins. The salt and glucose content is quite 
high and as such these insects provide energy to people travelling 
over long distances in the desert. The ancient Assyrians ate 
them and even today locusts are sold in open markets in Kuwait, 
Yemen and other countries . c^st Prophety' Mohamrrad Sallallaho (jy^o^ -^^^yji. 
QlaihQ wa sallom has permitted us to eat this energy-giving food. 
1 . Al -Fa t i r : 12 
2. Imam Malik : Moatta Bab a l - j a r r ad 
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Thus Hazarat Abu Waleed (may Allah be pleased with him ) was 
told by Hazarat Abu Yafoor bin abl Oofi (may Allah be pleased 
with him) that during the course of six or seven ba t t l e s , locusts 
were the only diet that the Holy Prophet (may the peace and 
blessings of Allah be an him) and his followers a t e . 
I : - I I I • • ^ 1 > 
4 jlj rJ ' * — J ^ L- I --<'! _ 
The manner in v^ich food animals should be slaughtered 
has been fully described in Kadith and the aim i s to drain off 
a l l the blood so that the toxins contained in the blood do not 
reach the body of the person eating such meat. 
Blood is a t issue with dual function. The red blood 
carpuscles transport oxygen for respiratory purposes whereas 
carbon dioxide is removed through the l i ve r . Kidneys also 
serve as important organs of exj^retion. The haemoglobins found 
in the red blood cel ls have evolved in diverse ways. While the 
heme i s the same globins differ in respect of amino acid 
composition, molecular size and immunological proi)erties 
(Prosser and Brown, 1962). Several haemoglobins occur in one 
species so that i t i s the type of the globin which determines 
the oxygen combining properties of the blood of an animal and 
i t s ultimate health. I t is also possible that mixing of globins 
with varying amino acids composition may endanger the l i fe of 
the person who may receive them from the blood of other aninels 
1. Bukhari i al-Jami al-Sahih Kitab al-Zabaiah 
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as a result of selective absorption through the intestine. 
The draining of blood through slaughtering has another 
advantage. Quite often the entire animal cannot be consumed 
at one and the same time and has to be preserved for as long 
as possible. Since the moisture content of the slaughtered 
anifial is less because of the draining of the blood, such meat 
is less liable to the attack of putrlfftgyive bacteria, This 
is why the smoked 'Kababs' can be preserved for a much longer 
period of time than meat curry. Indeed the meat which contains 
blood decomposes more readily than the one from which all 
blood has been drained off ( Maqbool, 1982). 
The above account makes it clear that meat is a stable 
diet and so we have been permitted to eat it. Indeed moderation 
and Judicious thinking is an integral part of Islam. ThuS/ while 
excessive fasting which may render a person unfit to offer his 
prayers is forbidden excessive eating of meat resulting in 
indigestion is also not favoured. The muftis and other moralists 
have also formulated certain rules concerning animals which in 
their opinion are clean and may be eaten. Aninals like the 
birds of prey and crawling vertebrates nay be eaten if one desires 
to eat them. But no believer can eat 'maitah* which in Islamic 
terminology means an aniiral that has not been slain in the 
Q 
ritually prescribed fashion and whose flesh is lad#en with 
blood. 
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Food from Animals: The complete food knovm a s milk i s a f l u i d 
vrtiich i s s e c r e t e d by t h e mammjiry g lands of a n i r t a l s . I t has 
been used by human be ings of a l l ages and nothing could b e t t e r 
sum up i t s food va lue t han the promise of a garden in t h e 
heaven in which t h e r e would be r i v e r s of milk whose f l avour 
would never change, 
L jwj 4; J J t J l . ; — * j ( j - ^ ' *—^-* ' J—i« 
. - T , j, •! . . . . I -y 
6 *- > * ^ Jir^ ^ C-—T' O -—• j l fJ ' 
"The similitude of the Heaven promised to the 
righteous is that of a garden wherein flow 
streams the water of which does not get stale, 
and of milk, the taste of which never changes," 
(Latif, 1969) 
Indeed the milk of cattle is a wholesome drink containing 
growth promoting proteins and other nutrients. It is a sign 
of the wonderful way in which Allah sustains His creation. A 
female cattle produces milk in excess to the requirements of her 
young one and this is consumed by us, 
^ \x^ 5y^  «J ^1 *J VI ^ ^ Si ^\^ ^2) 
4 ^ --J UJJ ! —^: L. I A) li- L-m 
"Verily in cattle there is a lesson fOr you. We give 
you to drink of what is inside their bodies, coming 
from a conjunction between the contents of the 
intestine and the blood a milk pure and pleasant 
for those who drink it." (Bucaille, 1978) 
The dietary importance of milk has been further 
emphasized in the H a d i t h , Thus^i t i s r epor t ed from Hazrat 
1 . Mohammad : IS 
2 , Al-Nahl : 66 
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Ibn Abbas (may Allah be p leased with him) t h a t t he Holy Prophet 
(may the peace and b l e b s i n y s of Al lah be on him) g r a c i o u s l y 
t o l d h i s 'Ummah' t h a t no food i s more n u t r i t i v e than the milk 
of a c a t t l e . 
^\^ U sJJ\ J^^j J L^ J L i ^ l~r*Cr>C ^ ^^^ 
t j j _ ^ - U f Jpt "S ^ L-# -_—_- . u. J 4— -«Jp 
The honey bee i s unique among animals because Al lah has 
ordained i t t o bu i l d i t s combs on the mountains , on t r e e s and 
a t the t o p of b u i l d i n g s and c o l l e c t n e c t i r from d i f f e r e n t kinds 
of f lowers and then produce honey fo r t h e h e a l i n g of mankind. 
Thus t h e bees work for no th ing and through i n t r i c a t e p rocess 
of bee d i g e s t i o n , r i p e n i n q and dehydra t ion conver t t h e n e c t a r 
of f lowers i n t o honey which i s not only an e x c e l l e n t food but 
a l s o a med ic ine . I t c o n t a i n s a romat i c c o n s t i t u e n t s ob ta ined 
frcTO t h e f lowers t h a t a r e r e s p o n s i b l e for the aroma, f l avour 
and bouquet of honey as a l s o va luab le mine ra l s ( s a l t s of 
ca lc ium, p h o s i ^ o r / u s , i r o n , potass ium, sodium, manganese and 
su lphur ) which a r e p e r f e c t l y a s s i m i l a t e d . Honey a l s o con t a in s 
d i g e s t i v e enzymes. I t i s these q u a l i t i e s which make honey a 
kind of food which does no t r e q u i r e any d i g e s t i o n and can be 
d i r e c t l y a s s i m i l a t e d i n t o t h e blood s t r e a m . One pound of honey 
con ta ins 1,82 grams of p r o t e i n s , 324 grams of c a r b o h y d r a t e s , 
18.2 mi l l ig rams of ca lc ium, 86.1 mi l l ig rams of phosphorous 
vi-
and 5,2 mi l l ig rams of i ron (Milum, 1961) . 
1 . Ibn-i-Majah : a l Sunan Bab F i Laban 
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Perhaps the above descripti n could be the biological 
explanation of the following verses of the Holy Quran. 
I 1 
"And thy Lord inspired the Bee, "Provide thysel f with 
places to dwell in the mounr.ains and in the t r e e s 
and in what men do build for t h e e ; Then feed thou 
out of every kind of f ru i t and pursue assiduously the 
way of l iv ing prescribed for thee by the Lord," 
From i t s be l ly cometh forth a l iquid of d iverse hues 
which serves as medicine for man." (Latif, 1969) 
The medicinal proper t ies of honey were known t o the 
Holy Prophet (may the peace and b less ings of Allah be on him) 
and so he cured a pa t i en t suffering from stomach ailment by 
prescr ibing honey for him. And t h i s was done despi te the 
pa t i en t s repeated •SAj/fi.ng tha t honey was not doing any good 
to him. 
I . ^2) 
- i - l jLJw *—J*, ^ I X ^ > 1 j l - i ^ ^ J • > *^ ' 
; > _ - ^ 4 i-.« jLJu S_ -^ IDI ^^- I ^ X - - * 
Indeed there i s cure in honey. Hazrat Abdullah (may Allah be 
pleased with him) heard i t from the Holy Proph-jt (may the peace 
and bless ings of Allah be on him) t h a t the use of honey and 
r e c i t a t i o n of Quran bring health and happiness, 
(3) 
1 . Al-Nahl : 68-69 
2. Bukhari :al-^ami Al-Sahih Kitab a l -T ib 
3 . Ibn-i-Majah : a l bunan Bab Fi a l -Asl 
* - ^ * •" ' ' J ^ A-dJi'trLJ>---~»^''--<^^--''~^ 
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Animals in the ^ervice of jfein; Of the innumerable b less ings of 
Allah are the quadrupeds from which we derive rrany b e n e f i t s . 
* C J j — ' ' - ^ ^^ ' V J l-^-jc.-'l:. ^ r^^i. C J - L U 
"See they not t h a t among what we have ourselves 
done,^re have brought foj^h tne quadrupeds which 
they pSssess, And which ^ have subjected t o them. 
On some they r ide and others they use for food? 
And in them they find beverages and prof i tab le 
uses . Will they not then feel thankful( to God)? 
(Latif, 1969) 
The holy verses c i ted above c l ea r ly indicate the 
s ign i f i can t role which animals play in the l i f e of man and 
the purposes t o which they may be pu t . Islam has always 
permitted i t s followers t o hunt and s laughter the good anirrals 
t o provide meat t o ea t and use them for t r a c t i o n , as a source/" 
power and for t r a n s p o r t . The dog t « ^ served us as a guard 
anJifaal besides helping in hunting opera t ions . The sheep yield 
pure wool and milk of good qua l i t y . We obtain a range of 
mater ia l s for c lo thing, adooment and furnishings from our/iici07+^ ^wijC<a^ Sc6 
aninals^fji^neta. However, no systematic approach has been nade 
to make an irt&epth study of these b less ings of the Almighty 
Allah and, therefore , the present author considered i t des i rable 
to descr ibe in a s c i e n t i f i c way the uses , domestication and 
production efficiency of cer ta in animals in accordance with 
the teachings of the Holy Quran. 
1 . Yasin : 71-73 
Camels are an important/source e£ power and t ranspor t 
in hot and dry d e s e r t s . They belong t o the genus Camelus of 
the order Ar t iodacty la . The longer Arabian'Camel, C, dromedarious 
has a s ingle hump and can carry a load of about 500 pounds 
across the d e s e r t . I t i s . t h e r e f o r e . no wonder t h a t through 
domestication and se lec t ive breeding, the Al-Murra t r i b e of the 
eastern Rab'al-Khali have succeeded in developing a very useful 
breed ca l led 'Umaniya*. The 'Urnaniya • breed i s renowned for 
i t s endurance of long periods without water, three t o four days 
in summer and t h i r t y days in spring (Ann/ 1961). 
The ^ m e l i s c e r t a in ly a l y a t pecul iar animal. Allah 
has made him a rea l s tupid creature and i t i« only because of 
s tup id i ty tha t t h i s savage and i l l - tempered animal whl>feh does 
H^ fit ^ 
not h e s i t d t e to Jiiawrr the hand or - t ^ arm of h i s master rentiins 
serviceable t o u s . Due t o ics a b i l i t y of -fnanufeacLm J<ig water 
in ^ ^ body by oxidation of fa t and walking on the sand with 
the help of i t s wide-spreading fee t , i t has r igh t ly been cal led 
f 7 
the ship of the deser t and we may t r a v e l on i t s back across the 
ra ther impassable deser t regions . 
"And c a l l people t o make pilgrimage t o i t -
They nay come on foot or by any f l ee t Camel 
from any d i s t a n t p lace . " (Latif, 1969) 
The two/humped bactr ian Camel has been domesLicatciU 
from i t s wild ancestors which are found in eastcjrn Turkis tan . 
1 . Al-Hajj : 27 
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I t i s the most important beast of burden in Monqolia anct provides 
'W cheap and ccrivenient t r anspo r t , iihould we not then proclaim 
the glory of Allah, the Ultimate Rea l i t y . Indeed these animals 
carry our heavy loads t o far off places tha t we cannot otherwise 
reach except with great d i f f i c u l t y , 
(1) J J J L ^ 1 pAJ L i : I J - - ^ - _5 
^u^ ^^ J — ^ ^ J ^ t ^^j-'c 
"And they ( ca t t l e ) carry your heavy loads t o (dis tant) 
towns which you cannot reach otherwise except with 
much personal discomfort t o yourselves ," (Latif, 1969) 
The c a t t l e are our rea l supports of l i f e . The cow, 
buffalo, sheep and goat provide us with s taple food and help 
in a g r i c u l t u r a l opera t ions . They are dual or t r i p l e purpose 
animals which provide us with t r a c t i v e power, milk, milk 
products , meat and even garments. 
• O J L ^ I e^^ f ' '^^^^ ^^^ 
* C } —^"^^ L^—^;-^^ I Uj 
"And the c a t t l e , hath Ha created for you: 
in them ye have warm garments and gainful 
use; and some of them ye use for f ood," (Liatif, 1969) 
The teachings given in the above verses iray be explained 
by c i t i n g the example of the domestic buffalo known as 'al-jamoss 
in Arab count r ies . The domestic buffalo i s the p r inc ipa l source 
of t r a c t i v e pov/er for farm produce, production of milk, but ter 
fa t and meat. In the United Arab Republic i t has become a 
symbol of propsper i ty . Most of the 'yhoe' but ter and fat used 
1 . A l - N a h l : 07 
2 . A l - N a h l : 05 
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in India and Pakistan cornes from this aniiml. In Bangladesh, 
buffaloes are the ma jprj W9it)<: aninuls-. AS pointed out by 
Fahim Uddin (1975) the buffalo is the ideal dr/f^ anirtal for 
all agricultural operations connected with the production of 
rice under warm and humid conditions. 
Another useful aninal is the faithful dog which has 
served man as an excellent guard^ani^^l. It also helps us 
in hunting oroygtiona-. 
c i j ( f-!^'^ '^y-'j r - *^ ^ ' - ^ ' r - < ^ ^ - j 
b!r 
"And one might deem them awake whereas they were 
asleep and we were turning them now to the r igh t 
and now t o the l e f t , while t h e i r dog with paws 
outs t retched lay a t the en t rance . Had anyone 
come suddenly upon them, he would surely have 
turned back in f ight , f i l l e d with f ea r . " (Latif, 1969) 
The other Quranic injunction concerning dogs r e l a t e s to 
i t s a b i l i t y as a beast of prey, 
(2) 
"And ea t a l so (the flesh of the animal) v/hich 
beasts of prey seize for you - of the beas ts of 
prey whom you have t ra ined as di rected t o you 
by God." (Latif, 1969) 
1 . Al-Kahaf : 18 
2 . Al-Maidah : 04 
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The commandment£. of Al lah have f u r t h e r been e l a b o r a t e d in 
A l -Had i th , Our Holy Prophet (may t h e peace and b l e s s i n g s of 
Al lah be on him) has permi t ted us t o hunt with a hound who 
has been t r a i n e d for t h i s pu rpose . We a re even al lowed t o even aiiowc 
{ an un t r a ined dog, i 
a cco rd ing t o S h a r i a t . 
e a t t h e prey se i zed by an un t r a ined dog, i f 4%!/ can be s laughtered 
a i l ^ J L * *iJJ J j _ - . ^ o J L. J L J -_: l ^ Or ^ - i - ' c - * ^^^ 
Dogs a r e g e n e r a l l y regarded as untouchable animals but^ 
accord ing t o Imam Mohamired (may Al lah be p leased with him ) we 
can keep a dog for he rd ing our g o a t s , looking a f t e r our f i e l d s 
and for guarding our h o u s e s . 
But d e s p i t e our having been al lowed t o keep a dog in " •Z-c^ !^  
our homes, we a re not permi::ted t o mix/wi€h him. And t h i s i s 
what i t should be because the dogs of ten su f f e r from ^ d^ Jma^ ^Li 
-ea^rxsd ra.pbils. This i s a f a t a l d i s e a s e which iTiay be t r a n s m i t t e d 
t o man i f a d i s e a s e d dog l i c k s .or b i t e s him. "ghibra^ y6 \^h treatmen** 
-kn»CT»n for t h i s disease/ 'aj^^ the)<(ffQ. t p reven t ive measures have t o 
be c a r e f u l l y adop ted . This could be the reason why the Holy 
Prophet (may t h e peace and b l e s s i n g s of Allah be on him) ordained 
h i s 'Ummah' t o thorough ly wash aii , u t e n s i l seven t imes with c lean 
1 . Bukhari : a l Jami a l Sahih K i t ab a l Zabaih a l ba id 
2 . Irnam l«lalik : Moatta Bab I q t i n a a l - K i l a b 
mud if it ha^ been licked by a dog 
J* AU I ,j_J-* ,j-^ I c-^ '"j—i y* 1.7":' u—* 
_J^_j IJI 'U; Vt J ^ J L-J pJ-J 
The horse i s a dis t inguished member of the c lass Mammalia 
He i s an important source of rapid tranfcefe on land. Speed, 
a g i l i t y , af fect ionate nature , extreme sens i t iveness and long 
memory has made the horse a p res t ig ious companion of rt^n, -Aiia 
n^ J 1 — u i j J - ^ ' j (2 ) 
-JL-j V L J b • ^^^j 
"And of these (hath He provided you with) horses, 
mules and asses that you may ride tnem and 
to give you dignity: and He hath created 
(many other) things of which you have no knowledge." 
(Latif, 1969) 
Our Holy Prophet (may the peace and blessings of Allah 
be on him) has also remarked that those who possess horses are 
indeed a happy lot as horses bring them peace and prosperityo 
J^y_,^^j>^\ .^JUj *Ji* aJ» ^ *JUl 
Animal/ products of commerce: The skin of a slaughtered animal 
has i t s own value. Hides and skins obtained from such animals 
are of a much superior type than those obtained from the skins 
of non-slaughtered animals. This i s due to the fact tha t aluminium 
1 . Tirmizi : aKTami Bab Fi Sur a l -Kalb 
2 . A l - N a h l : 08 
3 . Tirmizi : al-Jarai Bab Fi f^ ^^  ai-KhalL 
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and chroraium which are generally employed for tanning jpnrvoscs 
penetrate the skin of the slaughtered animals more effectively 
than that of non-slaughtered ones. Again the slaughtered animals 
can be skined more easily than the non-slaughtered ones. Their 
skins contain very little adipose tissue and flesh adhere^ K to 
them in comparison te^ the skins of the non-slaughtered animals 
and therefore fetch greater profits. Thus when the Holy Prophet 
(may the peace and blessings of Allah be on him) saw a dead goat 
he enquired as to why the owner had not derived any benefit by 
skinning it. And v^en those present on the occasion submitted 
that it was not permissible to make use of dead animals, the 
Holy Prophet (may the peace and blessings of Allah be on him) 
graciously remarked that it was only the eating of the flesh of 
such animals that was prohibited. 
^1 ^ ^ 1 Jj J jL-i» -JUI J^-^c-. *^' **-i-r*c*^ ^^  
^1 ^1 ^ ^ «JL* aJl ^  -JUl Jj—-J c'*--^ ' ^»>-* 
; , . i J i : -^\.,..^,,^ ±%^;tW4>&i^ 
The hide of buffalo is thick and heavy and of great economic 
importance. It can be tanned into strong leather which can be 
used for the manufacture of harness, saddlery, straps, belts and 
shoes. Horns of buffaloes are used to produce combs and decorative 
table wares while the bones of buffaloes are used for the production 
bone meal, 
1 . Imam Malik-Moatta Bab F i Dibagh a l - m a i t a h 
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Sheep i s ye t ano the r animal of g r ea t economic impor tance . 
I t g ive s us wool from which c l o t h e s , f u r n i s h i n g s and ca rpe t s a r e 
made. 
, c ^ ^ '^ ^ ^ - ^ : > ^ * '-^ ^ 
"And God ha th given you dwe l l i ngs t o r e s t in : 
and He ha th given you t h e s k i n s of an imals t o 
make of them t e n t s , l i g h t enough for you t o 
c a r r y on your journey (and make use of) when 
you h a l t ; and from t h e i r wool, so f t fur and 
h a i r , ha th He afforded you with means of comfort 
and a l s o p r o v i s i o n t o enjoy fo r a t i m e , " (La t i f , 1969) 
The sea i s indeed a t r e a s u r e / o f weal th and how g r a t e f u l 
wp a r e t o the Almighty Allah Who ha€^&triyj^^:Wd \^ jfi ijd^-art^ '^ 
us t o b u i l d sh ips t h a t t rci^oroe-j<long/the unfathomed 
w a t e r s . Besides c a p t u r i n g f i sh for food and med ic ina l purposes 
( c o d - l i v e r o i l i s a r i c h source of v i t amins )* w« a l s o ob ta in 
a r t i c l e s of commerce from the s e a . Pea r l s a r e one sucn a i ^ o t n n e e . 
In n a t u r e p e a r l s a r e formed by a q u a t i c an i r ta l s be longing t o t h e 
phylum Mollusca. They a re a r e a l 'bounty of God' i ^ a f ive 
gram p e a r l may cos t a^s much ac tnroG t o four thouoand rupoc-B • 
No wonder > Uhn i-arf c^re; Lhdi L man has alwovB been d i v i n g t ^ y t a k o - o a t 
COito of oys t e r s h e l l s from the noR t o c o l l e c t p e a r l s from which 
he iua]eGO one ojE t h e moat uApua^ive <j£-7^-ll o rnaments , 
1. A l -Nah l : 80 
2 , Al -Nahl : 14 
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"And He it is who hath subjected for you the sea 
that you may have for your food, fresh fish out 
of it, and bring forth therefrom what you may 
use for your ornaments." (Latif, 1969) 
Yet another ^ bounty • of utwa' wnioh we seek from the sea 
are the sponges. These are of considerable economic importance 
yielding an annual world production of millions of gujfeqs. The 
uses of sponges are many. The ancient Greeks used sponges soaked 
in honey to pacify their babies while the Roman soldiers carried 
them to be used as drinking vessels. Today sponges are employed 
for cleaning the wounds, washing floors and making garments. 
Destructive animals : No matter where we live and how we live 
some unwanted animal is there to invade us. Tiny, repulsive 
and seemingly inferior lice give us typhus fever while the locusts 
ruin our crops. Indeed Allah, if He so desires causes misery 
to the unfaithful through the agency of these destructive creatures. 
^^LJj fcj! J — ^ 1—a-ji# 
"And we sent upon them flood, locusts, vermin, frogs 
and blood-clear signs of warning to them," (Latif, 1969) 
The biological teachings of the holy verse cited above 
relate to the importance of pest organisms and the necessity 
of keeping their population at a level below the economic threshold. 
The risk from pest infestation has to be kept to the minimum by 
excluding them from our body and abode, restricting their abundances 
and destroying them. Thus despite the fact that we are not allowed 
1. Al-A'raf : 133 
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to even have a ha i r -cu t during the period of Haj, permission 
has been granted t o k i l l ce r t a in harmful animals even while 
in Ahram. Hazrat Aiyesha (may Allah be pleased with her) 
has reported t h a t our Holy Prophet (may the peace and b less ings 
of Allah be on him) has permitted the k i l l i n g of five in jur ious 
pests namely the r a t s , rabid dogs, crows, k i t e s and scorpions 
during the period of Haj• 
f J »J' i ^ C — ^ li- 1J—'^r—> (-'^  i 
iOI jai,, L a^l,.sr^-i-"j ^'-^^^u^X^J^a:^ 
The wisdom of the above sanction of the Holy Prophet 
(may the peace and blessings of Allah be on him) becomes clear 
when we find that rats and mice erians itwto r^ecurrent plagues and 
^ m^ . ^ 
cause heavy losses to a g r i c u l t u r i s t s . They pi l lage/harvest*^. *^^ *'*'^ *^  
fielda', consume and spoi l huge quan t i t i e s of food and goods in 
warehouses and granariefs besides Hurcing noxious 4iio(yio<3 organisms. 
The common crow which i s generally regarded/a scavenger 
i s an important vector of v i r a l encephal i t i s and so i s the k i t e 
in so far «s o rn i thos i s i s concerned. They readi ly scoop down 
on meat and meat products and snatch them away from our hands. 
The s t ing of arf scorpion i s i r r i t a t i n g and the poison i t 
A 
injects ac ts as a neurotoxin in causing p a r a l y s i s , ^he/diooased 
rabid dog suffering from an infect ious disease of the cen t r a l 
nervous system contains thi- virus of the disease in i t s sal iva 
1 . Tirmizi:al-Jami Bab Ma Jaa ma yacjtal al-Muhrim min al-Dawabb, 
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and can transmit the fatal disease to ^ t ^ man and other warm 
blooded animals. It Is therefore, absolutely necessary that 
such dogs be put to sleep. 
Such then is the concept of pest management in Islam. 
Is it not amazing how clearly the fundament^Is of epidemiology 
were told to us centuries before experiments could be designed 
by the biologists to show the role of animal agents of human 
diseases. Indeed Allah afforded m^n the knowledge of what he 
knew not. 
Kindness to animals : One of the basic teachings of Islam relate/ 
to kindness to others, be they human/or animals. , , 
N (2) 
"And do not with your own hands work fo r your own 
r u i n and do good, fo r God v e r i l y love th those 
who do good." (Lat i f , 1969) 
Should we t h e r e f o r e not be kind t o animals who have been 
c r e a t e d for us and from whom we get food, d r i n k , garments and 
o t h e r commercial a r t i c l e s . They c e r t a i n l y need care and k i n d n e s s . 
We should do a l l t h a t we can t o provide them with alhAR food and 
Tunoontamlfiafeod abode. The Holy Prophet (may the t^eace and 
b l e s s i n g s of Al lah be on him) has d i r e c t e d us t o give t h e camels 
t h e i r due whi le t r a v e l l i n g in green p a s t u r e s . We should a l low 
them enough t ime t o graze ana should t r y t o c r o s s the d ry d e s e r t 
a s qu ick ly as poi^sible so as t o caui^e them t h e minimum of d i s c o m f o r t . 
1 . Al-Alaq : 5 
2 . Al-Baqarah: 195 
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Also while camping at night, we should find for them a place 
free of vermins. 
^ ^ U I J I 1 ^ ^ * ^ aJl ^ -LU« J J - . J JU J^'^jijJ" t r -^ 'c - * 
Hazrat It«ie Omar (may Allah be pleased with him) heard 
i t from the Holy Prof^iet (may the peace and bless ings of Allah 
be on him) t h a t once there was a woman who captured a cat and 
kept i t in cap t iv i ty without giving i t any food or d r ink . On 
account of such an i l l - t r e a t m e n t to a he lp less animal/ she had 
t o suffer and was cursed by the Almighty Al lah . On the other 
hand when a person saw a t h i r s t y dog and, give him cold water 
t o drink, he was amply rewarded by Allah for h i s good deed. 
Hazrat Abu Huraira (may the blessings of Allah be on him) has 
T T 
reported that the Holy rf)rophet (may the peace and blessings of 
Allah be on him) has clearly remarked that any good deed in 
respect of an animal would be rewarded by the Almighty Allah/ 
(Al-Muslira). 
1 2^) 
Sl^lo-o* JLJ -_JL-,j AJLH *JDI ,J^ Jul yj^^j C^'jij^ <^ ' C* 
J^.t:u>JI e-VJ-*^' '--*C^-: - ^ c ^ ^ ' J l i ^ i ^ i * ^ ' C - ^ j - - ^ ' J - * ' V ^ ^ - f 4 ; V^-^ 
j ^ i _—^ <Lj-j> •JO I ^ y ^ *JL11 J _ ^ J I ^ l* •—>j—*-*^ «J •iJI^*ul» » - J 0 I 
- ' « -r- J ' r- v/- or ^ ' - L . , ' ^ 
^—- /4^6'(- ^^^a..^..w5r^ 
I.Muslim z al-Jami al-Sahih Bab Muraah I'^slahat al-J3awabb 
2.Mu3iira : al-Jami al-Sahih Bab Tahrim qa t l a l -Hir ra 
3.Muslim : al-Jami al-Sahih Bab Fasl Saga al-Bahaim 
CHAPTER VII 
PLANTS FOR MANKIND 
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^JLti THE IL^Ma o r AhLuMl, T I E fERCIFUL, Tlia. UUMPAaSlONATa 
Edible s l an t s : That p lants and t h e i r products are the ul t imate 
source of food for mankind I s a well es tab l i shed ecological 
r e a l i t y . The growth of p lan ts spCf^uLh^r tva4o Is however, 
dependent on ra in and t h i s I s a phenomenon over which man has 
no con t ro l . I t 1^ there fore , a great bless ing of Allah for 
the mankind tha t He sends down ra in from the sky for the 
germination of seeds and spores of a l l kinds of p l a n t s . He 
I t Is Who has given us water so t h a t we nay grow vegetables 
and grains of a l l kinds and ea t them. 
ur- j f o L ; *_. l>. ^ U 'U *L^ *-J1 c- J >• ^ ^ *^ -J' >—* J ( 1 ) 
"And i t I s He who sendeth down ra in from the sky, 
and by i t s means We bring forth buds of a l l p l a n t s , 
and from them we bring forth again green fo l iage , 
and then close packed ears of corn and palm t r e e s , 
with sheaths putt ing forth hanging branches of d a t e s , 
and gardens of grapes and ol ives and pomegranates, 
l ike and unl ike . Look ye a t the f r u i t thereof as 
i t (gradually) grows and ripens 1 (Latif, 1969) 
The holy verse ci ted above not only explains the 
importance of ra in in ag r i cu l tu re but a l so t e l l s us of the 
way in which edible f r u i t s , vegetables and cerea l s are produced 
Plants obtain t h e i r basic nu t r i en t s laj^c t>f^ itg^gon and Hydc<^gen 
1 , Al-Anam : 100 
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d i r e c t l y from the so i l where these ingredients reach through 
the dea'd and decaying organisms/aflfiS'f^^llen leaves of f^^  p l a n t s . 
Plants l ive in an atmosphere containing considerable amount of 
Nitrogen but t h i s jwitrogen cannot be ass imila ted d i r e c t l y from 
the a i r . I t has t o be converted in to n i t r a t e compounds through 
bac te r i a l ac t ion before i t may be used by the p l a n t s . The 
n i t r i fy ing bac te r i a there fore , play a v i t a l ro le in such 
f ixat ion of atmospheric Witrogen. These en te r the roots through 
root h a i r s / form modules and mul t ip ly . They convert large 
quant i t ies of ammonium compounds in to n i t r a t e compounds and 
play an important part in the recycling of n i t rogen . Sulphur 
vitirpc^tH^ljr^SO a^n e s sen t i a l const i tuent of p l an t s accumulates 
in the s o i l as organic compounds but cannot be used by the 
p lants u n t i l they become converted t o soluble sulphates by the 
act ion of microorganisms which reduce ^ulphur and release 
hydrogen sulphideT^jAnd when water i s needed Allah sends winds / pM/ 
which ra i se the clouds which i r r i g a t e and revive the dead land. 
Should we»therefore, not acknowledge the fuct t ha t water which 
Allah sends from the sky en te rs cracks in the s o i l and comes 
out in the form of spr ings . I t contains e s s e n t i a l n u t r i e n t s 
for the growth of plants of d i f f e ren t k inds . 
c y-^j IP' c—--• f 1 —>-*-» J - " r-^'" 
C ^  -t'x: ^ -J^ 
1/= 
1• Al-Waqiah : 64-65 
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" I s i t ye who caiiae i t t o grow or i s i t \^ 
who do i t ? If *fe p l e a s e d . We could t u r n 
i t ( ha rves t ) i n t o chaff , would ye then 
l amen t . " (Lat i f , 1969) 
Indeed Al lah i s the C r e a t o r and g u i l d e r of a l l t h i n g s , 
l i v i n g and n o n - l i v i n g , -ornate and i n o r n a t e . He i s the Lord of 
a l l domains of e x i s t e n c e . 
(1) 
L_^',-, ^ L->- U • 1 4 I—>• J—*-U U J 
"He hath spread the earth as a bed for you, and hath 
marked out paths for you therein, and sends down 
rain from heaven and brings forth by it diverse 
kinds of herbs." (Latif, 1969) 
Of the various fruits which the Almighty Allah has 
mentioned in the Holy Quran, dates have found great favour. 
This may be because of their providing a stafile diet for human 
beings. Being easy to assimilate, dates serve as a tonic for 
the heart and the eyes. Certain varieties when dried may 
contain more than half their weight of sugar and nearly 2.0% 
each of protein, fat and mineral matter and are of considerable 
economic importance (Nixon, 1961). Other varieties containing 
a rather low content of sugar are used as bread dates and provide 
daily nourishment to people living in desert regions of the old 
.^\^ /world (Boyton, 1961). And it is because of such excellent /^^!^^ 
qualities of dates that our Holy Prophet (may the peace and 
blessings of nllah be on him) has graciously advised us to eat 
1. Taha : 53 
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•even nice dates every morning for a heal thy and prosperous 
l i v i n g . 
cij—*:;j—r- f^-i J-*^ ir^ c—- (—-'-"J "'—i^ *^' ( ^ 
»" . I -
J - ^ ( ' ">• 
While the f r u i t s are eaten as such, s tarch i s obtained 
from the stem of the date-palm t r e e . The leaves are used as 
thatching mater ia l by nat ive population' in the t r o p i c ^ , ^s 
pointed out by Khan and Razvi (1983) nothing can be t t e r summarize 
the excel lent q u a l i t i e s and importance of date-palm than the 
saying of our Holy Proj^et (ney the peace and blessings of 
Allah be on him) tha t -rfuslims are l ike the evergreen t r ee 
of date-palm whose shoots are always ladfien with f r u i t s . 
The grape i s another highly refreshing f r u i t which 
can be easten fresh or consumed in dried form as r a i s i n s . And 
then there i s the olive t r e e whose f r u i t s contain a very high 
percentage of f a t . I t s o i l i s not cmly a good cooking medium 
but has important medicinal proper t ies as w e l l . I t i s a good 
ha i r t on i c , s tops premature greying and r e l i eves muscular p a i n s . 
• . - _ ^ . (2) 
^ 5 X ) j w ^ J ^^ _-Jb j _ J L c 
"And alsQ (cause to grow) the t r e e on Mount Sinai 
which yei ldeth o i l which i s relishiing in t a s t e t o 
those who make use of i t for food," (Latif, 1969) 
1 . Bukhari : a l Jami a l Sahih : Bab Fi al-Ajvah 
2 . Al-Muminun : 20 
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The cul inary value of vinegar has been known since long* 
iiesidue obtained in an Egyptian /ase da t i ng / t o 3000 B.C. ind ica tes 
tha t i t had held vinegar and there i s reference t o i t in the 
Bible (Engelland, 1961). Hazrat Aiyesha (may Allah be pleased 
with her) reported tha t the Holy Prop*iet (may the peace and 
blessings of Allah be on him) to ld her t ha t vinegar i s a very 
nourishing food for human be ings , 
*^JL» «JU J ,_jU» ^ j_J ' ^ p 4 CJ \ ^ ^^ 6. 
•J ^IfUVl^-JU^, 
Vinegar i s obtained in the form of a di lute/from a number 
of materials l i ke grapes, bar ley and app les . I t s manufacture i s 
a two stage process . In the f i r s t stage sugar i s converted t o 
Alcohal by yeast and then in the second stage l l coha l i s converted 
in to ace t i c acid by the act ion of b a c t e r i a . 
i ) Sugar ^ ^east-*y(lcohol + ^ r b o n dioxide 
i i ) Alcohol + fecteria-^Acetic acid d i^ water . 
Thus unlike alcohol which i s f a t a l %^ a l l forms of l i f e , 
vinegar i s highly rejuvenating and i t s use i s permiss ib le . I t 
i s not only a wholesome d i e t , but a medicine ana a subs t i t u t e 
for eggs in/baking indust ry . 
Pomegranates are the f r u i t s of a small bushy t r ee which 
has been cu l t iva ted in Persia and neighbouring countries since 
long. I t i s a f r u i t of great value, both as a food and as 
medicine. I t quenches t h i r s t and i s an exce l l en t remedy for 
1 . Tirmizi : al-Jami , Bab Fi al-Kl^iill 
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heat s t roke . The juice of pomegranate and the pulp of i t s seeds 
promote d iges t ion and help in curing pa t i en t s suffering from 
dysentary. The bark of i t s roo ts contains *!^ alkalfi.d which i s 
highly toxic to tape-worms l iv ing in human i n t e s t i n e . Decoction 
of peomegranate bark i s a l so prescribed t o pa t i en t s suffering 
from enlarged spleen and sore th roa t (Dastur, 1964). Perhaps 
the healing proper t ies of pomegr^inates can best be explained by 
c i t i ng the words of the Holy Prophet (may the peace and b less ings 
of Allah be on him) "eat the pomegranate for i t purges the system 
of envj^y and ha t r ed . (Popenoe, 1961). 
Fig i s the popular name given to {aJby^taeVbtilonging—^ the 
genus Ficusc I t i s one of the e a r l i e s t f r u i t t r e e tha t has been 
cul t iva ted by man. The ancient ^greeks a te f igs and the Romans 
kept them on t h e i r dining t a b l e s . Even today f igs are grown 
commercially in many countries including I t a l y , Turkey and Algeria, 
Flowers are born on a iyconium and the f r u i t s are spher ical in 
shape (Condit, 1961), 
The poor man's food as they are ca l l ed , f igs are known 
for t h e i r medicinal and n u t r i t i v e value. The f ru i t s are not 
only r ich in vitaminf A an<i B but a lso contain a high sugar content 
and can cure cons t ipa t ion . In cer ta in species^ the sugar content 
i s as hig)^ as 64.0%. Jndeed the d ie ta ry and energy giving values 
of f igs'tej4« been %&dQtf±sd by the Almighty Allah Himself^:*^y 
the fig and ' the o l i ve" . 
1 . Al-Tin : 1 
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Indeed the Holy Prophet (ney the peace and blessinqs of 
Allah be on him) was acclaiminy the profserties of/* Olive t r ee 
when he to ld Hazrat Un«r Bin Khatiab (may Allah be pleased with 
him) to consume ol ive o i l as i t was n u t r i t i v e and health g iv ing . 
The above account of the ways in which we can obtain our 
food from plants i s indeed complex and the s c i e n t i f i c information 
accumulated so far i s only a confirmation of what was taught t o 
us more than fourteen hundred years ago. 
Forbidden food of plant or igin ; Praise be t o Allah Who has 
forbidden the use of in toxicants which keep us away from saying 
our prayers and u t t e r ing the t r u t h . However, since the people 
of ^ ^ - i n i ^ ^ S - W s t were heavy driinkers and i t would have bfjen 
very t e l l i n g on them to leave wine a l l of a sudden; the order 
prohibi t ing the use of in toxicants was given^ii\ s t ages . At f i r s t ^ 
we were to ld of fe^ more harm than t ^ benef i t ©c- thesejttbxicants^ 
then t h e i r s inful effects in keeping us away from saying our prayers 
were revealed t o u s . Final ly we were to ld t h a t i t i s an 
abomination. 
,. >r (2) f ' U ^ ' J—»^,—.--^'j^,—.^- c--*''-
'They ask thee concerning wine and game of cl-iance. 
Say, "In both is great harm as well as advantage 
to men; but the harm i s greater than the 
advantage." (Latif, 196 9) 
1 . Tirmizi • a l-Jami Bab Fi Akl al-Zayt 
2 . Al-Baqarah : 219 
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i ; \ j 3 ^ — L J I l j _ - j - J t -i »^-^T^^ j_J» L - ^ l L ^ ^^ 
• 0 > 
"0 Ye who believe i Come not to prayer in a 
drunken state until you know what you utter."(Latif,1969) 
v_, LA;'yljj^^--^lj^_»iOl UJI I^_i. I ;^> J—Jl L-(_j I L (2) 
JV^ I J ^ c -cr J f ^ J ^ ' J 
• ^l J J--J J 1L*J * J fZ^r l> 
" 0 Ye who believe I verily wine and games of 
chance, stone a l ta rs and diviny arrows, are 
abomination, the handwork of satan; so avoid 
them that ye may prosper," (Latif, 1969) 
Thus alcoholic beverages which have Q^tKj been chirished 
since about 500 B.C. for their stimulating and medicinal properties 
(Amerine, 1964)/ for the healing of wounds and as tranquilizers 
and vasodilators were prohibited for the rfiuslims because these 
make a person morally and mentally sick. Again crude wines 
contain amyl alcohll which are extremely di l i ter ious and may 
cause even brain injury. No doubt therefore, that the Holy 
Prophet (may the peace and blessings of Allah be on him) prohibited 
every drink that intoxicates, 
Util i ty of Plants to mankind: 
I J >- J 31 , •i-j J \ ; J—1. J J I ^ J I 
X I ^- V J ^^J U l_j-j l__ I j 5 t^^j ' r^ 
1. Al-Nisa : 43 
2. Al-^kaidah : 90 
3 . Al-Abas: 24-32 
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"Further l e t man look a t h i s ov-/n food (and draw a lesson) 
(Doth he not know tha t ) i t is We who pour down 
ra ins (in due measure). 
Then cleave the ear th by a process of cleaving. 
Then we cause the grain t o grow t h e r e i n . 
And grai>es and vegetables . 
And the ol ive and the palm. 
And luxur iant gardens dense with t r e e s , 
fu l l of f r u i t s and herbage -
A provision for you (on the one hand) and for your 
c a t t l e (on^ the o t h e r ) . " (Latif, 1969) 
The above verses of Surah Abas give us a complete knowledge 
of the p l an t s , t h e i r growth, reproduction and u t i l i t y t o mankind. 
•ghwy dot only give us food and shade but a l so provide us with 
a constant source of joy . Who does not want t o walk through 
a rose garden and feel the freshness , eat dates and get the much 
needed energy; co l l ec t wood from the jungle and l i t f i r e . 
Undoubtedly the ever merciful Allah has done us an immense favour 
by growing the green plants on the earth for they alone are 
capable of manufacturing t h e i r food in the presence of s u n l i g h t . 
And in doing so they u t i l i z e mucli of the jZarbondioxide which tiie-
liUiiiJiwilu release/ through the process of resp i ra t ion j^ jRlants a l so 
re lease ^oxygen which i s e s s e n t i a l for :*faasattjniml^ Lu—lrJcVe on t h i s 
e a r t h . Indeed in t h i s i s a l so a sign for those who are wise . 
Though e x t r a o r d i n a ^ dangerous f i r e has always been 
cherished by man. We burn fuel derived frOm the wood of t r e e s 
t o make f i r e . I t k^eps us warm and we maka QUI fu^ t^i ureiye de l ic ious 
/by mT^ niiiai?) i t w^ ygn f i r e . The flame wards off wild beasts and ^^ 
provides protect ion if we have to camp in a jungle or 6ithiriJ>sylocr 
dangerous p l ace . Of course rillah has the power 4^ 0 bring forth 
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any form of c r e a t i o n . 
j \ J l j -^j i \ ^'^ 
"What think ye of the fire which ye kindle (by causing 
friction between two pieces of wood) ? (Latif, 1969) 
.-ii- ^ l^^l ^ . "Q J_*>- ^J^\ 
(2) 
"Is i t ye who r e a r the t r e e or i s i t wje who reetr i t ? 
And: "He who hath provided f i r e for you even in t h e 
green t r e e out of which you k ind le i t . " (Lat i f , 1969) 
, P l a n t s a r e useful t o us in o the r ways a l s o . They provide 
stcxale a n d / u t r i t i v e food t o t h e common man. Let us t ake the case 
of pumpkins and cucuntiDers be longing t o the fami ly ofucurbitaceae 
m t l v ^rwR- in which a re r a p i d l y growing f r u i t s ana a r e abundant ly r S i m l n t h e 
t r o p i c s , j i n g l e pumpkin f r u i t may weigh from 10 t o 20 pounds 
or even more. I t i s / y e l l o w i s h t o orange co loured g l o b u l a r t o 
oblong shaped f r u i t which i s commonly grown fo r hurtan consumption 
and a l s o as l i v e s t o c k f eed . Pumpkins can be s t o r e d for s e v e r a l 
months in a dry p lace and ea ten in a vjferiety of ways. Hazra t 
Hasan Ikxie A l i (may Allah be p leased with him) heard i t frOm t h e 
Holy Prophet (may t h e peace and b l e s s i n g s of Al lah be on him) 
t h a t pumpkin-curry i s very r e juvena t ing and makes a man i n t e l l i g e n t . 
The Umriah should t h e r e f o r e e a t a l o t of pumpkiny (Muttaqi , 1973) . 
^^ e-/ /ia/^^ uu^ 
1 . Al-Waqiah : 71 / 
2 . Yasin : 80 
3 . T i rmiz i : a l -Jaml Bab F i Akl a l -Dmbbah 
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In another Hadith, Hazrat Anas bin Mallick (may Allah be 
pleased with him) has reported that he observed the Holy Prophet 
(may the peace and blessings of Allah be on him) to search pieces 
of pumpkin in a dish of curry and from that day he made it a habit 
to eat the pumpkin. 
JJI ^ JJI J^—^o--*!^ J LJc'LJ U^.,.>^-lc-*^^^ 
•^1J|J'V-X7U«*4^ 
Cucumber is another fruit which is eaten as salad. Though 
not very nutritive^ it provides a wholesome diet when eaten with 
fresh dates. Hazrat Abdullah bin Jafar (may Allah be pleased with 
him) has told us that our Holy Prophet (may the peace abd blessings 
of Allah be on him) very much liked to eat cucumber and fresh 
dates, 
. c, j,^, 1 L 'L-riJI J_<L ^ j *-i^ /tU*LilU(i 
It has been reported from Hazrat Aiyesha (may Allah be pleased 
with her) that her mother asked her to eat cucumber and fresh 
dates to improve her health and to build up a healthy and strong 
body. 
(3) 
\ J ^ ^ « ^ *iJt ^  JJ» J .J— J cr-^ L T - ^ •'-^  C ' 
The of ten wild growing umbrel la-shaped fungi a re c a l l e d 
mushrooms. While many s p e c i e s a re poisonous or un j / l a t ab le , t hose 
belonging t o the spec ies Aqar icus (j^ompestris a r e a d e l i c a c y t o r i  
! • Tirraizi : a l -Jarni Bab Ma Jaa Fi Akl al-Dubbah 
2 . T i r m i z i : a l - J ami Bab Ma Jaa Akl a l -Q i sha 
3 . Ibn~a-Majah: a l -^unan Bab al~Qlsha wa Rutab 
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e a t . Agr i cu l tu r i s t s grow i t for commercial purposes in beds 
containing manure and s t raw. Horse manure i s espec ia l ly 
favourable for the growth of mushrooms. They are usually grown 
in caves and dark ce l l a r s and in pspecia i ly constructed 
mushrocTO-houses. Edible v a r i e t i e s of mushroom are quite r ich 
n / 
in Mitrogen and have pleasing f lavour . And so i t i s on account 
of the n u t r i t i o u s value t h a t mushrooms have been called 'Men' 
which has been given t o man by h i s Creator, the benovolant 
Al lah: 
jj—Lff ^j—-Jl c.w^.. J \—i J—^ J ^^ ^ ,x .^w..., ^^—» 
c J ' c ' * ' - * ^ ' J > - * t i r ^ i «L-j.U «JUi 
In addition to its food value, mushroom extract is/often 
prescribed by the ophthalmologists as a medicine for curing eye 
diseases. Hazrat Saud bin Zaid (may Allah be pleased with him) 
has reported that the Holy Prophet (may the peace and blessings 
of Allah be on him) has told the Ummah that mushroom is a gift-
food from God and its extract is a cure for eye diseases. Hazrat 
Abu Hurrera (may Allah be pleased with him) prepared an extract 
of mushroom and preserved it in a vial and when some of it was 
dropped in the eyes of a girl suffering from an eye disease, she 
got cured of the ailment. 
^ h. JL)I J j ; 1 ^ >L_Jt ^ J t ^ _ - . ; L ^ < 3 1 ^1 ^ ^ 
A. 
1 . Bukhari : a l-J^mi a l Sahih, Bab al-Mann Shifa l i l ain 
2. Ibn-e-Majah: a l Sunan Bab Fi al-Kumah 
3 . Ti rmizi : a l-Jami Bab Ma Jaa Fi al-Kumah 
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Another useful plant is the migronette tree. This is 
highly esteemed for its fragnance and medicinal value. The 
plant looks like a dense mass of soft green feliage studded 
with flowers. Our Holy Prophet (may the peace and blessings 
of Allah be on him) used to apply bruised leaves of 'h/nna' 
to cuts and wounds and today the physicians recommend ointments 
made of such leaves for the treatment of wounds and ulcers. 
An extract prepared from flowers, leaves and tender shoots is 
a favoured treatment for leprosy whereas decoction of fresh 
leaves is given to patients suffering from jaundice. 
Besides their fragmant perfume and medicinal value • 
bruised leaves of h^na have also useful colouring properties. 
And so we learn it from Hazrat Anas (may Allah be pleased with 
him) that the Holy Prophet (may the peace and blessings of Allah 
/<5iUo^ 
be on him) ins t ruc ted his Ummah to use mignonette as a hair-dye y ijb'«£Ci. 
for in addi t ion t o colouring the ha i r , i t a l so re l ieves he^ |bct^ **«»-^ 
(Nawon Kote, 1935). 
I t i£ a l so / repor ted *«Wn Hazrat Abu Bakar bin Shalba/ 
(may Allah be pleased with him) tha t the Holy Prophet (may the 
peace, and bless ings of Allah be on him) ^»» prescribed the 
appl icat ion of i^nna-ointment over cuts and bruises and for 
drawing out thorns and sp ines . 
- • ' ^ - (1) 
Nothing can better suin<irize the value of senna than the 
remarks of the Holy Prophet (may the peace and blessings of 
Allah be on him) that if any thing could save us from death, it 
would have been 'Senna *• 
We-
il) 
The popularly known ^nna -e -Arab i s obtained from the leaves 
of a p lant belonging t o the^ojj^fejf^Leguminoafe, Cassia al6crustlfolia« 
This plant grows wild in Yemen, South Arabia, Pakistan and Ind ia . 
In India^ i t i s a l s o cul t ivated in the south. Modern researches 
have shown t h a t the leaves contain atfjleast two glycosides, Sennoside 
A and jiennoside B and these are responsible for the laxat ive 
K 4 
proper t ies of j ^ n n a . I t i s a l so possible t h a t the leaves may 
contain some othor glyqoitMes. Since these proper t i es of ^enna 
were known t o the Holy Prophet (may the peace and bless ings of -
Allah be c»i him) centur ies before the discovery of glycosides^ ite 
(may the peace and blessings of Allah be on him) asked Hazrat 
Asma bint Umaiz (may Allah be pleased with her) t o use the leaves 
of /enna for cleaning the bowels, 
^ (3) 
^ JJI ,_,_JU JL31 J J — J J J ' - ^ ^ ^u ^ ^ ^ . *^— ' c - * 
1 . Ibn-e-Majah: al-Sunan Bab al-Hinna 
2 . Ibn-e-Majah: al-Sunan Bab al-Senna 
3 . Ibn-e-^fejah: al-Sunan Bab Dawah al-Masha 
-rpt€u»i^ 
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Besides the ca thor t i c proper t ies of / enna , soft drink 
made frcm the leaves of t h i s herbaceous plant i s useful in 
jaundice. Ointments containiny crushed seeds of ^enna and 
^ulphur are w a ^ recommended for the treatment of skin d i s e a s e s . 
CHAPTER V I I I 
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-Tim HAtlC or AtaAHT-^l'HE l^KUlb'UL, i'Hk. LUl"ir;i.DDlONATD -
There i s no doubt t h a t some sor t of iden t i f i ca t ion i s 
necessary for any kind of record-keeping and knowledge of t h i n g s . 
And so the a l l knowing, ever merciful Allah taught Hazrat Adam 
(may the b less ings of Allah be on him) the names of a l l th ings 
before making him His Vicegernt on t h i s e a r t h . 
1 fJT'l ^ ^I j T - U^ tl^ 
"And He taught Adam the names of a l l t h i n g s . " (Latif, 1969) 
This l a i d the foundation of the Science of c l a s s i f i c a t i o n 
which i s ca l led t^onomy and wh^h helps us t o develop a convenient 
and precise method of c lass i fying/animals and provides an index 
t o b iological l i t e r a t u r e . Each species af (^jjnal^ has i t s own 
name and c h a r a c t e r i s t i c fea tures which Allah has prescribed for 
i t . 
r-+ 
Jy^ b • U ^ _ i _ - I j J _ ^ j _ j ^ aj l^ (2) 
-f^  J C—i^ J tr—^ Kj-A: C—• e (••* 3 *—^ u—^ 
"And of water hath God created every moving ob jec t . 
Some move on t h e i r b e l l i e s , some on two feet and 
some on four. God crea te th what He w i l l e t h . 
Surely, God hath power over a l l t h i n g s . " (Latif, 1969) 
1 , Al-Baqarah : 31 
2. Al-Nur : 45 
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"There i s not an animal t ha t moveth on the ear th 
or a bird that f l i e t h with i t s wings, tha t doth 
not l ive in a community of i t s own even l ike 
yours . 
Nothing have we missed in our scheme of th ings ,"{Lat i f ,1969) 
The knowledge imparted in the above verses of the Holy 
Quran i s tremendous from the point of view of iDiology, We 
are told t ha t animals l ive in ^ groups because they are bound 
together by ce r ta in c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s which hold them as a 
community. The binding forces in a community include food 
resources, cooperation and divis ion of labour . Thus one species tt^ «« 
population i s as good as another and i t i s wrong t o say, from 
a biological point of view, t ha t a l ion which i s strong and 
aggressive i s more suited to f ight for i t s place in the world 
than a lowly tape-worm which survives by ins id ious ly sneaking 
in to i t s host and soaking in the predigested food of i t s h o s t . 
V ^ . o ' " ' 
"Verily, God doth not (in the exposition of any idea 
advanced in the Quran), hesitate to employ the 
similitude of even a gnat or of anything more 
insignificant." (Latif, 1969). 
1. Al-Anam :38 
2. Al-Baqarah:26 
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Every species of a r t ^ a l s pursues a p a r t i c u l a r mode of 
l i f e ^^ hAatTf-is i t s ecological n iche . For example the honey bee 
has been ordained t o feed on d i f ferent kinds of f r u i t s , persue 
a pa r t i cu la r way of l iv ing and then produce honey of d iverse 
hues. And t h i s as has now been proved experimentally depends 
on a very specia l ized system of ccsninunication. Worker bees 
return t o the hive to communicate to other workers, the kind 
amount, d i r ec t ion and dis tance of food they have discovered. 
And t h i s they do by performing a type of complex dance on the 
honey comb j u s t as the human beings often communicate by making 
cer ta in g e s t u r e s . Living in a community has there fore , a g rea te r 
survival value so much so tha t even unconscious aggregati^in of 
a local population r e su l t s in a greater safety for i t s members. 
CH^\.FTt;R IX 
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• IH TIE llAfID o r ALIJVH, THli mi\Gi¥\JLf TlIC G011iVv:;.JlU».'iT£ 
Keeping oneself clean is a fundamental principle of Islam 
for 'Allah loveth those who keep themselves clean.' 
The Holy Prophet (may the peace and blessings of Allah be 
on him) declared that Islam means cleanliness and.therefore, when 
Hazrat Qasim Ibn Asim (may Allah be pleased with him) desired to 
be initiated into Islam, he was ordered to first take bath with 
water containing leaves of 'lot' trees Uli, 1978). 
,^^i^ ^ JJ' .j^M ^ \ -~;«j ^ ^ C r v 
-r- c-
J O. ^ ' L - - - j ^ . ^ ! ^ ^ * — ^ -0)1 
^?^>»««^ru*' 
Bathing i s the process of imrrjersing the body in water 
and washing away any perspi ra t ion and p a r t i c l e s of d i r t and dust 
t h a t may have adhered to the sk in . As reported by Hazrat Abu 
Huraira (may Allah be pleased with him) the Holy Prophet (nay the 
peace and bless ings of Allah be on him) said t h a t there i s impurity 
a t the root of each ha i r and^ the re fo re , we^hould wash our h a i r 
r egu la r ly and keep our skin free of 'j*olliiLiuii, 
• « • -*._ U-JL' 1 « J .<«,.tJI |j 1 -'- \i '*—.<', l > - 2 J . •• «t 
1 . Al-Bara'at : 108 
2. Tirmizi : al-Jami Bab Ma J a ' a anna Tahta Kull Sha ' ra Janebah 
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From a social point of view, bathing stops foul snwill 
and prevents unpleasant odour from spreading in a gathering or 
congregation. Thus when some labourers came to the mosque and 
the unpleasant odour of their sweat spread in the limited space 
that was available, they were advised by the Holy Pro^ i^et (may 
the peace and blessings of Allah be on him) to ensure cleanliness 
and neatness before coming to the mosque (Ali, 1978). 
The law of wadhu is another step towards personal hygiene 
and so we recite : r, \ 
tj-
"Oh ye who believe ! when you have to perform 
your prayer, wash your faces and your hands 
upto the elbows and wipe your heads and your 
feet upto the ankles." (Latif, 1969) 
How many times each organ should be washed would depend 
on the amount of water available as also oh the impurities 
involved. This is why the Holy Prophet (may the peace and 
blessings of Allah be on him) has ordained that while it is 
essential to wash each organ atleast once, it can be washed 
twice or even thrice. But no one is permitted to offer prayers 
unless his body is clean. 
ij^ -UI J ^ — J c^ *.. ^'1 J LJ .>- ».. C".'.' ""' C—* (2) 
1 , Al-Maidah : 06 v^^ s^ fSlUklfC OSnybi^ 
2« fluslim ; a l - J a m i a l -Sah ih Bab Wujub a l - T a h a r a ^ i l ^ f t ^ l a + i - ^ 4 ^ ^ , 
^ ^ 
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Circumcision which means the removal of the foreskin which 
covers the glands of the male gen i t a l organ i s regarded as a 
metaphor for pu r i ty and hygiene in Islam apart from the fact 
t h a t i t i s a sunnat of the Holy Prophet (may the peace and bless ings 
of Allah be on him). There i s no doubt tha t circumcision prevents 
i n f l an t t i on of the glands and the foresJcin. There are also 
repor t s t ha t cancer of pros ta te rkjcorrisfta.ted with ^ c i r c u m c i s i o n . 
(Kazim, 1973). 
Islam i s the re l ig ion of na tu ra l and hea l th fu l l iv ing and 
there fore , there i s no doubt t h a t dental hygiene has -jlteeeme an 
in t eg ra l par t of our da i ly l i f e . Nothing could b e t t e r empiiasize 
the necessi ty of keeping the t ee th clean and heal thy than the 
remark of the Holy Prophet (may the peace and bless ings of Allah 
be on him) tha t i f i t were not for the inconvenience of the 
Ummah he would order the brushing of tee th a t the time of each 
wadhu. 
»li\f^^ a i l j ^ — j j L J j Uijij^ ^^J c—* ^^ ^ 
• 4 ^ J-<^ U-> cLl Ij - J L 
That the brushing of t ee th with a softened sticlJ 'miswak* 
a ids in digest ion and removes phlegSm is the lesson v^ich Hazrat 
Haseeb (may Allah be pleased with him) learn t from t h e Holy 
Prophet (may the peace and bless ings of Allah be on him) cen tur ies 
before the s c i e n t i f i c world could discover t ha t bad tee th do not 
masticate well and tha t such imperfectly masticated food causes 
1 . Tirmizi : Bab Fi a l - iiiwaX 
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Indigeat ioo when i t reaches the stomach. Teeth decay because 
cLliy^ae germs m u l t i p l y in the mouth i f sugar i s p r e s e n t under 
such c o n d i t i o n s . S a l t s vrtiich a r e p r e s e n t in t h e enamel of t he 
t e e t h a re d i s s o l v e d by the microorganisms and i t becomes 
neces sa ry t o brush t h e t e e t h and r i n s e the mouth with water a f t e r 
e a t i n g as t h i s reduces l o c a l a c i d concen t ra t ion / (Ghosh / 1969), 
I t i s r e p o r t e d from Hazra t Anas bin Mal l ick (may Al lah 
be p leased w i t h him) t h a t b rush ing with a s o f t s t i c k not only 
c l e a n s the mouth but a l s o improves eye s i g h t and makes t h e food 
p a l a t a b l e . Further-*hft« checks stomach a i l m e n t s , Ibn Moaz 
y 
(may Allah be pleased with him) heard it frOm the Holy Prophet 
(may the peace and blessings of Allah be on him) that 'miswak' 
made of olive stick is very pleasing and also checks abnormal 
growth of the gums. Indeed the 'miswak' purifies the mouth and 
is a means of seeking the pleasure of Allah, 
• ( J I «- ^ - * . , ^ ) ^—JLJ 'L^v' '^' V-i ^^""^^L^ /} ^ 
Besides brush ing the t e e t h and washing t h e body, n a i l s a l s o 
need t o be cut and the h a i r should be brushed and combed. Thus 
a s r epo r t ed by Hazra t Nafal and Hazra t Itaie Umar (may Allah be 
p l eased with them) our Holy Prophet (may the peace and b l e s s i n g s 
of Al lah be on him) has advised us t o shave off t h e h a i r on and 
1 . Kunzul Urranal i Bab a l -Siwak V o l . 9 , pp 191 
2 . Kunzul Umraal : Bab al-i i iwak V o l . 9 , pp 194 
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around the groin and trim the muahtaches as a part of personal 
hygiene. This certainly keeps the head and body lice away and 
prevents the adhering of dirt/ dust and disease germs under the 
n a i l s . 
(1) 
* u ' J - ^ j c ' W ^ *^^ ij—^jj-^C'.^'^j—^^ ^ 
Dress i s the index of a person and ind ica tes h is manners. 
I t protec ts us frcam the extremes of climate and externa l i n j u r i e s . 
I t should be loose f i t t i n g so as t o allow a stratum of a i r between 
the dress and the sk in . Since a i r i s a tad conductor of heat 
t h i s would amount t o wearing an addi t ional garment for the 
maintenance of bodily hea t . The Holy Prophet (may the peace and 
bless ings of Allah be on him) knew t h i s and therefore^a loose 
f i t t i n g ' ku r t a ' was his favourite d r e s s . 
The wearing of s i l k garments i s general ly prohibited but 
when clothes give a soothing fee l ing t o persons suffering from 
dermat i t i s and prevent the l i c e from clingin(^^nd a t tacking the 
skin* i t i s a l l r igh t t o wear such a d r e s s . This could be the 
reason fo r pertnitting Hazrat Abdur Rehman and Hazrat Zubair 
(may Allah be pleased with them) t o wear c lothes made of s i l k 
when they complained of l ice a t tacking t h e i r person. 
1, Bukhari : al-Jami al-Sahih Bab Taqleem al-Azfar 
2 . Tirmizi a al-Jami Bab Ma J a ' a Fi tl-Qarais 
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(1) y i u-»j^.-jju ^—Jf * > aji ^ ,j_^!^>-j JLJ,^-1 ^ >-o 
Sleep i s of great s ignif icance from the point of^  view 
of human health and hygiene. The ever Merciful Allah has . 
therefore planned i t for mankind because t h i s recurr ing s t a t e 
of i n a c t i v i t y and per iod ica l ly decreased responsiveness t o 
ones / surroundings i s necessary for the r e s to ra t ion of physical 
and mental a l e r t n e s s and fcty gemnin free*trom s t r a i n and s t r e s s . 
"And devised sleep t o give you r e s t . " 
From a b io logica l point of view sleep has two components: 
an obligatory need t o sleep and an accessary indulgence in s l e e p . 
The former var ies with the physical and mental m=ike up of an 
individual while the la tg r depends on age, sex and the immediate 
environment of a person. Thus while an infant s leeps for about 
fourteen t o f i f teen hours, an adul t needs only seven t o nine 
hours of sleep in twenty four hour s . 
Sleep has a l so cer ta in other bene f i t s . Keeping awake i s 
a kind of ailment cal led 'Insomta' whose usual manifestations 
are muscuiar weariness and increased i r r i t a b l T i t y . Should we^  
t he r e fo r^ not give the body i t s due and bow our heads in g ra t i tude 
to the Almighty Allah Who has among His countless favours t o man, 
devised sleep so t h a t we nay lead a healthy and purposeful l i f eo 
1 . Bukhari : al-Jami al-Sahih Bab a l -Har i r 
2 , Al-Naba : 09 
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' i n Tim HAMC o r ALIaJI/ TUG I C R C i r U L , TUB GOHrACCIOHATC 
-€/ 
The human Environment; We should not contribute to our own 
destruction as the Almighty Allah never forgives people who 
indulge in excesses^. This is the fundamental teaching of 
Islam with respect to hunan environment. As pointed out by 
Latif (1969) the law of life is that whenever a people create 
an undesirable situation for themselves, they have to suffer 
the consequences. In his commentary on the fourth verse of 
surah Al-Hajr, Abdullah Yusuf Ali (1938) has observed that 
'the destruction of a people is not an arbitrary punishment 
from God, the people trying it on themselves by their own 
choice; for the fixed law or rfecree of God is always made 
known to them before hand and in many ways. 
11 --«• I • 
(1) 
"And do not with your own hands work for your 
own ru in and do good." (Latif^ 1969) . 
I fJ, - y l i . . ^ ^ — I r<UlU^ (2) 
"We have never des t royed t h e people o£ any town, 
except in t h e manner d e c r e e d , " (Latif^ 1969) 
The t r u t h of these teachincjs become/ c l e a r when we s tudy 
t h e causes and e x t e n t of envi ronmenta l c r i s i s a s we know i t 
t o d a y . Man has been c o n s t a n t l y e x p l o i t i n g h i s environment 
1 , Al-Baqarah : 195 
2 , Al-Hajr :04 
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making the air increasingly unfit to breathe and the waters 
of lakes and rivers unfit to drink. Toxic substances are 
becoming accuminulated in all concievable media and the need 
to eliminate or greatly reduce this danger is obvious. Allah 
never i^ ermits us to interfere with his scheme of things. He 
has framed rules and disobedience means disaster, 
Ci) 
"He who intercedes in a good cause sha l l share 
i t s good r e s u l t , and he wlio intercedes in an 
ev i l cause sha l l share the ev i l consequence 
thereof . " (Latif, 1969) 
Allah has given ^he mankind an option for doing r igh t 
or wrong and has rtBde the consequences c rys t a l c l e a r . Those 
who help and support a good cause would be prof i ted whereas 
those who WQ>UCL support a bad cause would share t h ^ bad 
consequences thereof . This i s the law and Allah HCj/kfe careful 
account of a l l t h i n g s . 
Allah has halyJuuli-Ofi.n us/whatever yb- t h e r e / i n the 
environment and has completed His favours on us . Allah plungeth 
the night in to day and the day in to night and has prescribed a 
de f in i t e course for the sun and the moon, each of which runs 
in to an appointed term, Liet us^ therefore-understand and 
follow a l l t ha t has been sent down t o us . 
1 , Al-Nisa : 85 
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l ^ j j l . ^ - L U I . I (1) i^ 
t ^ ' v 
-a J-
"Verily God loveth those who turn t o Him to 
be saved from e v i l , and loveth those who 
observe c lean l iness . " (La t i f , 1969) 
The so-cal led c u l t u r a l advancement of the twentieth 
century, urbanization d;f6 i n d u s t r i a l i z a t i o n and increased 
ag r i cu l t u r a l product ivi ty have great ly contr ibuted t o 
environmental degradation. Expansion of indus t r i e s and 
increase in vehicular t r a f f i c .^fo caused considerable 
contamination of the environment. Clear atmosphere contains 
20.94 percent of oxygen but the presence of dust p a r t i c l e s , 
smoke, fumes and fog decreases t h i s percentage of oxygen 
and contaminates the a i r . Carbon monoxide, sulphur dioxide, 
hydrogen fliaJride and chemical pes t ic ides are some other 
important po l lu tan ts of the a i r . Burning of coal and other 
fuel re leases large quan t i t i e s of sulphur d iox ide , A power 
s ta t ion burning 6000 tons of coal per day may release as much 
as 200 tons of sulphur dioxide per day, Ani&r^is causes actute 
i r r i t a t i o n of the skin, eyes and resp i ra to ry t r a c t . Leaf 
t i s sues are a l so injured and phot©synthetic a c t i v i t y i s g rea t ly 
re ta rded . In t h i s way the e n t i r e web of l i f e i s disturbed and 
there i s a loss of food resources for a l l organisms. 
Environmental pol lu t ion has a profound effect on wild 
l i f e . Let us c i t e an example. FJicLiirine occurs in the smoke 
1• Al-Baqarah : 222 
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of brick works. After deposi t ion i t gets concentrated in 
green plants and grasses which when eaten by aninuils nwke 
them i l l and r e s u l t s in bone abnormalit ies and dental 
d e t e r i o r a t i o n . Such being the s i t ua t i on , i t becomes necessary 
t o ponder over the shape of th ings t o come. In the words of 
Carson/ 'Control of Nature i s a phrase cond/dved in arrogance,'^^Wd^ 
ai?d-the sooner we r e a l i i e tha t accumulation of material wealth 
would be of no avai l unless we l ive within the l imi t s prescribed 
for us by a l l knowing Allah, the be t t e r i t would be for uso 
"So turn s teadfas t ly t o the way, the way of God 
for which (by nature) has been f i t t e d . There 
i s no a l t e r i n g in what God hath devised ,"(Lat i f , 1969) 
AS pointed out by Abdullah Yusuf Ali (1938)n^n i s 
bas ica l ly incl ined to b© righ-^ but he i s caught in the meshes 
of customs, s u p e r / s t i t i o n s / se l f i sh des i r e s oHwt t h i s makes him 
pflfegnacious, unclean and hankering a f t e r what i s wrong. I t i s 
therefore , e s s e n t i a l t ha t ^a f t e r receiving the divine guidance 
he should never wander away but should remain s teadfas t and 
respect human va lues . Moulana t^tfi\xl Majid "Daryabadi (1957) 
a lso concurs with th i s /and i s of t h ^ opinion tha t we should 
remain s teadfas t t o the way of «*d without allowing ourselves 
t o be seduced and misled by temptat ions , iiince these e x t r i n s i c 
temptations include the accumulation of materi.il wealth and 
1 . Al-Rum : 30 
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wordly fame, i t i s necessary tha t we should des i s t from them 
and save the e n t i r e biosphere from u t t e r r u i n . 
Once i t i s understood tha t no a I t / r i n g i s possible in 
what Allah has devised for us without causing enormous harm 
t o mankind, we can eas i ly r ea l i ze the impac;t of i ndus t r i a l i z a t i on 
and urbanizat ion on environmental ^afelluLi'^n« The continued 
expansion of indus t r ies has resul ted in considerable contamination 
of the a-LiiioM t^ireTfe« Dust, smoke and fumes/decrease/tftc oxygen 
content/. Burning of coal and other fuels r e su l t , in the re lease 
of sulphur dioxide which causes acute i r r i t a t i o n of the skin, 
bronchi t i s and a lso inj ures tJ|K! leaf t i s s u e s . Carbon monoxide-
produced during the combustion process, hydrogen sul^tiide from 
petroleum r e f i n e r i e s , i n sec t i c ides from spraying operations 
a l l pol lute the a i r and remind us t o remain within the l i m i t s 
tha t have been prescribed for us by the Almighty Allah. 
Muslim s c i e n t i s t s were quick to r e a l i z e the gravi ty of 
the s i tua t ion ana as ea r ly as 850 A.D, Ibn Rabban described the 
adverse e f fec t s of chemical toxicants on human health and 
welfare. One of the most ingenious experimentiof a l l times was 
performed by Al-Razi during the ^bbasid^dynaJ L7. When invi ted 
t o s lee t a su i tab le s i t e for the construct ion of a hosp i t a l 
a t Baghdad, 'He i s said t o have caused c^jJces of meat hung 
up a t d i f fe ren t quarters of the c i t y and t o have chosen the 
place where they were slowest in showinq slqns of decomposition." 
(Browne, 1921). 
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ISnvironmental pol lu t ion i s a nan-made problem and i t 
i s necessary tha t we should careful ly plan s t r a t eg i e s to 
improve the qua l i tv of JLiyiKq on the e a r t h . Gominunit^ hygiene 
i s not only a / soc ia l e th ics but also a r e l i g ious obligation/. 
I t i s our duty to keep our houses, Pla^* .^^  of worship and the . . 
surface and mihrab?B«^all objects 'ays' kept^clean and free 
@» po l lu t ion . The aim i s t o p rov ide / sp i r i t ua l atmosphere T^^^ 
of contemplatift*; quj^ltjr-j F lo ra l i&orina are a prominent par t 
of decoration because these have a d i s t i n c t associat ion with 
paradise evoking Quranic descr ip t ion of pa rad i se . And the 
l u s t r e added t o such f l o r a l paint ings i s indeed an in t e rna t iona l 
discovery of the Muslims. Sp i t t ing i s s t r i c t l y prohibited and 
extreme hygiene i s t o be maintained in such a p lace . Thus^ 
when a woman was found removing d i r t y spots from the wall and 
and the f loor of the mosque and sprinkling perfume t o make 
the environmant bracing, she was much praised by the Holy 
Prophet (may the peace and bless ings of Allah be on him)» 
j>*» -Jul J j — ^ J LJ L i ^ - J i - !_-(-; LSiti-JL*>-J L ^ S J 
• '*! ft ^ _ ., -..>T»f I • -—i—j, «., •_>!<> * i j l 
/ 
/ 
! • Nasai al-iiunan : a^b Takhliq al-Hasajid 
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I t i s a well known fac t tha t l i f e on t h i s earth would /} 
have been impossible without tl^o- jimife^bing rays of l ight •^ /g/m "' 
the sun. Indeed : 
" I t i s He who hath fashioned the sun for br ightness 
and the moon t o give l i g h t , and marked for her 
s t a t i o n s so tha t ye may reckon (time) and mark the 
number of years (that ye p a s s ) . God hath not 
created a l l t h i s except in proper form and r ight 
i n t e n t . " ( la t i f , 1969). ^ /^ ' 
t0ig0i^Wi'V$^^^P^^'^\i3.s a great bearing ^n anirt^l l i t e . Pigment 
layers a t the surface of the skin and those ensheathing the 
cent ra l nervous system afford protect ion from the de le te r ious 
ef fec ts of l i g h t . This i s the reason why people l iving in the 
deser t s are deeply pigmented. The colour of the skin i s a 
physiological adaptation and not an indica t ion of super io r i ty 
M 
of one over the other , a lesson which was given t o the auslims ^^  
• centur ies ago so t ha t the Arabs and Ajams ^"jlty l ive toge the r / a s 
t rue followers of Islam. 
Contagious diseases : Some of the most se r ious and contagious 
diseases of mankind are t ransmit ted through the agency of 
insec ts and droplet infect ions oi" may be due t o improper 
disposal of waste ma te r i a l . In th i s v/ay epidemics of cholera, 
plague and influenza havn appalled mj^ n throughout the ages and 
even tn^Asr^ snvill /pox and tubercu los i s ^aj?e/regarded as the major 
1 • Yunus : 5 
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epidemic d iseases of the world. 
Almost a l l epidemic diseases have a defined incubation 
period and one of the l>ist way for preventing t h e i r a^eajkpcncc 
go diff^orent' jxh^&io i s t o enforce quarantines r e s t r i c t i n g '^^^£-^ 
movement of people from one place t o another . Is i t not 
therefore , astonishing^^-i^afrn-^i^i / iHazrat Saad (may Allalj 
"t)e pleased with hirnjpthat more than fourteen hundred years 
ago, the Holy Prophet (may the peace and bless ings of Allah 
be on him) warned h is people not to go t o a place where an 
epidemic of (^holera)was p reva len t . They were a l so to ld not 
t o leave such a place if they hapi^ned t o be there a t the time 
of the epidemicdf-P^ ^M^*^'^*^^-^^^ ^ ' ~ 
CD 
The significance of this sanction becomes abundantly 
clear when we find that it was only in 1961 that the ^ orld 
Health Organisation could promulgate an international sanitary 
regulation to isolate the persons suffering from plague for a 
period of six daya/ (Ghosh, 1969). 
o 
Cholera i s another scourige of mankind and the housefly^ 
Musca dcroestica^ is an e f f i c i en t v ic tor of the d i sease . A study 
is an e f f i c i en t 
V 
of washings from the surfaces of ^*8 f l i e s showed the presence 
of 2,50a000 to 2,950^000 bac te r ia per f ly (Ostrelenk and Welech, 
1942). jbhope (1927) prepared a s a l t solut ion ext rac t of f l i e s 
1 . Bukhari : al-Jami a l ^ a h i h Bab Ma Yudkar Fi Ta'tm 
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and found therein a bacteriophage capable of destroying 
the pathogenic bacteria. I»—£cb^:_bacte£i^idal substances 
c a p a b l e o f k i l l i n g s s p e c i f i c m l n r n o r g A n i csrng^ A-rr<a f ftl*"^ J-" 
B fly and i t s f^p^-'^ ^ Their bac t e r i c ida l 
a c t i v i t y i s generally teniperature~dependent and i s hMpt a t 
0 O 
about 37 p (West, 1951)• The d i s t r i b u t i o n of bacter ia and 
bacteriophage on the body of the f ly i s not definitely known 
and there i s every p o s s i b i l i t y tha t both groups of -feifc 
microorganisms may not be present a t one and the same s i t e . 
Also,some of the bac te r i c ida l substances^are found in the 
y ^ 
alimentary canal as a lso in the faeces of the f ly which has 
the habi t of regurgi ta t ing i t s body contents / s p e c i a l l y under 
Stress condi t ions . This -4^ the philosophy of the sanction of 
the Holy Prophet (may the peace and bless ings of Allah be on 
him) -±Ti Ltjliiuij the Ummah t o d ip the e n t i r e fL^ in the l iquid 
in which i t happen^ t o f a l l before throwing-«• away. In t h i s 
way the mixing of the pathogenic bacter ia and t h e i r k i l l e r s , 
the bacteriophagesfoecomey a grea ter p r o b a b i l i t y , 
'\jj^ i- 'i^ ^ ^ •I'Li *^ br u^i ^ ^ c ' ' 
Sealing the w ounds with cotton soaked in tpnlttt-re for 
healing purposes i s an important .technique of modern medicine 
Allah ^i^l^) employed i t c< But Hazrat Tatima Zehra a^crtfhy ll  i^ l^) l  i t cen tur ies 
ago. Thus when the Holy Prophet (may the peace and b less ings 
of Allah be on him) got hu r t , she (may Allah be pleased with her) 
1 . Bukhari : al-Jami al-bahih Bab Ida waqa'a al-Zubab Fi a l - Ina 
<-r 
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burnt a piece of matting and sealed the wounds with i t . This 
not only stopped further bleeding but a l s o provided protect ion 
from/invasion by auUpigte microorganisms.— It-., a loo helped in 
the healing of the wounds. 
t, ^ , - i * O j — ^ < U 1 J l_J ^ u_-* U) I ^;- J . ^ ^>-* (1) 
c u .* 3^^ ' U l ^J» J- J- . jJ l i j 3 U c- I j Ui* ^ jJ i «—f^ r J :^,^  
4 J l* #UI ^ / ^ , ^ ) ^ ^ ,j_-l» L j^J-oJ Tj L r ^ ^ ^ / t - * " - t j—" 
_Pest management : Pest management is an essential part of 
Islamic legacy so much so that the Holy Prophet (may the 
peace and blessings of Allah be on him) has permitted the 
destruction of injurious pests even while performing Haj. 
Hazrat Abdullah bin Umar (may Allah be pleased with him) 
has reported that the Holy Prophet (may the peace and 
blessings of Allah be on him) once remarked that it was all 
right to kill five kind of animals - crow, kite scorpion, 
rat and rabid dog even while wearing Ahram. 
(2) 
J J * - '* <^ , JO 1J 
"7l^«*-6€l^ 
1» Bukhari : al-Jaini al-Sahih Bab Harq a l -Has i r l i Yusadd b i h i 
al-Dara 
2 , Tirmizi : al-Jami Bab Ma J a ' a roa Yaqtul al-Mohriin min al-Dawabb 
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Hazrat Umar bin Khattab (nvay Allah be pleased with him) 
used to pick ap lice from his camel even while wearing Ahram, 
Vector^  control is indeed the most effective method for the 
prevention of human and animal diseases, 
C—.J—^'^ I J ^j: J—fJl cr *^' 
fj "• 
(1) 
7;i^M^#6sk^*ri 
Human l u s t for more/wealth and food has r e s u l t e d in t h e 
accupnula t ion of t o x i c chemicals in the body t i s s u e s of food 
a n i m - i l s ^ s p e c i a l l y j^frer b i r d s and ^ w f i s h e s . The « ^ f « c t e d ^ 
a n i n a l s become s luggish and can be e a s i l y caught by^ t s h / i y 
len hun^n beings e a t such animals t hey a l s o become 
i l l . This i s what we today c a l l ' p o l l u t i o n through food c h a i n , ' 
However, c e n t u r i e s before such a concept could be developed 
by b i o l o t j i s t s , Hazrat Im:im Moh<f|^ invid (may /Allah be p leased with 
him) advised t h e Muslims not t o e a t f i s h e s susf)ected of having 
d ied of some i n f e c t i o n . 
Aquat ic p o l l u t i o n : As po in ted out by Khan &•Razvi (1983) water ^ 
i s one of the most e s s e n t i a l substancesy'^^hAah Arifo nood t o l i v e ^ " 
on t h i s e a r t h and i t i s His mercy th>iit Al lah has given i t t o 
us in p l e n t y . Indeed Al lah has irade a l l l i v i n g t h i n g s from 
l,Imam Malik : Moatta Bab al-Halamah wa a l -Qurad Yunza oho al-Muhrim 
2.1n«m Malik : Moatta Bab al-bamak Yamuto F i a l-ma 
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water. 
(1) 
« 
"And He i t i s who sendeth forth the winds spreading 
the t id ings of the blessings t o follow, t i l l they 
bring up the laden clouds t o move along t o some 
dry spot of land, so as t o pour down water thereupon 
t o cause therewith an upgrowth of a l l kinds of 
f r u i t s . " ( l a t i f , 1969) 
•Ift€teed-/he f a i t h f u l / and the obedient w i l l dwell in * ^ 
heaven having r ive rs of unpolluted water/ the flavour of which 
would never change. On the contrary the d i sbe l i evers wi l l get 
supjper-heated water t o wash t h e i r bodies and fas ter ing water 
t o dr ink. 
(2) 
c-
. , _ . .L_. 1 ^ L _ ^ 'l^ 1 ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ _ ^ 
The above teachings of the Holy Quran tell us that water 
''he refreshing free of impurities and unpolluted or ^ .nid[-y 
j » hot like molten lead, polluted and fastering. On the 
authority of Hazrat Zuhari (may All^h be pleased with him) it 
has been related by .'vl-Bukhdri that water becom-ss polluted when 
1. Al^\raf : 57 
2. Mohammad : 15 
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i t s t a s t e , smell and colour i s changed. 
Our knowledge of chemistry t e l l s us t ha t water occurs in 
d i f ferent forms such as mono-tijand t r i hyd ro l deiiendin^ on 
temperature condi t ions . Below 0 C i t i s t r i hyd ro l ice 
(H^O^)/ between O^c and 100°C i t is l iquid having varying 
amount of monoJii-Jnd t r /hydro l forms, whereas above 100 C 
i t ex i s t s l a rge ly as monohydrol. Trihydrol water, because 
•w containiaaj less contaminants i s very favourable for b io logica l 
processes and i t i s probably due to t h i s fact tha t temperate 
waters contain more l i f e than i s supported by t r op i ca l wa te r s . 
Rain water which general ly contains s a l t s in such 
concentrations tha t no osmosis takes place between i t and the 
organism i s therefore the most favourable medium for aninral 
l i f e . Such water as i t f a l l s down, c lea rs dust from the a i r , 
helps in cu l t i va t i ng land and makes the ear th habi table for 
human beings . Hazrat Ali (may Allah be pleased with him) 
therefore preferred t o c a l l ra in water as l i f e -g iv ing showers 
which loads the orchards with f r u i t s . 
The above account c l ea r ly emphasises the importance of 
r 
pure, clean and uncontaminated water for us , our c a t t l e and 
p l a n t s . What would the re fore , hapi:iens if e f f luents from 
indust r ies >»ki/h ^^ used p l a s t i c ! * ^ t i n containers and »^t^ TBT 
1 . Al-Dukhari: al-Jami a l Sahih : Kitab a l Wudhu 
household wastes are continuously dumped iry the rivers, lakes 
and the sea. Indeed the consequences would be disast^rous for 
water pollution is a real hazard to millions of people in the 
world. It has been estimated that in Bombay alone more than 
40% of deaths are due to water pollution. Lowered vitality 
is one of the most important side effect of the consumption 
of polluted water by animals. How grateful should we be to 
our Holy Prophet (may the peace and blessings of Allah be on him) 
who graciously taught us to distinguish between polluted and 
unpolluted water much before the scientific world became aware 
of the dellterious effects of aquatic'pollution. 
Water becomes polluted when its taste, smell and colour 
is changed. Several species of Chrysomonadida occur in water 
confined in resarvoirs and make it unfit for drinking purposes. 
The presence of Uroglenopsis americana is responsible for the 
4 ^ 
so called fishy odour, Noctiluca »p, and Scientlllanus $p« 
Impart a red colour to water and the oil/stored as food becomes 
toxic to many marine organisms when it is my-uLed- after the 
death of the organisms. 
The degree of pollution in a pond depends not only 
on the kind of pollutants but also on the amount of pollutants 
in relation to the size of the pond. And so we learn from 
Imam Mohammad (may Allah be ploised with titm). that the wild 
animals and their excreta cannot cause any contamination if 
the pond is so big that waves created by shaking the water 
J^ '•OiiJL 
a t one a^d *A not reach t h e o t h e r end . Such water i s safe for 
hurran u s e . 
(1) 
Such is the concept of water pollution in Islam and 
when we realise that these facts were told to us centuries 
before the dangers of aquatic pollution bec/me evident to 
the environmentalists/ the importance of the teachings of 
the Holy Quran and the Sunnaj becomes abundantly clear. 
M. 1 . Imam Mall ik : Moatta : ftab a l ^ u d h u min ma Yashrab min ho a l - S i t 
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Al'Quran i s un iversa l , unchangeable and for a l l t imes . 
Allah has revealed i t and Allah wi l l preserve i t . He has 
prescribed norms for l iv ing on t h i s ear th and these have t o 
be followed. The learned among us have t o understand the 
•rauhkamat' and explain them t o the common man. In t h i s way^ 
each generation of s c i e n t i s t s can add t o the understanding of 
the a l l embracing teachings of the Holy Quran, And so we 
have a l so t o f u l f i l our obl igat ions and show i t t o the jlorld 
tha t the knowledge which Allah has given us through * i s 
revela t ions in the Holy Quran can be understood, but gradually* 
This then i s the object of the present work. The author has 
t r i e d t o study and explain some of the b io log ica l teachings of 
the Holy Quran re la t ing t o / t h e creation of the biosphere, -^w-J 
s t ruc ture of human body,jreproduction in man,/dependence of 
man on other animals and/plants ,^personal hygiene and/environmental 
po l lu t ion . And t h i s , as suggested by Latif (1969) has been 
done by cof^elat ing modern concepts in bioloyy with the vefees 
of the Holy Quran and the sayings of the Holy Prophet ( may the 
peace and bless ings of Allah be on him)• 
The bas i s of bel ief in Science i s the fact tha t the 
apparent mysterious mechanism of the universe can be understood 
by human reason. Once these laws are comprehended i t becomes 
easy to understand and explain the phenomena involved. This 
i s why Muslims have been c<^elating reason with re l ig ion for 
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more than 1400 years and a s c i e n t i f i c era began af te r the 
Holy Prophet (may the peace and blessinys of Allah be on him) 
proclaimed 'Seek knowledge from craddle t o g r a v e ' . 
Let i t be c lear ly known tha t the heavens and the ear th 
were of one piece t i l l these were divided by the Almighty 
Allah in to separate p i eces . These pieces then s ta r ted revolving 
in space jand *4wr whole planetary systemH35«^oulded out of the 
molten mass of gas and d u s t . Afterwards, the period being far 
more than human reckoning/ the surface of the earth cooled down 
and a crust was formed. The in te rac t ion of Various gasegcrs 
t 
produced water and life was created on the earth/ 
(Kazim, 1974). In this way water became the source of life on 
this earth. , , 
^ I ~ i L * ^ J ft •JCJJ 
-^ ,_-s-: J-<* I --" {J 
"Cannot the unbelievers realise that the heavens 
and the earth were (in the begin^ng) of a piece 
together, and that we separated them and through 
water did we give life to everything?" (Latif, 1969). 
The presence of smoke in the early stages of the universe 
as referred to in the Holy Quran corresponds exactly to the 
concept of primary nebula of gaseous material of modern 
scientists. Once the basic constituents were created these 
provided the necessary nutrients for the developing embryo. 
Bones were formed, got covered with flesh and man assumed a 
definite shape. He became alive when spirit was breathed into 
1. Al-Anbiya : 30 
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him because it is Allah Who 'whenever He intendeth a thing. 
He but sayeth 'Be' and there it is •, (Latif, 196 9) 
<i^^< ^ ^ y 
The way in which the living matter reproduces itself 
has also been told to us in the fifth and twelv/th to fourteenth 
verses of Surah Al-Hajj and Surah Al-Muminun. The verses clearly 
reveal the position of human beings in the scheme of things made 
by Allah, We are told how the sperm gets deposited in the ovum, 
fertilises it and how the fertiliiked ovum is safely lodged in 
the mothers/ womb for further development. The fertilized ovum 
is converted into a sort of clot of thickly congealed blood. 
This is what the biologists call as embryo. It is, as pointed 
out by Abdullah Yusuf Ali (1938) from this lump that bones, 
flesh and organs are formed and an infant is bom. Indeed the 
Uuranic reveAlations concerning human embryology are exactly 
what we have learnt frcm modern histological techniques. 
Al'Quran dispeled all kinds of myths concerning the sex 
of a child. The sex of a child is ordained by the Almighty 
Allah at the time of conception through the kind of sperm which 
mingles with the egg. If therefore, an sperm with an 'X' 
chromosome gets into the egg and pairs with 'X' already there, 
a daughter is bom just as fertilization between a sperm with 
a 'Y' chromosome and an egg with a 'X' chromosome results in the 
birth of a son. 
Once born. It is the duty of the parents to/care f^ wr 
their children and bring up the baby in the best possible way. 
Islam strictly forbids infanticide on the ground that daughters 
are a liability, Allah provides sustenance for his creation 
and no'^ody has any right to interfere in the biological 
phenomena of life and death. The mothers should feed the babies 
on their own milk for there is no substitute for mothers/ milk. 
Kimball (1952) observed that while 2.0 to 3.0 percent of the 
844 breastfed infants died in England within a period of one 
year, 12.1 percent of the 140 bottle-fed babies died during the 
same period. 
Modem researches have shown that no child is born rickety 
and that rickets results from rtal-wnutrition. If therefore, the 
mother nurses her child, the baby will grow well and would be 
healthy. Mothers/ milk contains certain constituents which are 
essential for the development of the child. The baby cannot 
digest starch and so the Holy Prophet (may the peace and blessings 
of Allah be on him) told the mothers that it is always better 
to continue suckling for thirty months. It is such feeding which 
savas the child from gastrointestinal troubles and ensures normal 
physical and phychological development. 
But Allah never burdens anyone beyond his capacity. Thus^ 
in cases where the mother is unable to feed the baby, a foster 
mother may be employed, and if the parents cannot afford a foster 
mother, the baby may be fed on the milk of a cow or a goat that 
is qwAte- similar to human milk. 
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A human being has been moulded in the best of form and 
cons t i tu t ion and Glory be t o €«d Who has created nan in the 
goodliest form. 
\ ( t ^ * * ^ ^ | W I 
(1) 
/ 
The frame work of human body is such that one can assume 
an upright posture which is far more advantageous than walking 
horizontally. The ease with which we can turn our head from 
side to side and can look up and down, see, hear and smell 
ACUA 
things is a real gift of €j^-. The skin which covers the entire 
body and protects the organs beneath it also serves as a store 
house. It provides blood to the vital organs of the body and 
conserves its water content. It also shields the body from 
the harmful effects of light rays. 
Marvellous indeed are the ways of Allah. He has made 
us the wisest of His creation and as stated by Moulana Abdul 
Majid Daryabadi (1968), if one only reflects on the marvellous 
structure of the hun©n mind, he becomes convienced of the truth 
that Allah is all designing and all-^powerful, 
^ .^y OJo L \j>j H\ ^ j (2) 
"And in the earth are s i ;ns for those who are ol: firm 
f a i t h , and your ownselves, can ye not notice 
them?" (Latif, 1969) 
1 . Al-Tin : 4 
2 . Al-Zariat ; 20-21 
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The innumerable species of plants and animals around 
us have to be recoanised before these can be utilized by man. 
That is why the ever Merciful Allah taught Hazrat Adam (may 
the blessings of Allah be on him) the names of all things before 
sending him on this earth. In this way the foundation of the 
Science of Classification was laid by the Almirjhty Himself, 
This science tells us to divide things in various groups, name and 
distinguish them. Thus there is a group of organisms which i' moves on b e l l i e s and another thdat walks on l e g s . S t i l l others 
f ly with t h e i r wings. These groups have t h e i r own dis t inguishing 
features and are held toge ther in to b i o t i c communities. For 
instance, the honey/has a very c h a r a c t e r i s t i c system of 
communication which enables i t t o co l l ec t food and return t o 
the aawt t o cc»nmunicate to / fe l low workers the kind, amount, 
f i ^\ 
di rec t ion and dis tances of the! food!source^! Is t h i s not the 
knowledge which can be used by man t o obtain honey of des i red 
hue? Let us r e c i t e the s ix ty eighti and s ix ty nin^th verses of 
Surah An-Nahl and convince ourselves of the ways in which Allah 
imparts s c i e n t i f i c knowledge^ t o nankind. 
The kind of food which may be eaten by the be l ievers has 
been fu l ly described in the Quran and the Hadith. While we are 
permitted t o ea t a l l good t h ings , carcasses of animals, blood 
and flesh of swine qani'iwt-Jjfi-jjciL«rt. We are a l so not permitted 
to take any drink tha t i n t o x i c a t e s . But what i s the s c i e n t i f i c 
i n s ? A 
blood urn in l li \r i Tif r iiiij iiih "* r^ cause disgust to any refined 
explantion for such sanct ions s everybody knows carrion and 
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person. A number of harmful paras i tes are found in the blood 
and d i f fe ren t kinds of bac ter ia capable of causing diseases 
thr ive in the t i s sues of decomposed animals. Pork i s very 
r ich in choles tero l and i s thereiore* harmful to us . I t a l so 
contains Tr ich ine l la s p i r a l i s Enchinostoma malayanum and other 
paras i tes which can be t ransmit ted t o human beings thiroudft t^e 
eat ing -e^ infes ted pork. On the other hand, the meat of c a t t l e . f-
sheep and goat i s a del icacy t o e a t . I t contains p ro te in , iron 
and phosphorous in heal th-giving q u a n t i t i e s . The meat of camel 
provides the much needed s a l t s t o people l i v ing ih the t r op i c s 
and/tfwtfx qui te often suffer from cramps because of the loss of 
sodium chloride through pe r sp i r a t i on . Fishes are a l so a good 
source of p r o t e i n s . They are p r o l i f i c bre /ders in fresh waters 
and the seas and are ea s i l y ava i lab le t o the cOirunon n^n, A pound 
of fish is worth 300 t o 600 ca lor ies of food value and the o i l 
obtained from the l ive r of the tod and the Shark i s very r ich 
in vitamin A» 
Invoking the name of Allah enables us t o slaughter-**» 
-^a^rsaa^sert in J^ correct way. All the blood can be e a s i l y 
drained off so tha t the toxins contained in the blood of the 
slaughtered animal do not reach the body of the person ea t ing 
i t . The mixing of globins with varying amino acids i s a l so 
prevented when the blood i s completely drained off and such 
meat i s less l i a b l e to the a t tack of putr i f i fe2»e tecteria. f 
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The milk of cow^ buffalo, sheep and goat i s a wholesome 
drink containing growth promoting proteins and other n u t r i e n t s . 
I t i s a sign of the wonderful way in which Allah sus ta ins His 
c rea t ion . Through domestication and se lec t ive breeding, a female 
c a t t l e can be made to produce milk much in excess t0 the 
requirements of her young ones. This / ean be con s^umed by %^ 
human beings . Honey i s another such food which can be e a s i l y 
ass imi la ted . Through i n t r i c a t e processes of -}^ fe d iges t ion , 
ripening and dehydration, the honey bee converts the n e c t / r of 
flowers in to honey. The aromatic cons t i tuents obtained from 
the flowers are responsible for the aroma and flavour of the 
honey which contains valuable minerals and d iges t ive enzymes. 
'Sii^i^'ie kee-cul ture as we know i t today and jijo fa|f<e know led t^ 
-yh^CT was revealed to the Holy Prophet (may the peace and 
blessings of Allah be on him) centuries before the b i o l o g i s t s 
could discover the d ie ta ry s ignif icance of honey. Indeed^here 
i s sign for people who r e f l e c t . 
The ra in i s a great blessing of Al lah . I t enables us 
t o grow vegetables , f r u i t s and grains of a l l kinds^und auL LhCrn. 
t>everal f r u i t s have biMpn found mention ^ in the Holy Qur^n. Dates 
are one of them. They are e a s i l y assimfeble ^ d serve as a ton ic 
for the hear t and the eyes . Some oL LU^ iri ccmtain more than half 
t h e i r weight of sugar and nearly 2.0% each of prote in , fa t and 
minerals and are of considerable economic importance. Other 
varJfcies containing a ra ther lo\i/ content of sugar can be usedA^ ' ^ 
j ^ bread to provide dai ly nourishment to people l iv ing in th-
deser t region^ of the Qj^ ^o r ld . 
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The dietary and energy givinv^ ^ value of fig and olive 
becomes clear when we recite the first verse of Surah Al-Tin. 
Besides their nutritive value, figs have also been used to cure 
constipation. Olives are rich in fat and olive/oil is an excellent 
cooking medium. It also cures muscular pains. And so is the 
pomegranate, a fruit of groat value both as food ana as medicine. 
This is why the Holy Prophet (may the peace and blessin/s of 
Allah be on him) asked his people to eat the pomegranate to 
purge the system of envy and hatred. 
It is really interesting th-it while fresh graphs and 
dried resins are rejuvenating and refreshing, fermented grapes 
in the form of alcohil make us lose our senses and we become 
disedsed. This is why Islam has forbidden such drinks for its 
followers. Howevor, since the ^^ eople of Mecca were habitual 
alcoholics and it would have been very hard on them to stop 
the use of wine all of a sudden, the order prohibiting the use 
of wine was given in a very scientific way, At first the people 
were warned of the dangers of drinking wine. Then they were 
told not to offer prayers when in a drunken state. Finally^ 
the drinking of anything that intoxicates woffc banned. 
, ,. u) 
S\ I ^^\^ I—.uUj-J U:.jji-
rr 
. 1 — ^ ^ 
'They ask thee concerning wine and qame of chance. 
Say, "In both is great harm as well as advantage 
to men; but the harm is greater than the advantar^e." 
(Latif, 1969) 
1 . Al-Baqarah : 219 
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(1) 
• ^j C ^  '*^^jh ^^ 
"0 ye who be l i eve J Come not t o p raye r in a drunken 
s t a t e u n t i l you know what you u t t e r , " (Lat i f , 1969) 
(2 ) 
1 fc^l J ^ c - * - > - ^-' (^ j ^ h 
"0 ye who be l i eve I V e r i l y wine and games of chance, 
s tone a l t a r s and d r i v i n g a r rows , a r e abominat ion, 
t h e han<4.work of S a t a n ; So avoid them t h a t ye may 
p r o s p e r . " (Lat i f , 1969) 
Besides provid ing meat and milk , an imals serve us in 
nany o t h e r ways. The dog i s an e x c e l l e n t c«urd a n i n » l , and 
the Camel an impor tant source of power and t r a n s p o r t in ho t 
and dry d e s e r t s . The horse has been a c o n s t a n t companion of 
man in war and peace . In t h e words of John Moore 'wherever ifvfsn 
has l e f t h i s foot p r i n t in the long a s c e n t from barbar ism t o 
c i v i l i z a t i o n , we w i l l f ind the foot p r i n t of the horse b e s i d e s 
i t (Goman, 1951 ) , Some of t h e i n t e r n a l g l ands of sheep have?^-
pharroaceut ical v a l u e . The smal l i n t e s t i n e **e^ v a l u a b l e / s a u s a g e 
cas ings nnfi i rs^benaf i r i i 1 fr^ ^m t h r po;ini- nf trimi nf ^n -^nT-n-.^ -•^ rm-^ 3 
tI'adS a G~.uhaso' afgr msed t o make surgrlqa 1 app l i c ances and wuyiigal' 
c a t g u t . 
1 . Al-Nisa : 43 
2 . Al-Maida : 90 
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(1) 
^  , , / ^ ^ L ^ . ^ C:>-<J ^ L V , .^  
T^ 0 
"See thsey not tha t among what |re have ^ r s e l v e s 
done , " ^ have brought forth the guadrupeds 
which they possess. 
And which we have subjected t o them. On some 
they r ide and others they use for food? 
And in them they find beverages and prof i tab le 
u s e s . " (Latif, 1969), 
Several products of commerce are obtained from the 
animals. The sheep provide us with high qua l i ty wool while 
the skin of a slaughtered animal isTbetten^annedrand fetches 
a higher pr ice than tha t of an unslaughtered one. The horns 
are cut and polished t o make combs and decorat ive wares and 
the bones of these animals are used for the production of >b>me 
manure and Kone meal. And then ther-e are the pea r l s , a r e a l 
bounty of God. These are formed in the^ bodies of shel led 
animals ca l led molluscs and are aaot^^ the most expensive 
<ii 
w 
'And it is He *ho hath subjected for you the sea 
that you may ^ ve for your food fresh fish out 
of it, and bring forth therefrom what you may 
use for your ornaments/" (Latif, 1969) 
1. Yasin : 71-7 3 
2. Al-Nahl: 14 
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But a l l aniiTBls are not useful . There are des t ruc t ive 
ones as w e l l , Vermins, locusts and s imilar pests have often 
plagued man and therefor*, despi te the fact t h a t we are not 
allowed t o even have a h a i r / c u t during the period of HaJ, we 
have been permitted t o k i l l the injurious organisms. The Holy 
Prophet {may the peace and blessings of Allah be on him) has 
granted permission t o k i l l rabid dogs, r a t s , k i t e s , crows and 
scorpions even while wearing Ahram. However, indiscriminate 
k i l l i n g of animals i s not permitted and one of the fundamental 
pr inciple of Islam i s t o be kind t o others for Allah loveth 
those who do good, ©wc-^imals need care and kindness, clean 
food and uncontaminated abode. The Holy Prophet (may the peace 
and blessings of Allah be on him) has d i rec ted tha t t r a v e l l e r s 
should t r y to cross the deser t as quickly as possible in order 
t o avoid unnecessary hardship t o the camels. They should be 
given enough r e s t and suf f ic ien t time to g raze . The owner 
should a lso t r y t o find a r es t ing place free of v©rmins for them. 
As reported by Hazrat Abu Huraira (may Allah be pleased w i th him) 
any good deed in respect of an animal would be rewarded by the 
most ben^^;^lent Allah, 
Nothing can be t t e r emphasise the importance of personal 
hygiene and environmental c leanl iness than the teaching of the 
Holy Quran: 'Allah loveth those who keep themselves c l e a n . ' 
We were ordained t o shun pol lu t ion centur ies before Kachel ., 
-7 Carson, (196^) woke up the Western World ano warned •d f^ft of the 
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complexities of atmospli|ic pollution and unhygienic environment. 
The Holy Prophet (may the peace and blessings of Allah be on 
him) declared that Islam means cleanliness and keeping the 
environment clean is a basic principle of religion. A person 
has to batlVand purify himself with water containing some 
deodorant before being initiated into Islam. We have to wash 
our hair and keep the skin free of poll.ution. The i*w of 
'wadhu' is an important step in this direction. 
I ( 1 ) 
I, ^ l ^ ^ l ^ , J'orJ'r^^ -^[jt^^jjrj 
• c ^ ^ ' ^ ' , '^J ^J , ^-^^-^ 
"0 ye who believe 1 when you have to perform your 
prayer , wash your faces and your hands upto 
elbows and wash your heads and your feet upto 
the ank les . " ( I^t i f , 1969) 
Dental hygiene has been accorded the highest p r i o r i t y 
in Islam, Bad tee th do not masticate food adequately and the 
imperfectly masticated food causes ind iges t ion . Brushing of 
t ee th with a 'miswak* (a softened s t ick) removes phleqllm and 
inh ib i t s the growth of disease causing germs in the ora l cav i ty . 
A 'miswak* made of olive s t i ck i s spec ia l ly recommended. I t i s 
pleasing in t a s t e and checks abnorrral growth df the gums. 
In matters of d re s s , Islam has alw-^ys advocated c lean , 
dignif iedf, ai?*l not too^cost lyJclothings i -^ l oose - f i t t i ng 
allcw^ a stratum of a i r between the dress and the skin and he lp^ 
1 . Al-Maida : 6 
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in the maintenance of bodily hea t . This i s why a l oose - f i t t i ng 
' kur ta ' was t h e preferred dress of the Holy Prophet (may the 
peace and blessings of Allah be on him) 
Islam s t r i c t l y prohibts indulgence in any kind of excesses 
and whenever a people create /undesi rable s i t ua t ion for themselves 
they have to suffer the consequences. But t h i s An dtono only 
a f t e r they are warned and/do not heed ^ the decree of 6y>d'. ^IsJt^ 
Present day env i ronmen ta l ^ r i s i s i s a g la r iny example of such -•^L4x. 
a doing o£ people. ' ^ j ^ s^^ * " 
Man has been constantly pollut ing h i s surroundings without 
thinking tha t the en t i r e biosphere i s a s ingle i n t e r r e l a t e d 
system, A s ing le source may de te r io ra t e the qual i ty of a i r , 
contaminate the land with sol id wastes and pol lute the r i v e r s 
and lakes and therefore any appro.nch to pol lu t ion control would 
mean going through the e n t i r e ecological chain, observing the 
changes as they occur and then detertnining the t o t a l exposure 
of man to the danger. And t h i s i s not an e^sy job . The best 
thing i s the re fo re , not t o pol lu te the environment for control 
of nature i s a phrase tha t has been conalle/ved in arrogance and 
would only .accelerate our des t ruc t ion . We should understand 
tha t mater ia l wealth is of no ava i l unless we l ive within the 
l imi t s prescribed for us by the Alrnicihty Al lah . This i s the 
teaching of Uuran and th i s i s the only way t o l ive happily on 
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t h i s e a r t h . 
"So turn s teadfas t ly t o the way, the way of God, 
for which man (by nature) had been f i t t e d . There 
i s no a l t e r i ng in v/hat God hath devised. This 
i s the r igh t way (of l i v i n g ) , " (Latif, 1969) 
History t e l l s us tha t the intej- legtuals among the Muslims 
iba^ always understood the si taStioiy, As ear ly as 850 A.D. 
Ibne Rabban described the adverse ef fec ts of chemical tox icants 
on hurtEin heal th and hjre wel fare . When asked t o se lec t a su i table 
s i t e for the construction of a hosp i t a l , Al-Razi caused pieces 
of meat huncj up at diffextent a l d c e s i n Baghdad and chose the 
place where these- sh wed the bc^t sign of decomposition over a 
prescribed period of time^ -^^6 -j.^ce-vv/i^^'^^a-'^ /zxi^^tX^-^yi/-
Archi tec tura l ambition has never been encouraged in Islam 
but canmunity hygiene i s a r e l ig ious ob l iga t ion . We have t o 
keep the mosques free of po l lu t i on . The 'mihrab' has t o be 
embellished with f lo ra l designs and s p i r i t u a l atmosphere of y^^ 
contemplatiwi . |^aeU^*y has t o be crea ted . The lus t re added to 
f l o r a l pa in t ings on the walls and evoking Quranic descr ip t ion 
of paradise i s indeed a discovery of -ofaslim mind. No one should 
even spit-rtfe such a p lace . Thus when a woman was found removing 
d i r t y spots from the wall and the floor of the mosque and 
1 . Al-Rum : 30 
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sprinkling perfume she wa6 much praised for this act of hers. 
One of the greatest contribution of Islam is in the 
field of public health. Almost all epidemic diseases have a 
defined period of incubation and one of the best wa;^ i^'<nr 
preventing their ^^ -.^ ir-i-^ p^ Q^ ^ 4^- f(ny pa i-t--i ^ M^ i :^.- pi:^ /-^  is to 
restrict the movement of people from one place to another. A 
legislative measure in this regard was first promulgated by the 
Holy Prophet (may the peace and blessings of Allah be on him) 
when he ordered that people should not qo to a place where an 
epidemic of plague was prevalent. They were also told not to 
leave such a place if they happened to be there at the time of 
the epidemic. This concept of promulgating qiA-antine^ is yet 
another contribution of Islam to modern Science, 
Such then is the nature of Quranic science. We have to 
understand the teachings given to us to prove that Islam has 
always advocated reasoned struggle. Every Science is Islamic 
Science because it is a divine Science, The Holy Prophet (may 
the peace and blessings of Allah be on him) remarked that the 
latter days of the Ummah would be improved only by what improved 
ita beginning. Of course an understanding of the teachings of 
the Quran and Sunnah were the guiding principles that made us 
the leaders of the scientific world in a matter of decades. It 
was the intellectual boldness and ability to synthesize productive 
ideas within the frame of Islamic norms that enabled us to reach 
the climax (Sardar, 1984). Islam is a complete way of life and 
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it is our duty to find out the causes and cure of the present-
day environmental problems and gain a fresh understanding of 
the concept of 'ilrp' for our own benefit and for the welfare 
of our posterity. 
CHAPTER X I I 
SUMMARY 
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IN IHig IIAIIF OF ALLiMI^  TlIB MERGirUL^ THE GOMPA^^ ilOMATE 
T h e • d o c t o r i n e of I s l am h a s r e a c h e d us t h r o u g h t h e 
Holy Quran and t h e p a y i n g s , a c t i o n s and s a n c t i o n s of t h e 
Holy P r o p h e t (may t h e peace and b l e s s i n g s of A l l a h be on h im)« 
Our e t h i c s i s b a s e d on s e l f p u r i f i c a t i o n and i n c o r r e l a t i n g 
r e a s o n w i t h r e l i g i o n i n such a way t h a t f a l s e n o t i o n s and f l i m s y 
a r g u m e n t s may g i v e way t o p o s i t i v e t h i n k i n g . Thus i t i s o u r d u t y 
t o u n d e r s t a n d t h e d e t a i l s c o n c e r n i n g t h e c r e a t i o n of t h e b i o s p h e r e , 
t h e s t r u c t u r a l a d a p t i b i l i t y of human body and t h e wisdom of 
b r e a s t - f e e d i n g a baby f o r t h i r t y months* Q u r a n i c i n j u n c t i o n s 
c o n c e r n i n g d i e t a r y and d e n t a l h y g i e n e a r e a b s o l u t e l y c l e a r and 
we have been o r d a i n e d t o shun e n v i r o n m e n t a l p o l l u t i o n , . I t i s 
t h e r e f o r e , t h e d u t y of modern muslim s c h o l a r s t o p r o v i d e S c i e n t i f i c 
e x p l a n a t i o n f o r t h e s e s a n c t i o n s a s a l s o f o r t h e p r o h i b i t i n g o r d e r s 
a g a i n s t a l l k i n d s of i n t o x i c a n t s . We have t o t e a c h t h e common 
man t h e s i g n i f i c a n c e and v^^lue of o u r way of s l a u g h t e r i n g food 
a n i m a l s and t e l l them t h a t t h e y s h o u l d be k i n d t o a n i m a l s and 
s h o u l d n o t work f o r t h e i r own d e s t r u c t i o n . 
U r b a n i z a t i o n and i n d u s t r i a l i z a t i o n t hough good f o r t h e ' 
p r o g r e s s of mankind a l s o damages t h e e n v i r o n m e n t . A knowledge 
of I s l a m i c p r i n c i p l e s c o n c e r n i n g p e r s o n a l and cornmunity h y g i e n e 
i s t h u s of paramount i m p o r t a n c e . We have t o a 'dopt t h e s e p r i n c i p l e s 
i n o r d e r t o l i v e a happy ana p r o s p e r o u s l i f e on t h i s e a r t h . And 
t h i s i s t h e s u b j e c t m a t t e r of t h e p r e s e n t t h e s i s . The a u t h o r 
h a s t r i e d t o e x p l a i n how t h e A l m i g h t y A l l a h comprehended i n h i s 
d e s i g n t h e 6ky which was a l l a h a z e , c r e a t e d t h e h e a v e n s and 
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formed the earth. 
The presence of smoke in the early stages of the universe 
as referred to in the Holy Quran corresponds exactly to the 
concept of primary nebula of gaseous material of modem scientists. 
Similarly the Quranic teaching that Allah has created every 
living object from water is a well established fact of biology 
today. As the temperature of the globe became sufficiently low 
to permit the formation of compounds, the atoms of Hydrogen, 
Oxygen, Nitrogen and Carbon joined together in various combinations 
Water was formed by the combination of Hydrogen and Oxygen and 
this became of paramount importance from the point of view of 
biology. It was and is even now the most essential component 
of living matter. In fact about ninety percent of anything 
living is water. 
Allah created the human beinq in stages. In the first 
instance certain basic constituents were produced. These 
constituents then joined together to form compounds which provided 
the necessary nutrients to the developing embryo. Bones were 
formed and these got covered with flesh and when spirit was 
breathed in such a mould of man, it became alive. 
The teaching imparted in the Quranic revealation that 
Allah has created man in the goodliest form becomes clear when 
we find that our upright posture is highly advantegeous than that 
of the lower animals which has to walk horizontally. Human skull 
is certainly unique. It consists of a number of strong, hard 
and compact bones which are firmly and rigidly joined together 
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to form the base of the skull which holds the brain. Our brain 
can store each item of memory so much so that even after seventy 
years of activity it may contain as many as fifteen billion 
separate bits of information. Marvellous indeed are the ways 
of Allah in making us the wisest of His creations. As pointed 
out by Moulana Abdul Majid Daryabadi (1957), if we only try to 
reflect on the marvellous structure of the atom and on the still 
more marvellous nature of human mind, we become aware of the 
truth that Allah is all designing, all powerful and infinitely 
wise. 
The phenomenon of human reproduction as revealed in the 
Holy Quran proves beyond doubt the truthfulness of the woi-d of 
Allah. So close is the si nilarity between the teachings of the 
Holy Quran and the process that has so far been discovered by 
the biologists that one is forced to admit the all time and all 
embrassing virtue of Quranic Science, 
The million^of cells in the human body are of different 
form, size and shape. Of these the female egq is the largest 
while the male sperm is the smallest, A woman is born with a 
certain compliment of immature egus in the ovaries whereas 
millions of sperm cells are deposited by a male at any one time. 
This is because a large number of these perish in the vagina and 
it is to be made sure that the mature egq present in the ovary 
is fertilized within twenty four hours of its being oast free 
from the ovary. In this way a human being starts existence 
through the mingling of the fluids of the two sexes. It gets 
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lodged safely in the bCJdy of the mother and s t a r t s developing. 
Once the baby i s bom^ i t becomes incumbent on the 
mother t o breast-feed the child for two f a l l yea r s . This i s 
necessary because there i s no subs t i t u t e for the mothers' milk. 
A survey made in England showed t h a t while 2-3 percent of the 
breas t - fed infants died within one year, the mor ta l i ty ra te in 
the case of bo t t l e - fed babies was 12,1%. In fact the Holy 
Prophet (may the peace and bless ings of Allah be on him) has 
advised the Ummah t h a t i t i s b e t t e r t o continue suckling for 
another s ix months and accordingly t o modern researches t h i s 
period of t h i r t y months i s the idea l duration for breas t - feed ing . 
But Allah never causes undue suffering t o h is creat ion and no 
one i s burdened beyond his capac i ty . If the re fo re , nursing i s 
not possible for some genuine reason, subs t i tu t e feeding by 
employing a fos te r mother i s permiss ib le . Those who cannot 
afford t o have a fos te r mother may feed the baby on the milk of 
the cow or a goat by adding water and sugar t o i t and bringing 
i t as close to human milk as p o s s i b l e . 
The parents need t o jay spec ia l a t t en t ion t o hygiene in 
childhood and the children should be provided with abundance 
of c lean, absorbant and loose c lo th ing . They have t o be t r ea t ed 
with a f fec t ion . The Holy Prophet (may the peace and bless ings of 
Allah be on him) likened the chi ldren with the fragnance of the 
heavens/ (Wajidi, 1978). 
Eating may be considered a part of re l ig ion in the sense 
t h a t def in i te p rescr ip t ions have been revealed in the Holy Quran 
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with respect to the kind of food which can be consumed by the 
believers. While all good and clean things contributing to 
the building of the body may be eaten^ blood, flesh of swine 
and carcasses of animals cannot be eaten. And this is what it 
should be. Carrion and blood are articles of food which cause 
disgust to any refined person, A number of harmful parasites 
live in the blood and several groups of microorganisms thrive 
well in dead and decomposed animal tissues. Pork and ham is 
also very rich in cholestrol and is harmful to us. The helminth 
parasite, Trichinella spiralis also occurs in pigs and causes 
trichinosis. As compared to this, the meat of sheep, goats and 
cattle is rich in fat whereas that of camel provides the much 
needed salts to people who live in the tropics and often suffer 
from cramps becaase of the loss of sodium chloride through 
perspiration. Meat, beef and poultry provide us with enough, 
vitamins, proteins, fats, calcium and iron. 
In fish the Almighty Allah has given us an abundance of 
food and a good source of proteins» These are prolific breeders 
in salt and fresh waters and are easily available to the common 
man. The oil obtained from the liver of Cod and Shark fishes 
is a rich source of vitamin A, 
Locusts are considered as pre-slaughtered food and are 
to be consumed as such. They contain a large amount of moisture 
and are highly rich in fat and proteins. The salt and glucose 
content is high and therefore these insects provide energy to 
people travelling over long distances in the desert. 
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Allah has given us water so that we may grow vegetables, 
fruits and grains of all kind and eat them ('It is He Who sendeth 
down rain from the sky; with it we produce vegetables of all 
kinds. From some we produce green (crops) out of which we 
produce grain, heaped up (at harvest time); out of the date 
palm and its sheaths (come) clusters of dates hanging low 
and near; and (then there are) gardens of grapes and olives 
and pomegranates; each similar (in kind) yet (of a ) different 
(variety); when they begin to bear fruit, feast your eyes with 
the fruit and the ripeness, there of. Behold in these things 
there are signs for people who believe-•'/Al-Anam :100), 
Of the various fruits which have been mentioned in the 
Holy Quran, dates have found great favour. This may be because 
of their providing a stable diet for huiran beings. They are 
easily assimiable and are a tonic for the heart and the eyes. 
Certain varities contain a low content of sugar and are used 
as bread dates. These provide daily nourishment to people 
living in the desert regions of the world. 
The slow growing tree of olive is highly resistant to 
periods of drought and the fruit contains a very high percentage 
of fat. Its oil is not only a good cooking medium but has 
important medicinal properties. It is a good hair tonic, stops 
premature greying and relieves muscular pains. 
Fig is the popular name given to the plants belonging to 
the genus Ficus, It is a poor man's food. The fruits are aot only 
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r ich in 'vi tamins A & B but a l so contain a high sugar content 
and can cure cons t ipa t ion . Indeed the d ie ta ry and energy-
giving value of o l ive and f ig becomes clear when we r ec i t e the 
f i r s t verse of Surah Al-Tin and find tha t the Almighty Allah 
has Himself t e s t i f i e d t h e i r importance. 
Islam has given great importance t o the manner of 
slaughtering an animal and i t seems tha t the e n t i r e philosophy 
aims at ensuring t h a t blood vesse ls are ful ly exposed and the 
blood i s completely drained off the body so tha t the toxins 
contained in the blood do not reach the body of the person 
eat ing such meat. 
The skin of a slaughtered animal has i t s own advantage 
and produces hides and skins of much superior qua l i ty than i s 
obtained from the skins of non-slaughtered animals . This i s 
due t o the fact t ha t aluminum and chromium which are generally 
employed for tanning purposes penetra te the skin of the 
slaughtered animals more e f fec t ive ly than tha t of non-slauqhtered 
ones . Again the slaughtered animals can be skinned more e a s i l y . 
All t h i s i s a d i s t i n c t economic ga in . This i s why the Holy 
Prophet (may the peace and bless ings of Allah be on him) to ld 
Hazrat Obaidullah bin Abdullah (may Allah be pleased with him) 
tha t we should derive benefi t by skinning the dead animals. 
The honey bee i s aril unique animal. I t bui lds i t s combs 
on the mountains, on the t r ee s and a t the top ot the buildings 
and co l lec t s nactor from d i f fe ren t kinds of flowcsrs t o produce 
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honey for the healing of mankind. (Al-Nahl : 68-69). It is 
not only a complete food but also a medicine for patients 
suffering from stomach ailments. This is why the Holy Prophet 
(may the peace and blessings of Allah be on him) graciously 
remarked that the use of honey and recitation of al-Quran 
brings health and happiness. 
Animals are useful to us in other ways also, for traction 
as a source of power and for transport. The dog has been 
serving us as a gaurd animal and we are permitted to hunt with 
it. The sheep yield wool while camels are an important source 
of power and transport in hot and dry deserts. Of course 
through domestication and selective breeding \-ie can have animals 
of great utility. This is especially true of such distinguished 
animals as the horse whose agility, affectionate nature, extreme 
sensitiveness and long memory has made him a prestigious 
companion of man. 'And of these (hath he provided you with) 
horses, mules and asses that ye may ride them and to give you 
dignity and He hath created (many other) things of which ye 
have no knowledgey" (Al-Nahl .:8) 
The sea is a treasure of wealth and how grateful should 
we be to the Almighty Allah who has subjected it to us and taught 
us to build ships that traverse along the unfathomed waters. 
Pearls obtained from animals belonging to the Phylum Mollusca 
and living in the sea are a real bounty of God, A 5 gram pearl 
may cost as much as three to four thousand rupees. 
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But all animals are not useful. There are destructive 
ones also. The seemingly inferior, tiny and repulsive insects 
give us typhus fever while the locusts ruin our crops. The 
crow, kite, scorpion, rabbid dogs and rats are injurious 
economically so much so that the Holy Prophet (may the peace 
and blessings of Allah be on him) has jjermitted us to kill 
them even during the period of Haj. But while killing of the 
pest organisms is desirable, we should not harm them unnecessarily, 
Kindness to others, be they humans or animals is a fundamental 
principle of Islam and Allah loveth those who do good work. The 
Holy Prophet (may the peace and blessings of Allah be on him) 
has directed that the camels be given their due while travelling 
in a green pasture and we should find for them a place, free 
of vermins to rest at night. 
That plants and their products are the ultimate source 
of food for mankind is a well established fact of ecology Just 
as is the truth that the growth of plants and trees is dependent 
on rain, a phenomenon over which we have no control. Certainly 
it is a great blessing of Allah that he sends down rain from the 
sky for the germination of seeds and spores of all kinds of 
plants. The pomegranates which we grow to purge the system of 
every hatred or the corn that we eat as a stable food is as 
much a blessing of Allah as the prohibition of alcoholic beverages 
which intoxicate and injure our internal organs. 
Besides their fo-jd value, plants are also useful as 
medicines. Thus bruised leaves of 'hinna' cure cuts and wounds 
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and an extract prepared from their flowers, leaves and tender 
shoots is a favoured treatment for leprosy. The well known 
Senna-i-Arabi is obtained from the leaves of Cassia anqustifolia» 
It contains glycosides which clean the bowels. iSoft drinks 
made from the leaves of this herbaceous plant cause jaundice, 
whereas ointments made from its seeds are much recommended for 
the treatment of skin diseases, In fact this is such a useful 
plant that the Holy Prophet (may the peace ana blessings of 
Allah be on him) once rennrked that if anything could save 
mankind from death, it would have been '/enna', 
The importance of personal hygiene and cleanliness of 
ones' immediate environment are the fundamental teachings of 
Islam. The Holy Prophet (may the peace and blessings of Allah 
be on him) has told us thnt Allah loveth those who keep themselves 
clean. He has declared that Islam means cleanliness. Thus 
whenever a person desires to be initiated into Islam, he has 
to first clean himself by talking a bath with water containing 
a disinfectant. 
Bathing means imrtyersing the body in water and washing 
away perspiration and particles of dust and dirt that may have 
adhered to the skin. There is impurity at the root of each hair 
and that is why the Holy Prophet (may the peace and blessincs 
of Allah be on him) told Hazrat Abu Hurrara (may Allah be pleased 
with him) to wash his hairs and keep his skin free of pollution. 
Washing of hands and face especially before taking meals 
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i s an impoirtant safe cjuard against infect ious aqen t s . The law 
of 'Wudhu' enjoin t h a t we should keep c lean. Thus we r ec i t e 
"Oh you the be l ievers when you get up for prayers , wash your 
face and your hands upto the elbow, rub your hands (with some 
water) and (wash) your feet upto the ankles - (al-Maida: 6)0 
Dental hygiene i s an i n t eg ra l part of Islam for brushing of 
t e e t h with a softened s t ick •miswak' not only a ids in d iges t ion , 
but a l so removes phlegam, keeps our mouth clean and makes our 
t e e th br ight and s t rong . 
Dress i s the index of a person which ind ica tes h i s 
manners, displays h i s personal i ty and protec ts liim frOm the 
extremes of climate and extornal i n j u r i e s . I t should be loose-
f i t t i n g so as t o allow a stratum of a i r between the dress and 
the sk in . Since a i r i s a bad conductor of heat t h i s v/ould 
amount to wearing an addi t ional garment for the maintenance 
of bodily hea t . The Holy Prophet (may the peace and blessings 
of Allah be on him) knew t h i s and therefore a loose f i t t i n g 
•kurta• was h i s preferred d r e s s . 
Though, under nornal condit ions the wearing of garments 
made of s i lk i s not permitted in Islam* such c lothes may be 
worn by persons suffer ing from dermat i t i s because of the soothing 
feel ing which they g ive . This could be the reason why Hazrat 
Abdur Rehman bin Arif and liazrat Zubair (may Allah be pleased 
with them) were permitted to wear clothes made of s i l k . 
Coinrnunity hygiene i s the qual i ty of l iv ing of a community. 
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It is not only a social ethics but also a religious obligation 
to keep ones residence and neighbourhood clean. Once when the 
Holy Prophet (may the peace and blessing of Allah be on him) 
came to the mosque and found that people had spitten on the 
walls, he started to remove the dirty spots with a stick that 
was in his hand. And then he strongly condemned this unhygienic 
habit. At another occasion when a woman removed such contagious 
drops from a wall and sprinkled perfume, the Holy Prophet (may 
the peace and blest>ings of Allah be on him) was much pleased 
and appreciated the act of the lady. 
There is no doubt that some of the most serious and 
contagious diseases ot mankind are transmitted through the agency 
of injects and droplet infections or may bo due to improper 
disposal of waste material. In this way the epidemics ot cholera, 
plague and influenza have appalled men throughout the ages and 
are yet regarded as the mojor epidemic diseases of the world. 
Almost all epidemic diseases have a defined incubation 
period and one of the best way to prevent their occurrence at 
different places is to enforce quarantines restricting the movement 
of persons frcxn one place to another. It is really astonishing 
to learn from Hazrat Abdur Rehman bin Aoof that more than fourteen 
centuries back, the Holy Prophet (may the peace and blessings 
of Allah be on him) warned his Ummah not to go to a place where 
an epidemic was prevalent. They were also told not to leave 
such a pl'^ ce if they haptJened to be there at the time of the 
epidemic. 
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This indeed was the first quarantine that was enforced 
in the field of pest control. Its significance becomes 
apparent when we find that it was only in 1961 that an 
international sanitary regulation was promulgated by the WorId 
Health Organisation to keep in isolatic« persons suffering from 
plague for a period of six days. 
Cholera is transmitted by the common housefly, Musca 
domestica nebulo, A study of the washing from the surfaces;: 
of the flies showed the presence of 2,500,000 to 29,500,000 
bacteria per fly (Ostrelenk & Welech, 1942). Shope (1927) 
prepared a salt solution extract of flies and found therein a 
bacteriophage capable of destroying the pathogenic bacteria. 
The distribution of bacteria and the bacteriophage on the body 
of the fly is not definitely known and there is every possibility 
that both groups of microorganisms may not always be present 
at one and the same site. Thus we can we understand the 
philosophy of the words of the Holy Prophet (may the peace and 
blessings of Allah be on him) that fly carries disease organisms 
on one wing and their killers on the other. It is therefore, 
desirable to ;dip the entire fly in the liquid in which it 
happens to fall before throwing it away, 
f ^ Sealing the wounds with cotton soaked in lltinture provides 
protection from invasion by o«Lfc4d%! microorganisms and also helps 
in the healing of wounds. No doubt therefore, that fiazrat Fatima 
Radi Allah Anha burnt a piece of matting and sealed the wounds 
with it when her most exalted father, our Holy Prophet (may the 
peace and blessings of Allah be on him) got hurt. Indeed the 
science of environmental gygiene has always occupied a place of 
r 
importance in Islam. 
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